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Abstract

The performance of product development processes is important to the com-

mercial success of new products. The improvement of these processes is thus

a strategic imperative for many engineering companies — the aero-engine is one

example of a complex product for which market pressures necessitate ever-shorter

development times. This thesis argues that process modelling and simulation can

support the improvement of complex product development processes.

A literature review identified that design process modelling is a well-established

research area encompassing a diverse range of approaches. However, most existing

tools and methods are not widely applied in industry. An extended case study

was therefore conducted to explore the pragmatic utility of process modelling and

simulation. It is argued that iteration is a key driver of design process behaviour

which cannot be fully reflected in a mechanistic model. Understanding iteration

can help select an appropriate representation for a given process domain and

modelling objective.

A model-based approach to improve the management of iterative design processes

was developed. This approach shows that design process simulation models can

support practice despite their limited fidelity. The modelling and simulation

framework resulting from this work was enhanced for application to a wider range

of process improvement activities. A robust and extensible software platform was

also developed. The framework and software tool have made significant contri-

bution to research projects investigating process redesign, process robustness and

process optimisation. These projects are discussed to validate the framework

and tool and to highlight their applicability beyond the original approach. The

research results were disseminated in academia and industry — 72 copies of the

software were distributed following requests in the first three months of its release.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Today’s multi-national manufacturing companies recognise that they must not

only offer better products than the competition; they must also bring these prod-

ucts to market faster and more cost effectively than their rivals. For example,

research from McKinsey and Company has indicated that releasing a product six

months behind schedule can lead to the loss of over 30% of profits, whereas a

product delivered on time but 50% over budget leads to losses of less than 5%

(DTI, 1994; Figure 1.1). The scope of this study is limited to relatively simple

products with short market lives. However, it does highlight that a company’s

understanding of the process by which products are developed and, ultimately,

their ability to predict and control this process can have a substantial influence

on profitability.
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Figure 1.1 The timeliness of delivery to market can form a substantial influence on the
lifetime profitability of a new product (DTI, 1994).
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Bringing any new product to market is a challenging and expensive undertaking.

For example, the design and development of a screwdriver requires the coordi-

nation of six people for twelve months (Ulrich and Eppinger, 2003). This is

perhaps among the simplest of manufactured products, consisting of only a few

components; near the other end of the spectrum, a helicopter comprises over

10,000 individual components (Eckert et al., 2001). For engineered products

of this complexity, development and manufacture requires the co-ordination of

hundreds of companies and thousands of individuals. For example, Airbus main-

tains a procurement network of around 1500 suppliers in more than 30 countries,

and development of the Boeing 777 passenger aircraft required the attention of

around 17,000 personnel for up to four and a half years (Ulrich and Eppinger,

2003). These examples highlight that complex products tend to have complex

development processes, which are consequently difficult to understand and im-

prove.

This thesis is motivated by the commercial importance and practical difficulty of

improving complex product development processes. It is argued that:

The processes by which complex products are developed may be mod-

elled using a formal approach. Such models may be used to support a

range of process improvement activities.

This is based on the assumption that lessons learned from studying one product

development process can be applied to improve another in a similar context, e.g.,

the same company and product family. This assumption may be justified from

practical experience and acceptance in the existing literature. Although meriting

further research it will not be explored in this dissertation.

The argument is necessarily abstract to encompass the content of this disserta-

tion. It is qualified further in the following four sections. Firstly, the research

background is explored and its importance highlighted. Secondly, the argument

is decomposed into two research questions and a main success criterion. Thirdly,

the research methodology is discussed. Finally, the dissertation structure is sum-

marised.

2
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Figure 1.2 The applications of process modelling considered by this thesis. A dashed
border indicates consideration of many instances and a solid border denotes
a single instance.

1.1 Background

This section discusses the applications of process modelling which are considered

in this thesis and introduces the key stakeholders in these activities. This allows

more detailed discussion of the research motivation, i.e., the novelty of the thesis

and its importance to academic and industry practice.

1.1.1 Applications of process modelling

Process models may be constructed for many purposes and should be appropriate

to their intended use (Browning and Ramasesh, 2007). This thesis concerns

process modelling to support three forms of process improvement, focusing on

the design aspects of complex product development (Figure 1.2). These are:

• Knowledge capture. Most organisations prescribe standard, high-level

processes that aim to ensure good practices such as proper evaluation and

review activities. Technical processes are often described using informal

flowcharts, usually at a level of detail that fits on a presentation slide. Such

descriptions highlight a particular perspective and understanding of the

process and are of limited utility outside this context. Such documentation

is nevertheless useful. It represents experts’ process knowledge in a form

which can support discussions, thus promoting co-ordination and develop-

3
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ment of a shared understanding. It is often proposed that more integrated

process capture could support co-ordination by making experts’ knowledge

more explicit and accessible (e.g., Eckert and Clarkson 2003). Additionally,

a specific design process model could document the design rationale which

must be revisited if any re-design is necessary. This is a pertinent issue

since many complex products have lifecycles measured in decades and must

be supported after the original designers have left the company.

• Management support. In the context of this thesis, management is con-

cerned with project planning, monitoring and control. Gantt charts are

usually used to represent processes for these purposes. The utility of these

documents can vary according to the process characteristics, company and

industry sector. For example, processes driven by the iterative refinement of

high performance components are characterised by uncertainty in task defi-

nition and ordering. They are thus difficult to represent in an acyclic Gantt

chart. Planning documents typically show little detail in these cases. In con-

trast, Gantt charts representing more sequential processes can encompass

thousands of tasks but provide little indication of the rationale underlying

decisions such as task ordering and resource allocation. In both examples

the inadequacy of existing representations can cause difficulties when rea-

soning about plans, schedules and risk. This dissertation will show how

process models incorporating design iteration and uncertain events could

form the basis of more effective management practice.

• Process analysis and reconfiguration. Companies must understand

their design processes in order to identify and evaluate improvement op-

portunities. This could involve identifying where investment in new tools

could provide most leverage, evaluating the impact of resourcing levels upon

project delivery, or identifying configuration changes which could improve

key measures of process performance. Such analysis can be difficult since

individuals’ perceptions of processes focus on their specific responsibilities

and goals.

Process modelling can support these improvement activities in many ways.

For example, constructing a model helps develop a detailed, common under-

standing of the process and thereby allows the modeller to directly identify

4
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problem areas (e.g., Wynn et al. 2005). The structure of a process model

may be analysed to highlight potential improvements in more complex cases

(Eppinger, 1991). A simulation model capturing process behaviour can pro-

vide a ‘virtual sandbox’ in which alternative configurations may be explored

and cost-effective improvements identified (O’Donovan, 2004). Simulation

models may also be viewed as ‘black boxes’ for estimating the performance

of a given process configuration. They could thus be used as the basis of a

design process optimisation approach (Bell et al., 2007).

1.1.2 Stakeholders

A number of stakeholders may be identified in the applications discussed above.

The requirements of each group are aligned to the responsibilities and goals of

that role:

• Technical engineering and management personnel responsible for the

development and maintenance of design technology. These individuals own

the detailed understanding of process and product characteristics; their buy-

in is critical to the introduction of any model-based approach. They require

modelling approaches to provide a detailed and convincing representation

of the process.

• Project management personnel responsible for delivery of a project

within time and budget constraints. Such stakeholders aim to achieve re-

ductions in cost and duration of individual projects, as well as improvements

in predictive and progress monitoring abilities. Since project managers are

concerned with meeting immediate time and budget constraints they require

pragmatic support methods which deliver short-term benefit.

• Academic researchers seeking to improve the effectiveness, efficiency,

transparency or theoretical understanding of the design process. They re-

quire modelling approaches which are flexible to allow extension and appli-

cation outside the original context, and which are implemented in robust

tools which enable validation of research outputs in an industry context.

5
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Tool

General-purpose 
diagramming software 
(e.g., PowerPoint, Visio).

Traditional project 
management tools 

(e.g., MS Project).

General-purpose 
simulation-based 

planning tools (e.g., 
PERTMaster, Risky 

Project).

Specific design project 
management tools 

(e.g., PlanWeaver, 
ProModeller, Plexus 

Modeller).

Business process 
modelling and 

workflow tools (e.g., 
ARIS).

Advantages

Always available. Flexible.

Low cost. Well known. 
Training easily accessible. 
Perceived as safe option.

Limited representation of 
uncertainty. Planning-specific 

analyses are possible, e.g., 
critical path and resource 

levelling.

Targeted at design process 
planning. 

Some account of iteration.
More suitable than general 

planning tools for this 
domain.

Implement established 
methodologies for business 

process modelling and 
re-engineering.

Disadvantages

Informal representation means no common 
language. All diagrams must fit on one sheet, 

so information is fragmented and inconsis-
tent.

Poor for managing dynamic and iterative 
processes. No simulation capability or 

reasoning about risk. No explicit definition of 
information - hence complex networks can 

be difficult to interpret and validate.

Underlying description is often unsuitable for 
design processes. The simulations cannot 
account for iterative or adaptive process 

behaviour, hence are not widely accepted in 
this domain.

High purchasing cost - often including 
consultancy fees.  Customised to specific 

industries (e.g., construction),  less successful 
outside these areas. Modelling frameworks 

are customised for planning and do not 
support knowledge capture etc. , hence it 

may be  difficult to justify the modelling 
investment. Technologies are still unproven 
and not yet accepted into general practice.

Description/simulation is unsuitable for 
design. Ability to manipulate, visualise and 

query large models may be limited.  Logical 
constraints and consistency checking are not 

enforced or not appropriate to  design.
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Figure 1.3 A summary of the advantages and disadvantages of modelling tools which
have been employed to support process improvement in industry.

1.1.3 Research motivation

Figure 1.3 summarises the advantages and disadvantages of some existing tools

employed to support knowledge capture, process management and process analy-

sis in industry. This brief analysis illustrates that existing modelling approaches

do not address all the applications considered above. The motivation for a more

integrated approach is threefold:

• Reduce the cost of modelling by allowing adaptation of models to new

purposes. In current practice, process improvement activities are usually

undertaken by different personnel using separate representations. Enhanc-

ing existing descriptions of the design process for simulation would reduce

the cost of such analysis and help ensure the knowledge of domain experts
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was incorporated. Similarly, a computable model used for management

support would require little enhancement prior to additional analysis.

• Support communication between stakeholders using a modelling tech-

nology which provides a common conceptualisation of processes and the

terminology for describing them. This would support development and

maintenance of process modelling expertise within a company. A common

language would also enhance the dialogue between industry and academia.

• Support development of novel approaches. The process of developing,

evaluating and deploying any model-based approach requires a great deal

of implementation effort. However, in many cases such approaches are

derived from existing modelling concepts. An extensible software platform

suitable for a range of modelling applications and stakeholders could reduce

implementation costs and thereby support academic research.

1.2 Research questions and success criterion

To recap, this dissertation will argue that:

The processes by which complex products are developed may be mod-

elled using a formal approach. Such models may be used to support a

range of process improvement activities.

Based on the previous section this argument may be decomposed into the follow-

ing research questions:

• What attributes are necessary in a design process modelling framework used

for knowledge capture, management support and process analysis?

• What are the requirements for design process modelling and simulation

software to support academic research and industry practice?

This research project was intended to contribute to both academic knowledge and

current practice regarding design process improvement. The success criterion was

therefore that results should contribute to other academic research projects and

should be applied in industry.

7
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1.3 Research methodology

In overview, the research questions were addressed by developing a process mod-

elling framework and software tool. The answers were validated by applying the

new approaches to support each application discussed above.

This section discusses the research methodology under four headings: research

paradigm; research phases; research methods; and research project.

1.3.1 Research paradigm

It is important to define whether the research is considered scientific (quantita-

tive) or qualitative in nature, since these traditions place different demands on

methodological rigour. In scientific research, rigour is often “reflected in nar-

rowness, conciseness and objectivity, and leads to rigid adherence to research de-

signs”. In qualitative research, by contrast, “rigour is associated with openness,

scrupulous adherence to a philosophical perspective, thoroughness in collecting

data, and consideration of all the data in the development of a theory” (Cope,

2002).

Furthermore, whereas scientific research emphasises objectivity and repeatability,

in qualitative research the researcher becomes the primary instrument of investi-

gation. The process by which research is conducted should be carefully selected

to minimise the effect of the researcher’s bias on their conclusions. A thorough

description of the process is usually considered necessary to aid interpretation

and critique of the work (e.g., Crilly 2005).

This research project incorporates elements of both scientific and qualitative

paradigms. This was necessitated by the different forms of knowledge sought

in each research phase in order to address the research questions. Combining

these paradigms is a challenge common to much design research, which aims to

both describe and improve the effectiveness of the design process. (Eckert et al.,

2004a).
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Criteria

Description I

Prescription

Description II
Observation 
and analysis

Measure

In!uences

Methods

Applications

Assumption
and experience

Observation 
and analysis

Figure 1.4 A methodology for conducting design research (Blessing et al., 1995).

1.3.2 Research phases

The design research methodology proposed by Blessing et al. (1995) was selected

as the structure for this research. Blessing’s approach reflects the received sci-

entific view of knowledge acquisition and consists of four main phases (Figure

1.4):

• Criteria, in which the goals of the research are established and criteria

formulated by which the results will be evaluated.

• Description I, in which a detailed understanding of the problem is formu-

lated through literature review and exploratory case studies. By general-

ising from concrete examples of the engineering design process, the phase

should result in an expanded problem definition and a description of the

context for which the research results may be considered valid.

• Prescription, in which theories describing the nature of the problem,

methods which distill the theories into pragmatic approaches or descriptions

of best practice, and computer tools to support application and validation

are developed.

• Description II, in which the approach and tools are validated against the

criteria through additional case studies.
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1.3.3 Research methods

This section discusses the methods applied during each phase of the research.

Key methodological considerations will be revisited throughout the dissertation.

1.3.3.1 Criteria: Literature review

The research questions and success criterion of Section 1.2 were developed at the

outset of this project and refined as literature was reviewed (Chapter 2).

Although Blessing’s approach indicates that research results should be evaluated

against pre-defined criteria, it is usually acknowledged that the ideal evaluation

is not possible due to time, repeatability and access constraints (Blessing et al.,

1995). Indeed, many philosophers of science reject the existence of testing criteria

altogether (Reich, 1995). In this research, detailed testing criteria proved difficult

to define due to the breadth of potential applications. The criterion discussed

above was therefore viewed as the guiding principle for a primarily discursive

evaluation.

1.3.3.2 Description I: Empirical study

The design process should be viewed not only as a system to be modelled and

improved, but also as the context into which support solutions must be deployed.

An eight-month on-site case study was therefore undertaken at Rolls-Royce to

ensure the research output was sensitive to contextual requirements.

An empirical and theoretical understanding of design process modelling was de-

veloped from this study (Chapter 3). A model-based approach to support project

management was proposed, thereby providing context for the main research con-

tribution (Chapter 4).

1.3.3.3 Prescription: Modelling framework and software development

A task-based, parameter-driven process modelling framework termed the Applied

Signposting Model (ASM) was developed to address the first research question

(Chapter 5). The framework was implemented in an extensible software platform

called P3 Signposting (Chapter 6). This addressed the second research question

and enabled validation of the research via application in industry.

10
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Figure 1.5 The P3 Signposting software for design process modelling and simulation
was developed as part of the research project (Wynn et al., 2006a).

From the earliest stages of the research the modelling framework and software

implementation were developed concurrently through a process of iterative re-

finement. Following the case study discussed above, refinement of the approach

was guided by frequent interaction with users in industry and academia. Each

user provided ongoing feedback regarding both the modelling framework and the

software. In addition to regular contact by telephone, email and in person, users

were encouraged to log feature requests and bugs using a web-based issue tracking

system. This regular interaction ensured the appropriateness and stability of the

software implementation.

1.3.3.4 Description II: Introduction into practice

The modelling framework and software tool were validated by application to three

industry-related projects and two Ph.D. projects which extended the approach

as part of novel research (Chapter 7). This also illustrates their use in each of

the three applications discussed above.
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Ch. 1. Introduction

Ch. 2. Models of product development

Ch. 3. Representing design practice

Ch. 4. Support for project management

Ch. 5. Process modelling framework

Ch. 6. Modelling and simulation software

Ch. 7. Applications and reflection

Ch. 8. Conclusions

Oct 02 Oct 03 Oct 04 Oct 05 Oct 06Dissertation chapter

Criteria

Description I

Prescription

Description II

Oct 02 Oct 03 Oct 04 Oct 05 Oct 06Research phase

Literature review

Empirical study

Theory development

Method development

Software development

Introduction into practice

Oct 02 Oct 03 Oct 04 Oct 05 Oct 06Research method

Figure 1.6 The research phases, methods and corresponding dissertation chapters.

In each case, a different user applied the approach over several months to support

a process improvement project in collaboration with Rolls-Royce. It has thus been

possible to evaluate the approach within its intended context of application. In

addition to many informal discussions, a number of users were interviewed to

explore their experience with the approach. This was combined with a more

objective evaluation in which usage of the software was automatically recorded

over several months’ modelling activity. The resulting data detail over 100 hours’

continuous usage. These data were analysed to indicate the time expended in

modelling and highlight the rework-intensive nature of the modelling activity.

1.3.4 Research project

The four research phases overlapped significantly during this project; a common

occurrence when following Blessing’s methodology (Eckert et al., 2004). Figure

1.6 illustrates the timing of each phase together with the methods applied and

corresponding dissertation chapters.
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1.4 Thesis summary

This dissertation proceeds in eight chapters:

1. Introduction. The thesis is introduced, research questions and success cri-

teria are defined and the research methodology is discussed.

2. Models of product development. Published models of the design and de-

velopment process are reviewed and it is argued that no single modelling

approach provides an adequate description of practice. This highlights the

need for additional research to identify the most appropriate basis for ad-

dressing the research questions.

3. Representing design practice. Drawing on an extended case study, design

iteration is identified as a key influence on process behaviour and on the

uncertainty surrounding project planning and management. It is argued

that the behaviour of iteration is influenced by context-specific factors and

shown that each of the modelling frameworks reviewed in Chapter 2 is better

suited to representing certain aspects of iteration. The chapter concludes

that the most appropriate modelling framework should thus be selected by

considering the characteristics of iteration in the process to be modelled, as

well as any specific requirements of the modelling application.

4. Support for project management. A model-based approach to support

project management was developed to address requirements identified in

Chapter 3 and thereby to provide context for addressing the research ques-

tions. The approach uses process modelling and simulation to improve the

fidelity of plans and reduce the cost and frequency of re-planning.

5. Process modelling framework. The Applied Signposting Model (ASM) is

introduced to address the first research question. The ASM is a task-based,

parameter-driven modelling framework which provides a flexible infrastruc-

ture for design process modelling and simulation. It is based on a prototype

modelling approach which was developed as part of the management sup-

port method discussed in Chapter 4.
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6. Modelling and simulation software. A software platform entitled P3 Sign-

posting is introduced to address the second research question. In addition to

implementing the ASM, P3 Signposting enables rapid development of new

modelling frameworks. The requirement for this functionality arose from a

methodological observation which emerged during the research reported in

Chapter 4.

7. Applications and reflection. Application of the modelling framework and

software tool to support process improvement projects in industry and

academia is discussed, thereby validating the research contributions with

respect to the success criterion discussed above.

8. Conclusions. The research questions are discussed in light of the disserta-

tion. Research contributions are reviewed, opportunities for further work

are highlighted and conclusions are drawn.
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Chapter 2

Models of product development

This chapter sets the thesis in context by reviewing published models of the de-

sign and development process. A classification scheme is developed to encompass

the wide range of models which are discussed. This reveals the diverse range

of models and modelling approaches, none of which is agreed to adequately re-

flect all aspects of product development. It is therefore concluded that empirical

research is necessary to identify the most appropriate basis to support process

improvement in a given context.

The body of literature relevant to this review is expansive and incorporates

a broad range of perspectives. Browning and Ramasesh recently published a

comprehensive study of task network approaches to modelling product develop-

ment processes, identifying around 400 publications relevant to this sub-set alone

(Browning and Ramasesh, 2007). It is not feasible to exhaustively review the lit-

erature which influenced the research project; therefore, this chapter provides an

overview of design process models prior to focusing on those which have greatest

relevance to this dissertation.
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2.1 Overview

Many authors have proposed theories, models and methods to explain or improve

upon aspects of design practice. This body of literature is known as design

methodology and is concerned with:

“...the study of how designers work and think; the establishment of

appropriate structures for the design process; the development and

application of new design methods, techniques and procedures; and

reflection on the nature and extent of design knowledge and its appli-

cation to design problems.” (Cross, 1984).

Despite extensive research undertaken in this area since the 1950s, no single

theory or model is agreed to provide a satisfactory description of the design

process (Bahrami and Dagli, 1993). Likewise, there is no ‘silver bullet’ method

which can be universally applied to achieve process improvement. Most methods

have a well-defined and often relatively narrow focus, ranging from the generation

of mechanism concepts (e.g., Pahl and Beitz 1995) to the management of project

risk (e.g., Baxter 1995).

In this chapter, some popular approaches to modelling the design process are

presented and their practical relevance is discussed. Throughout the chapter, a

classification framework is developed to support the discussion and to relate the

diverse range of forms exhibited by these models.

2.2 Classifying models of designing

A theme of this thesis is to highlight the difficulty of developing a satisfactory

model of the design and development process. It is an equally challenging task

to describe the relationships between models concerned with various aspects of

product development — although authors such as Bayazit (2004), Cross and

Roozenburg (1992) and Blessing (1994) have used a variety of approaches to

frame discussions of such literature, these frameworks can seem as diverse and

difficult to relate as the models they describe.
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Commonly cited factors which differentiate the literature include the discipline

of origin, in which architectural literature has emphasised the creativity at the

heart of design activities, whereas engineering tradition has taken a more ra-

tionalist, scientific approach as exemplified by authors such as Hubka and Eder

(1980) and Pahl and Beitz (1995). Bayazit discusses design methodology from

the perspectives of nationality of origin and the historical development of form

(Bayazit, 2004).

The following sections briefly discuss three perspectives which can be useful in

highlighting issues of practical relevance and which clarify the positioning of

the work presented in this thesis. These inter-related perspectives are: stage

vs. activity-based models of the design and development process; problem vs.

solution-oriented strategies for solving design problems; and abstract vs. analyti-

cal vs. procedural approaches to modelling and/or improving the design process.

Preceding a discussion of the models themselves, these three perspectives will be

introduced in the following sections.

2.2.1 Stage- vs. activity-based models

Blessing (1994) classifies models of designing using the four categories shown in

Figure 2.1. This framework is based on the earlier theorising of Hall (1962),

who proposed a two-dimensional perspective of development projects in which

the stage-based structure of the project life-cycle lies orthogonal to an iterative

problem-solving process which takes place within each stage. Asimow (1962)

further developed this theory, transferring Hall’s ideas from the domain of sys-

tems engineering to that of design. Asimow described the essentially sequential,

chronological structure of the project as the morphological dimension of the de-

sign process, and the highly cyclical, rework-intensive activities characteristic of

the designer’s day-to-day activities as the problem-solving dimension.

Blessing refers to those models concerned with Asimow’s morphological and

problem-solving dimensions as stage-based and activity-based respectively (Fig-

ure 2.1). She also notes the existence of combined models which prescribe well-

structured, iterative activities within each stage (e.g., Hubka, 1982); by com-

parison, purely stage-based models indicate only the possibility of rework using
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Figure 2.1 Stage- vs. activity-based models (Blessing, 1994).

feedback loops between stages (e.g., French, 1999). Some combined models illus-

trate convergence on a design solution by proposing progressively more concrete

activities in each stage (e.g., Evans, 1959). It will be seen that models with a

stage-based component can be easier to interpret and apply than their purely

activity-based counterparts.

2.2.2 Solution- vs. problem-oriented strategies

Another commonly used scheme places literature into either of the following two

categories, according to the strategy the author proposes is used to reach the

design goal (e.g., Lawson, 1980; Birmingham et al., 1997):

• Problem-oriented in which emphasis is placed upon abstraction and thor-

ough analysis of the problem structure before generating a range of possible

solutions;

• Solution-oriented in which an initial solution is proposed, analysed and

repeatedly modified as the design space and requirements are explored to-

gether.

Observing graduate students of architecture and science asked to solve a simple

design problem, Lawson (1980) concluded that the strategy chosen in practice is

determined by training and background; designers appeared to prefer the more

creative ‘try it and see’ solution-oriented approach, while the scientifically trained

focused on unravelling the problem before attempting to synthesise solutions.

Lawson went on to describe the interlinked and subjective nature of problem

specifications and design solutions, a persuasive argument supported by many

other authors (e.g., Jones, 1970; Cross, 1994), and concluded that real design
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Figure 2.2 A framework for organising models of the design and development process
(Wynn and Clarkson, 2005).

problems cannot be solved in a purely problem-oriented fashion. In fact, it is

generally recognised that designing requires application of both of these strategies

at one point or another, according to the individual nature of each problem the

designer encounters (Frost, 1992). To summarise, it may be seen that stage-

based models typically adopt a problem-oriented strategy, whereas activity-based

models may be either problem or solution-oriented in nature.

2.2.3 Abstract vs. procedural vs. analytical approaches

This dissertation focuses on model-based approaches which are relevant and read-

ily applicable to support process improvement. With this in mind, a third set

of categories is proposed here to position the research against existing literature

(Figure 2.2):

• Abstract approaches are proposed to describe the design process at a

high level of abstraction. Such literature is relevant to a broad range of sit-

uations but does not offer specific guidance useful for process improvement.

• Procedural approaches are more concrete in nature and focus on a spe-

cific aspect of the design process. They are less general than abstract ap-

proaches, but can be more relevant to practical situations.

• Analytical approaches are used to describe particular instances of design

processes. Such approaches consist of two parts: a modelling framework

used to describe aspects of a process; and techniques, procedures or com-

puter tools which make use of the representation to support investigation

or improvements to that process.
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To relate this typology to the previous discussion, abstract models are usually

activity-based in nature — although this relationship is not clear in many cases —

and thus may adopt either a problem- or solution-oriented strategy. Procedural

models are problem-oriented in nature and always include a stage-based com-

ponent. Analytical models may fall into any category in the previous schemes

according to the purpose for which the model is constructed.

The framework depicted in Figure 2.2 is further developed in Sections 2.3, 2.4

and 2.5 through more detailed discussion of abstract, procedural and analytical

approaches respectively.

2.3 Abstract approaches

A commonly held theory of designing is that designers can and should resist

bringing their own preconceptions to bear on a problem. Models proposing this

problem-oriented strategy are essentially sequential in nature. This is typified

by Jones’ model (1963), in which the design process comprises the three stages

of analysis, synthesis and evaluation. The analysis stage involves consideration

of the problem and its structuring into a set of objectives. Synthesis involves

generation of a range of solutions, and evaluation requires the critical appraisal

of the solutions against the objectives.

Cross (1994) proposed a four-stage variant in which the designer first explores

the ill-defined problem space before generating a concept solution. This is then

evaluated against the goals, constraints and criteria of the design brief. The

final step is to communicate the design specification either for manufacture or

integration into a product or subsystem. Since generation does not always result

in a satisfactory solution, Cross includes a dependency from the evaluation to the

generation stage (Figure 2.3).

These problem-oriented models are based on the premise that designers are ca-

pable of formulating a solution-neutral problem statement, and propose that the

final design should be more dependent upon logical reasoning than prior expe-

rience. This assumption, common to all problem-oriented literature, forms the

basis of the procedural design models introduced in Section 2.4.
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Figure 2.3 Cross’ model of the design process (Cross, 1994).

In opposition to this problem-oriented perspective, Hillier et al. (1972) proposed

the conjecture-analysis theory to reflect the belief that a designer would pre-

structure a problem in order to solve it; that is, that existing knowledge and

previous experiences form an unavoidable influence on the nature of the solution.

This concept forms the basis of the solution-oriented models of design, which

are commonly considered to provide more realistic descriptions of the designer’s

thought process than their problem-oriented counterparts.

One example of a solution-oriented model was proposed by Darke (1979) following

observations of architectural design practice. Darke argues that the designer

does not start by studying an explicit list of problem factors and objectives to

be met by the design, but rather tries to reduce the set of possible solutions

to a smaller class which is more manageable. To achieve this, a subset of the

objectives is chosen, based on prior experience of similar problems and subjective

judgement. Darke terms this subset the primary generator, consideration of which

leads to a possible solution or conjecture being produced. This enables further

clarification of the design requirements, against which the solution is tested and

further improvements are made. This model implies a serial, depth-first process

of designing rather than the parallel, breadth-first search of the problem space

described by problem-oriented models.

March (1984) proposed a solution-oriented model of reasoning in design termed

the production-deduction-induction model. Drawing on the philosophy of Peirce

(1923), March argued that the two conventionally understood forms of reasoning,

i.e., deduction and induction, can only describe the evaluative and analytical
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aspects of design respectively. He proposed that Peirce’s third type of reasoning,

termed abductive (or productive), is responsible for the essential creative activities.

From this he developed the triple activity model described below.

In the first phase of productive reasoning the designer draws on the vague problem

statement and his or her existing knowledge to conceive a candidate solution. In

the second phase, deduction is used to analyse or predict the system behaviour

based on an understanding of key physical principles. In the third phase, inductive

reasoning is used to identify possible means of improving performance by altering

the design. In common with other solution-oriented models, the iterative nature

of designing is given primary emphasis.

Protocol studies have been used to support these descriptive theories of design

thinking (e.g., Cross et al. 1996). Other authors have questioned the validity

of these results, describing how continuous verbalisation can affect the mental

imagery which is considered central to many design activities (Eckert, 1997).

2.3.1 Discussion

The theories and models discussed above provide high-level, generic descriptions

of design practice. As such, abstract approaches do not explain the process

of designing in detail. They are characterised by a small number of stages or

activities and do not describe the specific steps or techniques which might be used

to reach a solution. The practical applicability of such approaches is described

rather colourfully by Lawson as:

“About as much help in navigating a designer through his task as a

diagram showing how to walk would be to a one year old child”...

“Knowing that design consists of analysis, synthesis and evaluation

will no more enable you to design than knowing the movements of

breaststroke will prevent you from sinking in a swimming pool.” (Law-

son, 1980)

Nevertheless, these abstract models can provide useful insight since they concern

the iteration which is ubiquitous in design. This will be revisited in Chapter 3.
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2.4 Procedural approaches

Procedural approaches are more concrete in nature than the abstract theories

and models discussed above, typically incorporating a larger number of phases

and focusing on a specific audience and/or industry sector. Such literature is

commonly categorised as follows (Finger and Dixon, 1989):

• Descriptive approaches result from investigation into actual design prac-

tice. Processes and procedures observed in industry form the basis of texts

which are used primarily for teaching, training and research purposes. The

abstract theories and models introduced in the previous section are descrip-

tive in nature.

• Prescriptive approaches are distillations of best practice intended to

improve effectiveness or efficiency in some aspect of the design project. Such

procedures are usually targeted toward a particular audience (for example,

student, design engineer or manager) and domain (for example, industrial

or mechanical design).

Prescriptive approaches recommend or prescribe guidelines, stages or techniques

which, if implemented correctly, are thought to improve performance in specific

aspects of the product or project. To illustrate, a procedure may be intended to

improve product reliability, or to improve visibility of the design process to its

participants. Hubka (1982) expresses a commonly held view by recommending

such procedures when searching for solution concepts in order to cover a wider

search space, and also suggests that following a systematic approach can be par-

ticularly beneficial in all review and revision activities. Archer (1965) proposes

that systematic approaches are particularly useful under one or more of three

conditions: when the consequences of being wrong are grave; when the probabil-

ity of being wrong is high (for example, due to lack of prior experience); and/or

when the problem is complex, characterised by many interacting variables.

Aspects of both descriptive and prescriptive approaches may be found in most

literature. To illustrate, consider the following distinction of scope in procedural

approaches:
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Figure 2.4 A framework for organising procedural models of the design and development
process (Wynn and Clarkson, 2005).

• Models refer to a description or prescription of the morphological form of

the design process.

• Methods prescribe systematic procedures to support the stages within a

model.

Much procedural literature combines collections of prescriptive methods, such

as brain-storming, synectics, functional analysis and morphological combination,

with a problem-oriented model to illustrate the context of each method. Further-

more, models and methods are often intertwined, with the stages of each model

being dependent upon the methods from which it is composed. The schemes of

prescriptive vs. descriptive and model vs. method will not be discussed further.

Instead, the discussion will consider approaches according to their focus, which

falls between the following two extremes:

• Design-focused approaches support the generation of better products

by application of prescriptive models and methods to the design process

(e.g., Pahl and Beitz, 1995).

• Project-focused approaches advocate methods to support or improve

management of the design project, project portfolio or company (e.g., Hales,

2004).

A summary of the framework for organising procedural approaches is depicted in

Figure 2.4, which illustrates the dimensions of descriptive vs. prescriptive, model

vs. method and design-focused vs. project-focused. The following sections intro-

duce some well-known procedural approaches, beginning with models focused on

the process of design.
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Figure 2.5 French’s model of the design process (French, 1999).

2.4.1 Design-focused models

Many procedural models present design as a series of stages, each of which is

visited only once by the ideal process. A typical example proposed by French is

based on design practice observed in industry (Figure 2.5). The model consists

of four stages (French, 1999):

• The process begins with the observation of a market need which is analysed

leading to an unambiguous problem statement. This takes the form of a list

of requirements which the product must fulfill.
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• During the conceptual design stage several concepts are generated, each

representing a set of physical principles for solving the problem. These

schemes are transformed into a more concrete representation to allow as-

sessment and comparison. The resulting concepts are evaluated and one or

more are chosen to form the basis of the final solution.

• The chosen architecture is then solidified in the embodiment phase, where

the abstract concept is transformed into a definitive layout.

• Finally, the remaining details are added to remove all ambiguity from the

solution, leading to release of manufacturing instructions.

French accounts for the disordered activity sequences observed in practice by

describing his model as hierarchical in nature; in other words, a project may

encompass several stages of the model according to the completeness of each

aspect or module of the design.

Perhaps the most well known of the stage-based models was proposed by Pahl

and Beitz (1995) for mechanical design (Figure 2.6). Each of the four prescribed

phases consists of a list of working steps which they consider to be the most useful

strategic guidelines for design. They propose that following these steps ensures

nothing essential is overlooked, leading to more accurate scheduling and resulting

in design solutions which may be more easily reused.

Although many more design-focused models may be found in the literature, Cross

and Roozenburg (1992) describe how most have converged upon the general con-

sensus form exhibited by the models of French and of Pahl and Beitz. Other

examples may be found in the work of Dym and Little (2000), Ullman (2003),

Pugh (1991) and Roozenburg and Eekels (1995). The consensus model char-

acterises iteration as an undesirable or failure-driven phenomenon. Iteration is

usually indicated by incorporating ‘feedback’ between stages, which also indicates

the transfer of insights between projects. A different perspective was offered by

Evans (1959), who proposed a combined stage and activity model which explores

the iterative nature of the design process. Noting that one of the most funda-

mental problems of design lies in making trade-offs between many interdependent

factors and variables, Evans argues that design cannot be achieved by following
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Figure 2.6 Pahl and Beitz’ model of the mechanical design process (Pahl and Beitz,
1995).

a sequential process. He demonstrates this using the example of bridge design,

where the structure must be chosen to support the dead weight of the material,

but the weight is not known until the structure has been defined. According to

Evans such interdependencies are characteristic of design problems, a view which

has become ubiquitous in modern thinking about design. Evans proposes that

an iterative procedure is adopted to resolve such problems; early estimates are
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Figure 2.7 A summary of Evans’ model of the ship design process (Evans, 1959).

made and repeatedly refined as the design progresses, until such time as the mu-

tually dependent variables are in accord. Based upon this principle he proposed

the prescriptive model for ship design shown in Figure 2.7.

The radial lines show the aspects of the ship — the interdependent variables —

which must be chosen for the design to be complete. As the project progresses,

these variables are gradually refined by repeated attention until the ultimate, bal-

anced solution is reached. At each iteration the manoeuvring room (i.e., margins

set aside for change) decreases as the interdependencies are gradually resolved,

smaller modifications are required, and different methods may be applied to each

problem. Evans notes that the effort required to improve the design increases as

the solution converges, and that more and more resources may be applied as the

project moves towards completion.

2.4.1.1 Design-focused methods

The methods accompanying procedural models are intended for use by engineers

and designers to support the execution of individual stages or design steps. They

typically concentrate on the early stages of the design process — Roozenburg and

Cross (1991) question the existence of detailed procedures for the embodiment

and detail design stages. As with models, methods may be focused or indepen-

dent of discipline; for example, morphological combination is of limited use in the

design of non-mechanical products such as microprocessors, whereas brainstorm-

ing and requirements analysis are applicable to many situations. According to

Pugh (1991), successful design is subject to the integration of such general design

methods with traditional engineering expertise.
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2.4.1.2 Discussion

The design-focused models introduced above concentrate upon the technical as-

pects of solving design problems, describing or prescribing the steps thought

necessary to progress from problem to solution. Some authors have developed

models which offer general insights that have since been applied to many design

disciplines — the form of Evans’ spiral model, for example, appears in diverse

fields from naval architecture (Rawson and Tupper, 1994) to software engineering

(Boehm, 1988) more than four decades after publication. Other approaches, such

as the mechanical design models exemplified by Pahl and Beitz, incorporate a

strong focus on the details of product structure. These approaches have found

fewer applications outside their original disciplines.

In practice, the applicability of many such models and their accompanying meth-

ods is limited by their product-focused perspective. This implies that the key

difficulty in a design project lies in finding solutions to the technical problems.

In reality, however, even the simplest design process is a highly complex socio-

technical activity requiring a much broader range of skills, from marketing to

human resource management. Furthermore, many authors describe how most

complex design projects place strong limitations on early concept design, with

constraints such as existing product platforms and legislative requirements often

predetermining the form of the solution (Pugh, 1991). In such circumstances the

primary difficulty design companies face lies in the integration of diverse methods,

disciplines, tools and personnel (Andreasen and Hein, 1987). The design-focused

approaches discussed above do not highlight these issues.

2.4.2 Project-focused models

The project-focused literature discussed in following sections emphasises the con-

text of the design process, including cost-related activities such as product plan-

ning and risk management (e.g., Baxter 1995). In other words, project-focused

literature concentrates less on product design and more on product development,

defined by Roozenberg and Eekels (1995) as the development of a new business

activity around a new product. Understanding the interaction between develop-

ing new products and new business is often considered key to success in this.
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Figure 2.8 The design process in context (Hales, 2004).

2.4.2.1 Managing influences on the project

Projects are influenced by a large number of factors which have little relation

to the design process. Such influences vary from project to project and ensure

that each is unique. For example, individual projects must often compete for

limited resources within a company. Furthermore, the development of complex
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products typically requires the coordination of many organisations, of which the

individual companies may have responsibilities ranging from subsystem design

to component manufacture; in either situation, successful integration of inter-

organisational processes is critical to prevent delays to the project. For example,

specification errors can be extremely costly for an externally designed, long lead-

time component. Other influencing factors are further removed from the project

and cannot be directly managed or influenced. For example, changes in organi-

sational structure, government legislation or available manufacturing technology

may cause a project to fail or to be cancelled.

Management of these issues poses a challenge which Hales proposes is best re-

solved by promoting awareness of the influencing factors and their possible im-

pacts on the project (Hales, 2004). He provides a comprehensive list of such in-

fluences at several different levels, including the macro-economic, micro-economic

and corporate scales, summarised in diagram form in Figure 2.8. His method ad-

vocates the explicit consideration of each item on these checklists so that design

managers can gain a broader perspective and make more informed decisions. The

figure places the familiar stage-based view of the design process into its context

within the project, company and market.

2.4.2.2 Integration of personnel and disciplines

Focusing on concept development, Ulrich and Eppinger (2003) include the fol-

lowing as key challenges in new product development:

• Recognising, understanding and managing product related trade-offs, such

as weight vs. manufacturing cost.

• Working in an environment of constant change. As technologies and cus-

tomer demands evolve and competitors introduce new products, there is a

constant time pressure on all design and development activities.

• Understanding the economics of product development from marketing through

to manufacture and sales, so that a return can be made on initial invest-

ments.
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Ulrich and Eppinger propose methods intended to meet these challenges, facilitat-

ing problem solving and decision-making by integrating personnel from a variety

of backgrounds and perspectives. Taking a similar viewpoint, Pugh writes that

industry is primarily concerned with total design, i.e.:

“The systematic activity necessary, from the identification of the mar-

ket/user need, to the selling of the successful product to satisfy that

need — an activity that encompasses product, process, people and or-

ganisation.” (Pugh, 1991)

In other words, development of any product requires collaboration of personnel

familiar with many different disciplines, including those of technical engineering,

engineering design, and many other non-technical fields. This integration of dis-

ciplines requires that all participants have a common view of the total design

activity and can thereby subscribe to a common objective with a minimum of

misconceptions. Pugh believes that visibility of operational structure is key to

this common understanding, so that “everyone can find out what people are doing

and why” (Pugh, 1991). He proposes that a disciplined and structured approach

is necessary to achieve this.

2.4.2.3 Process control and evaluation

The problem-oriented perspective of the design process as an ordered progression

through a series of stages is popular in industry and has been adopted in a

variety of forms by many successful companies, including DuPont, 3M, Hewlett-

Packard, Procter and Gamble, ICI-UK, IBM, Polaroid, Black and Decker and

Exxon Chemicals (Cooper, 1994). The gates between stages, through which

each project must pass to continue, are a dual-purpose structure used both for

rationalising decisions and for planning. The well-defined deliverables from each

stage are convenient documents with which to assess whether a project is likely

to succeed, and the timing of these milestones anchors the schedule of the overall

development project. The artificial division of the process provides management

with a quality control structure in which each gate represents an opportunity to

recognise and halt a failing project; if the criteria for passing each gate are chosen

wisely, following a prescribed process is one way of assuring the quality of the
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Figure 2.9 Stage-gate structuring (Cooper, 1994).

resulting product (Ulrich and Eppinger, 2003). Implementing such procedures

allows a company to comply with quality standards such as ISO9000 (1994) or

APQP (1995). This is obligatory for large engineering firms, as most European

companies require their suppliers to gain such accreditation.

However, Cooper (1994) argues that there are many practical weaknesses to this

form of gated process control. The system can be inefficient, since projects must

wait at a gate until all necessary activities have been completed. The overlapping

of stages is not permitted in most cases, although it is often desirable in the

above situation. There can be high bureaucratic overheads at each gate, and

the individual project perspective means there is little provision for managing

the division of resources across a portfolio. Cooper proposes that these systems

should be made more fluid and adaptable, should incorporate ‘fuzzy gates’ which

are situational and conditional, should provide for sharper focus of resources and

better management of the portfolio of products under development, and should

be generally more flexible than the current stage-gate model (Figure 2.9).

2.4.2.4 Discussion

Many authors have proposed models and methods to support design project man-

agement. However, for each situation which may be improved by the application

of such methods, there are many more which cannot; those problems highly de-

pendent on human factors may be particularly resistant. Another common diffi-

culty lies in the balancing of activities and resources across a portfolio of projects
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Figure 2.10 Company classification dimensions and key factors (Maffin et al., 1995).

under development; many methods are strongly focused on individual projects

and offer little useful guidance in such a situation.

These models give a view of the design process as a series of stages and provide

good visibility of the design goals. Although successful design practice often fol-

lows these patterns, the high level of abstraction does not provide much guidance

towards practical implementation. The models are more indicative than directive

of best practice; Blessing writes that they are seldom employed as methods for

design process improvement (Blessing, 1994).

The methods range from broad but abstract through to concrete but limited in

scope, and each design project represents a unique combination of a wide range

of factors. It is clearly important to make informed decisions about the nature

of the models to adopt in the context of a particular situation. Maffin et al.

(1995) argue that, although most process models are too general in scope and

prescriptive in nature for easy application, they can be interpreted for use in

each design company (Figure 2.10). They propose that a set of critical factors

which define the organisation and the product are influential upon the product

development process, and that classifying companies according to this framework

could form the basis for guiding the application of models in industry. Within

a company, and for a particular line of products, many of these factors may be

considered fairly constant.
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Figure 2.11 The Zachman framework for classifying models of enterprise architecture
(Zachman, 1987).

2.5 Analytical approaches

The models discussed above offer insights into the nature of development projects

and design processes. However, they are often too general to advise planning

activities or to guide the daily decisions which are made by design managers.

This section reviews analytical approaches which aim to provide this lower-level

support.

To recap, analytical approaches to process improvement involve the modelling

and analysis of a specific situation and aim to provide insights and advice which

may be operationalised. Many modelling frameworks have been proposed as the

basis of such methods. The Zachman framework aims to provide a comprehensive

picture of the possible approaches to modelling enterprise architectures, i.e., the

various structures found within an organisation. The framework considers that

such modelling aims to address questions of What? How? Where? Who? When?

and Why? posed by the stakeholders Planner, Owner, Designer, Builder and

Subcontractor (Figure 2.11). Zachman proposes that every modelling approach

can be uniquely categorised as a combination of one question and one stakeholder,

and that the alternative perspectives provided by each approach are ‘additive and

complementary’ (Zachman, 1987).
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The following sections discuss approaches which may be applied to model design

and development processes. Such models may be classified as follows:

• Task network models represent processes as aggregations of tasks which

may be tackled individually.1 These models assume that tasks are selected

and attempted with the goal of driving the process towards completion

(Browning and Ramasesh, 2007). They often describe project stages to-

gether with the iterative, problem-solving steps within stages. With regards

to the typology discussed in Section 2.2.1 above (p. 17), most task network

models may thus be considered as combined stage- and activity-based in

nature.

• Queueing models consist of a number of independent processing stations

which transfer discrete packets of information.2 Such models incorporate

dynamic simulations in which each station maintains an in-tray of infor-

mation waiting to be processed. When a unit of work is completed, any

resulting information is transferred to the in-tray of another station for fur-

ther processing (Adler et al., 1995). Work queueing approaches are most

appropriate for studying processes whose connectivity is well understood,

but whose dynamics exhibit complex, emergent properties. Manufacturing

systems and supply chains are classic examples of such processes.

• Multi-agent models view processes as a collaboration of decision-makers

whose actions are dependent upon information received from one another.

The defining characteristic of a multi-agent model is the bounded rationality

of decision-makers — in other words, each agent acts without knowledge of

the entire system (e.g., Olsen et al. 2006; Mihm et al. 2003).

• System dynamics models view processes as work-processing systems

whose behaviour is governed by the feedback and feedforward of informa-

tion about the current process state.3 In contrast to other approaches,

1Task network models are described by Browning and Ramasesh (2007) as Activity network
models. To avoid confusion with the terminology of later chapters, the term Activity henceforth
refers to the actual work and task to an element of a model which represents this work.
2In this thesis the term information may refer to both data and physical material.
3Note the important distinction between the feedback which governs process behaviour and
iteration, which may be viewed as facilitating feedback since an iterative process typically
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Figure 2.12 A framework for organising analytical models of the design and develop-
ment process.

system dynamics models of design processes are abstract and consist of few

elements. The equations governing feedback are of critical importance in

determining the dynamical behaviour of the model.

Each model type provides a different perspective of process structure and be-

haviour. Each is thus suited to modelling systems with certain characteristics.

For example, task network and queueing models emphasise that system com-

plexity arises from the structural connectivity of many simple elements, whereas

multi-agent and system dynamics models assign an important role to the be-

haviour of individual components. Another consideration guiding the selection of

an appropriate framework is the purpose for modelling. For a modelling frame-

work to satisfy its purpose it should have appropriate focus :

• Activity-focused frameworks emphasise individual tasks and their context

within the process. Task network models are activity-focused and queueing

models include an activity-focused component.

• Information-focused perspectives seek to represent the influential role

of evolving information in processes. System dynamics, multi-agent and

queueing models typically incorporate an information focus. Although task

network models do represent information flows, they are treated as the basis

for connectivity rather than as a primary driver of behaviour.

releases information more frequently, e.g., following each attempt of an evaluation activity.
Iteration is discussed further in Chapter 3.
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• Actor-focused frameworks highlight the roles of individuals in determin-

ing process behaviour. Pulm describes such approaches by analogy to a

‘beehive’, exhibiting self-organised complexity in contrast to the structured

‘relay race’ implied by activity-focused models (Pulm, 2006). Multi-agent

models are actor-focused and work-queueing models incorporate an actor

focus.

Since the body of relevant literature is extensive, the remainder of this chapter

focuses on those approaches which have been used to model design and/or de-

velopment processes. The discussion allows the modelling framework introduced

in Chapter 5 to be positioned with respect to existing literature. Task network

models are most relevant to this objective and thus form the focus of the review.

2.5.1 Task network models

Task network models consider that the order in which tasks may be attempted is

governed by the information required and generated by each task. For example,

consider the three possible direct dependency relations between two tasks shown

in Figure 2.13 (Eppinger, 1991). Capturing these relationships for all the tasks

comprising a design activity allows the process to be represented as a task de-

pendency network, through which there may be many possible routes from start

to finish. The order of task execution can then have an important effect on the

efficiency of a process; it is often proposed that achieving an appropriate ordering

of the tasks is critical to successful product development (e.g., Eppinger, 1991,

Clarkson and Hamilton, 2000).
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Many valid task decompositions may be developed for any design activity. Fur-

thermore, tasks may be specified at varying levels of detail appropriate to the

context in which they are executed and the purpose for which a model is con-

structed.

Task network models are especially appropriate in the modelling of adaptive

or variant design processes, since in such scenarios the majority of tasks and

parameters are well delimited and may be identified in advance (Pahl and Beitz,

1995). This is the case with the aero-engine design processes studied in this

thesis, which — as will be discussed in Chapter 3 — may be described to a large

extent in terms of the design and analysis tools used to perform most activities.

2.5.1.1 Classification of task network models

Browning and Ramasesh (2007) note that all process models are developed to

meet an objective and structure their review of task network approaches accord-

ingly. They cover the domains of Process visualisation, Project planning, project

execution and control (referring to monitoring and re-planning) and process devel-

opment (referring to knowledge management and other continuous improvement

activities). Browning’s review focuses on process management. An alternative

set of modelling objectives is introduced here to better reflect the applications

discussed in Chapter 1:

• Description and documentation purposes are usually addressed by mod-

els which provide a semi-formal, diagrammatic representation of process

connectivity. Since process description often requires the manipulation of

large volumes of data, descriptive frameworks usually provide hierarchical

structures to support this. In common with other informal or semi-formal

modelling approaches, the content of a descriptive process model is subject

to interpretation by the reader. Few constraints are placed on the nomen-

clature and structure of such models, which are consequently not amenable

to most computational analyses.
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• Simulation uses a model to approximate the behaviour of a system upon

which it is not possible or cost-effective to experiment directly. Although

care must be taken to understand the limitations of insights gained through

simulation, few alternatives are available to explore the behaviour of design

processes. These systems are unsuited to direct experimentation due to

complexity, access limitations and slow response to any changes which are

introduced.

Task network modelling approaches used for simulation must provide a

formal, computable language for describing process structure and/or be-

haviour. In addition, many simulation algorithms require that models are

well-structured to ensure termination or convergence. As a result, simula-

tion models are often more rigorous than purely descriptive models.

A number of techniques have been applied to simulate design processes

based on task network representations, most notably discrete event and

time-stepping Monte-Carlo approaches. In the former case it is usually as-

sumed that process state evolves in discrete steps, i.e., that tasks release

information only when work is completed; in the latter, discrete time steps

are used to approximate the continuous transfer of information during task

execution. Most design process simulation literature focuses on analysis

techniques and does not explicitly address the issues involved in construct-

ing large models.

• Process integration and automation requires logical models which can

be used to directly drive computational design codes. Note that this cate-

gory refers to automation of design, not business processes. Business process

(workflow) automation considers the availability of information as driving

process behaviour, whereas design process automation requires a more so-

phisticated representation to adequately control the iterative behaviour of

most design processes. In such cases, it is necessary to interpret the content

of information packets to decide which tasks are most appropriate to at-

tempt and at what level of fidelity. Jarrett, for example, uses the accuracy

to which design parameters are known to guide the step-wise selection of

preliminary compressor design codes (Jarrett, 2000). His model assumes

that accuracy is correlated to the codes used at each step in the process.
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This thesis is concerned with process modelling to support both description and

simulation. In forthcoming sections, discussion of task network models is therefore

organised around the approaches’ representation of task connectivity:

• Task precedence models capture interactions between tasks in terms of

information precedences which imply temporal precedence.4 A relationship

between two tasks in such a model usually indicates that the sink task

cannot be attempted until the source task has been completed.5

• Task dependency models capture information dependencies between

tasks. A dependency is weaker than a precedence since it indicates only

that the sink task requires information which is produced by the source

task. Design tasks are commonly interdependent, each requiring informa-

tion that the other produces. A dependency model describes such interde-

pendencies but does not indicate how the problem should be solved. For

example, an initial estimate might be made and the two activities repeated

in a pattern of iterative refinement; or they might be undertaken concur-

rently, facilitated by frequent information exchange (e.g., Eppinger 1991).

Analytical approaches which incorporate dependency models are based on

the premise that a process can be improved by studying the structure of

the underlying information flows.

• Dynamic task models differ from precedence models in that task order-

ing is not explicitly captured, and from dependency models in that task

connectivity is not directly represented. Instead, such models view design

as a dynamic process organised around the changing state of the product

(e.g., Clarkson and Hamilton 2000). Unlike precedence and dependency

models, dynamic task models are based on a solution-oriented perspective

of the design process.

4The weaker information precedence implies that information produced by some iterations of
Task A may be considered during some iterations of Task B, whereas the stronger temporal
precedence implies that a particular instance of Task A occurs before a particular instance of
Task B. Both forms of precedence indicate a sequence for attempting tasks.
5Some models allow tasks to overlap during execution.
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Figure 2.14 A framework for organising task network models of the design and devel-
opment process.

The framework for organising task network models is illustrated in Figure 2.14.

The following three sections review these approaches, focusing on task precedence,

task dependency and dynamic task models respectively.

2.5.1.2 Task precedence models

The IDEF3 process description capture method allows representation of

a process using Units of Behaviour (UOBs) and Junctions to represent the flow

of work, and Object States to represent the information transformed during the

process (Mayer et al., 1995).6 The method incorporates two complementary di-

agrams: The process flow diagram (Figure 2.15), which illustrates a recurring

flow of UOBs in a particular context, and the Object State Transition Network

(OSTN), which illustrates how the UOBs transform a given object between states

(Figure 2.15). UOBs may be hierarchically decomposed into additional process

flow diagrams. Multiple decompositions of any UOB are allowed, each repre-

senting the work flow from alternative perspectives. Since the IDEF3 approach

was not originally intended for construction of computable models, multiple UOB

decompositions need not be consistent.

6The ICAM DEFinition languages (IDEFs) are a family of modelling approaches which date
from the 1981 US Air Force Program for Integrated Computer-Aided Manufacturing (ICAM).
The family consists of 16 separate methods, of which the most relevant to this work are the
IDEF3 process description capture method and the IDEF0 function modelling method. Software
systems to support IDEF modelling are commercially available from Knowledge Based Systems,
Inc (KBSI).
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Figure 2.16 A Petri net model of a crankshaft design process (McMahon and Xianyi,
1996).

Petri nets are graphical representations of logic networks, consisting of places

(circles) connected by transitions (vertical bars) via which tokens (solid dots) may

move. In the basic form, a transition may fire when all its input places contain

one or more tokens, at which point one token is removed from each input place

and one token added to each output place. Extensions to the approach include

logic gates to specify firing conditions and multiple outputs which are selected

stochastically. Coloured Petri nets assign unique values to each token, thereby

allowing information to be tracked through the network (Peterson, 1981).7

In many parametric design activities much human effort is expended in trans-

ferring and translating data between computer programs. To reduce this cost,

McMahon and Xianyi (1996) propose that coloured Petri nets may be used for dy-

namic modelling of the information flows between design tasks. In this approach,

tasks are modelled as Petri net transitions and places are used to represent data

states. The scheme can represent serial, parallel and coupled tasks, the latter

of which manifest as iterative loops in the net. This process model forms the

basis of an automatic controller which directs a number of computer processes,

7The general form of Petri net should be categorised as a queueing model. However, in the
application described here the net is structured such that each place contains at most one
token at any time. Hence a queue of work can never form and the model is more appropriately
described as a task precedence network.
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Figure 2.17 A PERT chart.

each performing a design task such as geometric modelling or analysis. These are

co-ordinated using the Petri net model to solve parametric design problems in

a predetermined manner. The framework is hierarchical in that transitions may

represent a lower-level logic network with equivalent input and output places.

McMahon and Xianyi apply this approach to automate engine crankshaft design

(Figure 2.16). They propose that it may also be useful for process documenta-

tion, and suggest that re-using sections of existing networks could facilitate this

(McMahon and Xianyi, 1996).

Critical path analysis refers to a set of techniques for analysing a process

to determine the ultimate effect of delays in individual tasks. Most simply, the

critical path is defined as the set of tasks for which any delay will propagate to

the end of the project. Conversely, faster completion of non-critical tasks will

not affect the schedule. Critical path analyses may thus be applied to determine

where effort and/or resources should be concentrated for greatest effect.

The simplest form of critical path analysis is known as the Critical Path Method

(PMI, 2004). This requires the process to be modelled as an acyclic network of

task precedences and durations. It is assumed that every task in the network

is attempted exactly once; the critical path is then the route from source to

sink with longest total duration. The Program Evaluation and Review Technique

(PERT) extends this approach by accounting for both the expected time (ET)

and longest time (LT) of each task (Figure 2.17).
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Figure 2.18 A GERT activity-on-arrow diagram (Adapted from Douglas, 1978).

Graphical Evaluation and Review Technique (GERT) was developed by

Pritsker to address limitations in PERT modelling (Pritsker, 1966). GERT mod-

els may include tasks with multiple outcomes that are selected stochastically,

thereby allowing non-essential tasks to be modelled and the possibility of test

failures causing iteration to be incorporated. Task durations may be specified in

terms of probability density functions and iterative cycles may be represented.

The number of predecessors required to start a task may be specified for the

first and subsequent iterations, thereby incorporating additional logic (Figure

2.18). Pritsker argues that analysis of this stochastic model can provide insights

into process behaviour. For example, Douglas describes a stochastic critical path

technique which aims to determine the criticality of tasks in a model which ac-

counts for uncertainty. In such cases, tasks’ criticality may be conditional upon

the state of the process when the task is attempted (Douglas, 1978). Andersson

et al. (1998) apply Monte-Carlo simulation to analyse an extended GERT-style

model in which the durations and likelihoods of success of each task are speci-

fied using functions of the number of previous attempts. They argue that these

non-linear elements allow more accurate modelling of iteration by representing

the effect of in-situ learning on reducing task duration.

A key benefit of graphical task precedence approaches such as IDEF3, PERT and

GERT is their intuitive flowchart-style notation. However, they can be unwieldy

if a model’s structure is complex or incorporates many concurrent tasks.

ProModeller is based on the configuration and hierarchical combination of

process elements drawn from a standard library comprising around 50 objects
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Figure 2.19 The ProModeller user interface (adapted from Vajna, 2005).

(Friesleben and Vajna, 2002). Process elements may represent technical and

business activities in terms of cost, resources and working steps, and are also

used to define model structure. Each structural element indicates that its nested

tasks are attempted in a specified fashion: sequentially; in a cycle of iterative

refinement; concurrently; or one is selected from a set of alternatives (Vajna,

2005; Figure 2.19). The reflection of process behaviour in structure ensures that

all models are logically correct; unlike the simulation models discussed above it

is not necessary to validate network structure prior to analysis. This facilitates

the distribution of modelling effort among many process participants. However,

care must still be taken to ensure that numeric values such as task durations are

appropriately calibrated, which may be difficult if no-one has sufficient overview

of the model. Additionally, since the user interface is logical rather than dia-

grammatic it may provide a less intuitive representation than the graphical task

precedence approaches discussed above.

Business process management (BPM) and business process re-engineering

(BPR) methodologies aim to support the continuous development of business

processes, and consist of three complementary activities: process design, process

implementation, and process control. A number of commercial software suites

such as IDS Scheer AG’s ARIS platform are available (Scheer, 2000), many of

which are based on task precedence models. These approaches are oriented toward

business processes and are less appropriate to model technical design activities.

Many other workflow packages focus on visual representations and are not based

on logical models which could be used for analysis (Basu and Blanning, 1997).
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2.5.1.3 Task dependency models

To recap, task dependency models represent the information flows between tasks

rather than the procedure of attempting them. In contrast to the precedence

models discussed above, such models are often underconstrained – in other words,

a range of alternative task sequences could be used to complete the process.

IDEF0 is a function modelling approach designed to capture the decisions, ac-

tions, and activities of an organisation or system (NIST, 1993). The approach

consists of a formal graphical language for representation and a methodology for

modelling. Functions are structured hierarchically and interconnected to con-

strain how they are triggered and controlled (Figure 2.20).

Functions in IDEF0 are specified by their inputs, which are transformed by the

function to produce outputs ; controls, which specify the conditions required for,

or constraints upon the function’s operation; and mechanisms, which represent

the resources that execute the function. These relations are represented by arrows

and are differentiated by the sides of the function boxes to which they connect.

The full syntax includes notation to link functions across and between levels in the

hierarchy. Kusiak et al. discuss application of IDEF0 to support re-engineering

of design and manufacturing processes (Kusiak et al., 1994).
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Figure 2.21 The dependency structure matrix provides a concise representation of di-
graph system models. A variety of algorithms may be used to extract
information from the models, including the clusters of information flows
and their interfaces (top) and the most appropriate order of attempting
tasks to minimise the impact of iteration (bottom).

Dependency Structure Matrices (DSMs) are matrix representations of di-

graph system models. They are square matrices with the rows and columns

labelled with the names of the nodes of the digraph, in the same order. Digraph

arcs are encoded by placing a mark in the relevant cell of the matrix. The DSM

is usually constructed so that the element in the row depends upon that in the

column. For any digraph with n arcs there are n! possible orderings of the rows

and columns in the DSM.

In the context of design, the DSM is known as the Design Structure Matrix (Stew-

ard, 1981; Eppinger, 1991). Browning distinguishes between four types of DSM,

namely: the Activity (or Schedule DSM ) for modelling dependencies between

tasks; the Component DSM (or Architecture DSM ) for modelling relationships

between components or sub-systems; the Parameter DSM for representing para-

metric interdependencies; and the Team or Organisation DSM used to model

organisational structures (Browning, 2001).

The DSM can reveal characteristics of the connectivity relationships within a

model. For example, if all the marks lie below the leading diagonal in one or

more of the possible orderings, the DSM represents an acyclic graph; in the case
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of an Activity DSM, this indicates that the design process may be completed by

attempting tasks sequentially or in parallel. Conversely, if it is not possible to find

such an ordering the graph must contain at least one cycle; some of the design

tasks are interdependent and may involve iteration. Several algorithms have been

developed to analyse a DSM to exploit such structural characteristics. These

include: partitioning, attempting to find a lower diagonal reordering, i.e., finding

a sequence of tasks to minimise information feedback and therefore reduce the

possibility of iteration; banding, identifying independent elements in a partitioned

DSM, i.e., tasks which may be attempted in parallel (Grose, 1994); and clustering,

attempting to group elements into strongly-connected sets with low inter-cluster

connectivity. Examples of these operations are depicted in Figure 2.21 above.

A number of authors have used the DSM as the basis of process simulation.

For one example, Carrascosa et al. use a time-stepping simulation based on the

Activity DSM to model the effects of coupled tasks which create rework for one

another. In their model, each task dependency is parameterised in terms of the

probability of the source task creating rework (likelihood) and the amount of

rework which is created for the sink task (impact). These are represented as

functions of the time spent executing the task (Carrascosa et al., 1998).

Domain-Mapping Matrices (DMMs) are an extension to the DSM which

allows modelling of linkages between different types of element. Danilovic and

Browning (2007) discuss application of DMMs to explore connectivity between

the process domains of tasks, components and teams. By analysing the cluster-

ing of each domain independently and in combination it is possible to identify

mismatching structures. For example, a team structure which does not reflect

the ordering of tasks in the process may contribute to communication overhead

or rework (Kreimeyer et al. 2007). An example DMM analysis is illustrated in

Figure 2.22 overleaf.

One factor which may contribute to the popularity of DSM- and DMM-based

modelling approaches is their ease of implementation using spreadsheet software.

However, while these approaches provide a compact notation and are effective

for exploring the architecture of a process, they are not well-suited to convey

detail — for instance, it is easy to misplace marks when constructing large ma-
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Figure 2.22 An example application of domain-mapping matrices to highlight mis-
matches between process and organisational domains.

trices, resulting in the introduction of potentially significant error to the analysis

results. Additionally, it could be argued that the more sophisticated extensions

compromise the pragmatic simplicity of the approach.

ADePT PlanWeaver is a planning support tool for the construction industry

which draws upon the IDEF0 and DSM representations. The approach is based

on an IDEF0-style representation which captures the information transfer under-

lying each dependency, together with the strength of the dependency (Austin et

al., 1999). The ADePT approach is based on a library of generic construction

processes which are used to construct a customised process model for a specific

project, expressed in the form of an Activity DSM. Tearing ‘strong’ dependency

loops in the DSM allows the project to be sequenced and a detailed schedule

to be produced. In case studies carried out using the ADePT method, the pro-

cess library accounted for more than 90% of the activities required for a typical

construction project model. This reduced the time required to develop models

comprising 200 to 260 tasks to between 26 and 40 hours (Austin et al., 1999).

In summary, the task dependency representation forms the basis of many of

the analytical approaches in the literature. It also appeals to industry, perhaps

because it does not require a detailed understanding of the order of task execution

prior to modelling. In the context of IDEF0, Austin et al. identify one disadvan-

tage of dependency representations in that untrained readers tend to incorrectly

assume a task sequence (Austin et al., 1999).
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2.5.1.4 Dynamic task models

Dynamic task models are based upon the assumption that the design process

may be modelled as a set of tasks concerned with identification, estimation and

iterative refinement of key design and performance parameters. These models

consider that the process is organised dynamically around the state of the design.

They assume that tasks are selected in-situ by considering the levels of quality,

maturity or value of design parameters. As a consequence of specifying processes

in terms of knowledge about individual tasks, these models typically imply a

wide range of possible processes which emerge from the underlying information

structure of the model.

Signposting was proposed by Clarkson and Hamilton to support aerospace de-

sign by identifying the set of tasks which are appropriate at each step, based

on the designer’s current confidence in their solution (Clarkson and Hamilton,

2000). The meaning of confidence in this model depends upon the parameter

being described. According to the original definition, having high confidence in

a parameter usually means that its value is detailed, accurate, robust, well un-

derstood, and physically realistic (Hamilton, 1998).8 Tasks are represented as

knowledge transformers which are appropriate only when specified levels of con-

fidence are achieved in the input parameters. Upon completion a task causes the

confidence in output parameters to change in a specified manner. Quality tends

to increase as the design progresses (Hamilton, 1998); a process is considered

complete once a sufficient level is achieved in each parameter.

At each step in the process, the Signposting tool presents a list of tasks which

are both available and appropriate to attempt (Clarkson and Hamilton, 2000).

A task is considered available if the current design confidence is greater than

or equal to that required by the input conditions of the task, and appropriate

if execution of the task would lead to an increase in confidence in one or more

parameters. The approach is adaptive in that guidance responds to the emerging

state of the design.

8This definition of confidence differs from design maturity since it decreases when tests reveal
problems in the design. However, design maturity does not necessarily decrease following test
failure, since the information generated by a test can be used to propose an improved solution.
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Figure 2.23 Signposting models are based on a simple graphical notation in which each
task’s context may be elicited in isolation (left). They usually imply a
wide range of possible task sequences (right) (Adapted from Clarkson et
al., 2000).

The knowledge base for a Signposting model is elicited using the graphical no-

tation of Figure 2.23. Each task is presented as a matrix in which the bottom

row indicates the single output parameter modified by the task. The upper rows

indicate the minimum levels of confidence required to attempt the task. For in-

stance, Figure 2.23 indicates that the task ‘Sketch geometry’ requires the ‘loads’

parameter to at least low confidence; completing the task sets the ‘geometry’ pa-

rameter to low confidence. Tasks are structured into groups to support knowledge

elicitation and navigation within the tool.

MIDAS (Manufacturing Integration and Design Automation Sys-

tem) is a grammar-based approach for managing the execution of dynamic pro-

cesses (Chung et al., 2002). The design process is represented as a set of logical

tasks representing high-level goals, and atomic tasks which represent and encap-

sulate individual computer tools. Inputs and outputs are defined in terms of data

specifications, which form a hierarchy of increasing detail. A task’s inputs and

outputs are described at a level of detail commensurate with the task description.

The system proceeds by prompting the user to specify a high-level sequence of

logical tasks, together with clarifying information such as the required accuracy

of the solution. The grammar replaces each logical task with one or more atomic

tasks, chosen such that the inputs and outputs are more specific versions of the
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original data specifications. Where more than one possibility for replacement ex-

ists, the instantiating tasks are selected to minimise an objective function defined

by the task itself. For example, such a function might evaluate the computational

time required for analysis given the current state of input data. The process may

be viewed as a flow network at any point in this instantiation process. Chung

et al. argue that a key benefit of the approach is its ability to generate alter-

native configurations when unexpected outcomes are encountered during process

execution.

Extended Signposting was developed by Melo (2002), O’Donovan (2004) and

Flanagan (2006) to simulate concurrent design processes. The model extends

Signposting to include: a triangular probability density function (PDF) defining

the duration of each task; multiple outcomes with a probability of each occurring;

resources required by each task; the distinction between necessary and useful

input information for each task and the effect of this input quality on output

quality.9 The definition of parameter was also extended to allow representation

of any information which may change during the course of a process. This could

include project-focused information such as documentation, reports and other

deliverables (O’Donovan et al. 2004).

O’Donovan (2004) used Monte-Carlo simulation to develop a state-contingent

plan representation termed the Conditional Precedence (CP) matrix from this

model. When multiple tasks are possible the CP matrix indicates which should be

attempted first to minimise process duration. It is contingent in that it provides

guidance from any situation which may occur (Figure 2.24).

9Multiple outcomes were incorporated as alternative confidence transformations. For example,
if technical problems were encountered when executing the ‘detail design of gripper’ task confi-
dence in the ‘gripper geometry’ parameter would fall. The reduction in confidence would cause
certain tasks to be re-executed. Alternatively, the task might be successful and confidence in
‘gripper geometry’ would increase.
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Non-contingent planning

Considered action
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provided for any 
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Figure 2.24 Non-contingent and state-contingent planning (Adapted from O’Donovan,
2004).

The Adaptive Test Process (ATP) is similar to Signposting in modelling

design activities in terms of tasks, parameters and their quality (Lévárdy et al.,

2004). ATP tasks have a number of alternative modes, each of which represents

a different fidelity of the activity. Modes thus allow the modelling of activities

whose characteristics are contingent upon the context of execution.

The ATP represents Technical Performance Measures (TPMs) and the uncer-

tainty associated with these measures in terms of a triangular probability density

function for each performance attribute. In addition to modifying the confidence

in design parameters, an ATP testing task has the effect of reducing risk by

tightening the spreads of certain performance measures. As a process progresses,

therefore, the confidence in design parameters increases and the technical risk

decreases. At each step in the process, the ATP simulation attempts to choose

the best mode of each activity by minimising the product of cost, duration and

the reduction in spread of all TPMs (Lévárdy and Browning, 2005).

In summary, Hamilton proposes that dynamic task models may be constructed

from knowledge of individual tasks because their connectivity is not explicitly

represented (Hamilton, 1998). This is beneficial as it bypasses the requirement for

an overview of process structure — as will be discussed in Chapter 3, developing

this overview can be difficult due to the specific nature of most designers’ process

knowledge. However, representing tasks’ context in terms of information maturity

levels requires that these levels are consistent within the context of a model. It

is therefore important to carefully define the maturity levels when constructing

a dynamic task model.
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Figure 2.25 A stochastic queueing model of product development (Adler et al., 1995).

2.5.2 Queueing models

The task network simulations discussed above characterise process dynamics as

a transient pulse of information which flows through the activities.10 In contrast,

queueing models emphasise the repetitive nature of workflows and the effective

utilisation of the limited resources available to perform tasks. They may be used

to explore the steady-state process behaviour which emerges from these flows.

Adler et al. (1995) proposed the stochastic queueing model of product de-

velopment shown in Figure 2.25. This model provides a simplified perspective of

task connectivity, together with the processing stations (e.g., design teams) which

must perform each task. It is assumed that two forms of process are conducted

during product development, namely new product development and change pro-

cesses. In the full model, new product development is modelled as incorporating

an iteration cycle whereas the change process is assumed to follow an ordered

sequence of tasks. It is assumed that several development and change processes

may be in execution at any given time, according to a stochastic model which

governs the triggering of each process. Each processing station uses round-robin

time-slicing to schedule jobs in its queue.

10Resource-limited task network models may also be viewed as queueing systems. However,
most resource-limited models of design processes are structured such that task concurrency is
primarily limited by information flows rather than resource constraints.
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Other queueing models include Q-GERT, an extension of the GERT approach

which supports modelling of queueing systems (Pritsker, 1979), and the model

proposed by Narahari et al. (1999). A limitation of these approaches is the

assumption of similarity of workflows over time. They are less relevant for the

complex design processes studied in this thesis. In these cases, the rate of process

change can be significant relative to the long duration of individual projects.

2.5.3 Multi-agent models

To recap, multi-agent models view processes as a collaboration of decision-makers

who negotiate a solution to the design problem. They incorporate process simu-

lations which may be applied to explore the influence of agent-oriented factors,

such as co-ordination strategies, upon project behaviour.

Mihm et al. (2003) propose a multi-agent model which aims to develop general

insights into the behaviour of complex engineering processes. They view designers

as agents which are responsible for optimising a single component. When an agent

changes its component in this model, the design goal of all other components is

updated thereby forcing each of the other agents to modify their design. This is

coupled with the assumption of limited bandwidth for transferring information

between designers, such that each must operate based on outdated information

about their design objective. Based on this model, Mihm et al. investigate

the circumstances under which processes ‘oscillate’ between alternative design

solutions. They conclude that these oscillations become less stable and more likely

to occur as the design problem becomes larger and more strongly connected. They

propose a number of strategies to minimise this effect, including modularisation

of the product (to reduce interdependencies) and releasing preliminary design

information (to reduce the delay between a design change being made and other

agents being notified).

The Virtual Design Team (VDT) proposed by Levitt et al. (1999) is a

multi-agent discrete-event simulation modelling framework which accounts for a

variety of influences upon agent behaviours, including variable strength of interde-

pendency between activities and incongruency between actors’ goals. In contrast

to the model of Mihm et al. (2003), the VDT is intended for application to study
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Figure 2.26 A system dynamics model of product development (Cooper, 1993).

specific design processes. For instance, Levitt et al. (1999) discuss a case study

of satellite launch vehicle design, in which the approach was used to evaluate

the effects of changes to the design process’ configuration upon its performance.

These changes were specified in agent-oriented terms such as ‘Increase agent skill

levels’ and ‘Align agent goals’.

2.5.4 System dynamics models

System dynamics models aim to encompass the effect of feedback and feedforward

on process behaviour. In the product development literature, such models treat

activities as fungible entities which flow between pools that represent their current

state of execution. Since these system dynamics models do not represent the

detail of individual activities they are appropriate where the focus of interest lies

on the behaviour of the project as a whole rather than on individual tasks.11

Cooper (1993) developed a system dynamics model to investigate the effect of

rework on project schedules. This approach represents tasks as interchangeable

units which flow between the four activity pools shown in Figure 2.26. The rate

at which tasks leave each pool is determined by project-specific constants, and it

is assumed that a certain percentage of tasks leaving the work to be done pool

enter undiscovered rework, with the remainder accumulating in work really done.

The state of a task at any time is determined by the pool in which it resides.

A project begins with all tasks in the work to be done pool and is considered

complete once work really done contains all tasks.

11Browning describes system dynamics models as ‘holistic’.
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Cooper argues that undiscovered rework cannot be distinguished from work really

done, and uses Monte-Carlo simulation of the above model to show that this can

account for schedule slippage in development projects. His results highlight that

the actual work completed lags behind the observed work completed at all times

(Figure 2.26). Furthermore, although the observed work completed increases

rapidly in the early stages of a project, this slows as rework is discovered after

the initial delay. Cooper proposes this model can explain the ‘90% syndrome’,

i.e., the tendency for projects to appear almost complete for an extended time.

Ford and Sterman (1998) developed a more sophisticated system dynamics

model incorporating multiple phases, each of which comprises the four activ-

ity pools of completion (containing tasks being completed rather than complete

tasks), quality assurance, change and co-ordination. The rate at which tasks flow

out of a pool is determined by the project-specific constants resource constraint

and average duration, as well as the number of activities in the pool at that time.

As in Cooper’s model, rework is modelled explicitly as the fraction of tasks leav-

ing completion which must flow through change prior to re-entering completion.

Tasks not requiring change enter quality assurance and finally accumulate in co-

ordination. When this final pool reaches a certain size, the tasks are released into

the completion pool of the subsequent phase. The model thus represents a gated

cascade of development through each phase of a project.

The model incorporates task interdependencies within phases using an internal

process concurrence function. This equation limits the concurrency of tasks by

throttling the release rate of the completion activity — in effect, new tasks cannot

be attempted until a certain percentage of tasks have passed quality assurance.
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Figure 2.27 The completed framework for organising the models of design and devel-
opment reviewed in this chapter.

2.6 Summary

This chapter has reviewed models of the design and development process and

developed a framework to organise discussions of this area. The review charac-

terises the modelling approaches available but does not provide an exhaustive

list of implementations or examine the details of their application; this reflects

the focus of the thesis. The completed framework summarises the chapter and is

presented in Figure 2.27. In summary:

• The framework highlights that the theories, models and methods in the

literature span a diverse range of issues and disciplines. Many of these

publications examine the design and development process from a high level

of abstraction. Their focus ranges from the individual designer’s problem-

solving process through to the need for continual business development.
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Although they offer useful insights which can help to guide process im-

provement activities, such models are often too general to provide detailed,

implementation-level advice.

• Other approaches aim to support improvements to the design and develop-

ment process through the modelling and analysis of a specific domain. They

provide a lower-level, more descriptive perspective of process behaviour than

the abstract and procedural approaches, and are directly pertinent to the

research questions stated in Section 1.2.

• Although many analytical approaches have been published, they are based

upon the relatively small number of representational bases introduced above.

These differ significantly in their modelling assumptions. In common with

the abstract and procedural approaches, none is agreed to adequately rep-

resent all aspects of the design process.

The diversity of analytical modelling approaches raises further questions which

are pertinent to the objectives introduced in Chapter 1: How can the most ap-

propriate modelling approach for a given modelling domain and objective be iden-

tified? Can — and should — the alternative perspectives revealed by the review

be reconciled into a more comprehensive model? These questions are explored in

Chapter 3 through an extended case study of aero-engine design.
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Chapter 3

Representing design practice

This chapter explores the utility of analytical process models to represent design

practice. The research draws on an empirical study in which the author spent

eight months on-site at Rolls-Royce Bristol developing a process modelling and

management support approach. This highlighted that design iteration forms a

key influence on process behaviour which is usually too complex to represent in a

model. It is argued that each analytical modelling approach reviewed in Chapter

2 is better suited to modelling certain aspects of iteration — and that the most

appropriate approach should be selected by considering the characteristics of

iteration in the specific process and the purpose for modelling. It is proposed

that the task precedence representation provides the most appropriate basis for

modelling aero-engine component design to support project management.

Discussion proceeds in five sections. Firstly, the research objective and methods

are discussed and the case study is introduced. Secondly, the component design

process observed during the study is discussed in detail. Thirdly, observations of

planning practice in the company are summarised and design iteration is high-

lighted as a major driver of planning difficulties. Fourthly, iteration is discussed

in more general terms, key challenges in its modelling are identified, and the suit-

ability of different representations for different forms of iteration is highlighted.

Finally, this analysis is used to identify an appropriate approach for modelling

the component design process observed during the study.
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3.1 Overview

This section discusses the research objective and methods prior to describing the

blisk design process in depth.

3.1.1 Research objective

The following research objective arose from the literature survey in Chapter 2:

Explore the utility of analytical process models to represent design

practice and thereby identify the most appropriate approach for a given

modelling domain and objective.

3.1.2 Research methods

The objective was addressed by conducting a case study to observe industry

practice. The study was initiated after the author spent 5 days at Rolls-Royce

Derby assisting O’Donovan with data collection (O’Donovan, 2004).1 Company

personnel suggested the author conduct a follow-on study to extend and apply the

research. A project was proposed by a programme manager who had identified a

business need which could be addressed using analytical process modelling.

3.1.2.1 Company background

Rolls-Royce Group plc. is one of three leading providers of power systems in

the civil aerospace, defence aerospace, marine and energy sectors. In 2007 the

company employed around 36,000 personnel in 50 countries. It has annual rev-

enues of £6.6bn at the time of writing — 54% of which are derived from engine

maintenance and financial service offerings (Rolls-Royce Group, 2007).

3.1.2.2 Business need

The case study was proposed shortly after completion of Stage 2 (i.e., full concept

design) of the F136 aero-engine programme. The programme manager sponsoring

the research was responsible for delivering F136 fan module milestones under the

1The author had undertaken 15 months research in design process modelling and simulation
prior to the case study. The early research focused on developing methods to construct Extended
Signposting models.
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Figure 3.1 The GE Rolls-Royce Fighter Engine Team F136 turbofan engine (JSF,
2007).

project’s scheduling and cost constraints. An important component of this role

was to monitor the progress of individual work packages and ensure that potential

delays were resolved in time to avoid costly consequences.

A ‘lessons learned’ exercise following Stage 2 completion had highlighted that

design-make plans for major engine components provided a detailed representa-

tion of manufacturing processes, whereas the iterative design stage was repre-

sented at poorer resolution — some design activities were described on a scale of

months instead of days. Analytical process modelling was perceived as an oppor-

tunity to develop a more accurate picture of these activities and their contexts

within the project, thereby supporting planning, monitoring and the mitigation

of schedule risk.

3.1.2.3 Business-oriented objective

The business-oriented objective of the case study was developed from this business

need and agreed with the sponsor prior to beginning research:

• Develop a model-based approach to support the planning and re-planning

of activities in the component design process, thereby improving progress

monitoring and programme control.

This objective provided the context for the observations discussed in this chapter.

It also forms the main research objective of Chapter 4.
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3.1.2.4 Research methods

The case study comprised eight months spent on-site by the author between

March and October 2004. Throughout the study the researcher observed meetings

and conducted informal interviews with engineering and management personnel:

• Informal interviews. Informal interviews and discussions were conducted

with many personnel. 21 such discussions were scheduled and documented

but more were held on an opportunistic and undocumented basis. Most

of the individuals worked in the engineering-focused Compression Systems

Operational Business Unit (OBU) or the project-focused F136 Customer

Facing Business Unit (CFBU). A list of interviewees and a summary of the

Rolls-Royce organisational structure is provided in Appendix A.

Interviews during the first two months were concerned with understanding

the company’s operations, particularly to elicit the limitations of current

programme management tools and practice. Later discussions focused on

method development and the elicitation of specific process knowledge.

• Meeting observations. A number of regularly scheduled meetings and

one-off workshops were observed to supplement the informal interviews.

Details of these meetings are tabulated in Appendix A.

Research focused on the mechanical design of the F136 first stage fan ‘blisk’

due to time limitations and the complexity of aero-engine design. The blisk is a

major component of the fan module whose timely delivery was critical to project

milestones. The technical challenges of blisk design were only examined to the

depth required to address the research objectives.

Due to the opportunistic nature of the study and the primary aim to improve

rather than describe industry practice, a rigorous empirical methodology was not

followed. The discussion in forthcoming sections therefore reflects the author’s

interpretation of those issues considered important to the thesis, informed by

extensive notes taken during the study and by later discussions with industry

personnel. Quotations used in the chapter were selected from notes taken during

interviews and are presented to clarify rather than validate the argument.
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3.2 Component design practice

This section describes the observed design practice under the following headings:

the fan blisk; the blisk design process; limitations in process knowledge; and

representations of the design process.

3.2.1 The fan blisk

The fan blisk is a complex component which must satisfy a number of technical

requirements.2 For example, it must exhibit certain aerodynamic properties as

a part of the fan module; it must resist the steady stresses caused by rotation

and the periodic vibrations caused by aerodynamic interaction with the inlet

guide vanes. As the foremost rotative component in the main gas path it must

be resilient to impacts from ingested matter. The blisk must also satisfy various

materials and manufacturing constraints. Issues such as testability, manufactura-

bility, maintainability and disposal are considered to ensure economic viability

over the engine’s lifecycle.

A successful blisk design process satisfies business-oriented objectives in addition

to the technical requirements outlined above. For example, most engine con-

tracts stipulate that modules are rig-tested on specified dates during development;

this requires the release of intermediate blisk designs for prototype manufacture.

This must be achieved with limited human, computational and manufacturing

resources.

Aero-engines are developed in large part by modification from existing designs. In

this environment, radical designs carry a high risk and most designers participate

in few truly novel projects during their careers. Just as the form of the blisk is

constrained by the need to satisfy many design objectives, so its design process

is determined by the available design technology and experience.

2A ‘blisk’, or bladed disk, is a single row of aerofoil blades welded to a rotating disk on an engine
shaft. This design has lower weight than configurations in which individual blades or blade sets
are attached to the disk using conventional fixtures (Rolls-Royce, 2005).
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Figure 3.2 An example fan blisk and an overview of its design process, focusing on the
mechanical design activities.

3.2.2 The blisk design process

From the mechanical design perspective, design proceeds through iterative refine-

ment of the blisk parameters via four main activities (Figure 3.2), which may be

decomposed into increasing levels of detail. Each activity may be attempted at

different resolutions according to the quality of the input data and perceived im-

portance of the corresponding objective at that time. For example, a low-fidelity

steady stress analysis may be applied to preliminary aerofoil data to ensure via-

bility of the design concept. Later, application of the same analysis to a model

of the assembled blisk allows verification of the completed design. In general, the

effort devoted to each activity increases over time to reflect design maturity.

Activities may be performed concurrently to support early estimates or compress

schedules. For example, impact analysis is a lengthy activity which must be

undertaken in parallel with others. Because it is computationally expensive and

sensitive to the geometry definition, impact analysis would ideally be attempted

only when major design alterations are no longer expected.

Blisk design may be described in terms of the iterative application of design and

analysis tools used to perform specific activities. The tools and their interactions

are well-defined, although the order of application is difficult to describe as it is

determined by in-situ decisions. According to the process documentation:
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“There is no correct sequence for the mechanical design. The opti-

mum sequence will depend upon the starting point and the relative

sensitivities of the design objectives to the proposed design style.” —

Technical process documentation.

Changes in design constraints may be required at any time to accomodate emerg-

ing issues in other engine sub-systems or customer requirement changes. As a

high-performance component the fan blisk usually cannot absorb such change:

“Any externally-driven change to the design definition could require

all mechanical design processes to be revisited.” — Technical process

documentation.

This redesign may occur several times during an engine development project.

3.2.3 Limitations in process knowledge

Understanding the relationship between the form of the blisk and any design

objective requires specialised domain knowledge. Consequently most aerospace

engineers are trained in specialist disciplines and are expert in the application

of particular tools to certain design or analysis activities. Many possess limited

knowledge outside their area of specialisation. For instance, it may not be ex-

pected — or necessary — for an aerodynamicist to have a detailed understanding

of a fan blade’s material properties or the processes by which these properties are

assessed.

Whereas design engineering requires a detailed understanding of specialist meth-

ods and tools, design management requires overview of many issues which span

the domains of product, process and personnel. Although managers therefore

possess a broader picture, their technical understanding is often strongest in the

discipline in which they trained. During the case study, no individual could

describe the design process in its entirety.
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This distribution of process knowledge among participants is characteristic of all

complex design processes (Eckert and Clarkson, 2003). It was widely recognised

in Rolls-Royce that, while limited overview is often unavoidable, it can lead to

difficulties in identifying and prioritising design activities.

3.2.4 Representations of the design process

Several descriptions of the blisk design process were examined during the study

(see Figure 3.3 for four examples). These process maps focus on technical aspects

of the design process, are almost exclusively confined to a single discipline and

were constructed using standard office productivity tools. They describe the pro-

cess in terms of key software packages which interact through the transfer of data

types and other design descriptions. Most are structured as informal flowcharts

which indicate information flows and represent potential rework as cycles on the

diagram (Diagrams 1, 3 and 4 in Figure 3.3). It was suggested by one engineer

that they emphasise ambiguous or risky elements of the process. In contrast,

Diagram 2 represents the design process as a set of hierarchically-structured ob-

jectives. The stress engineer who constructed this diagram indicated that he had

chosen this representation to highlight the disordered nature of iteration, which

could not be easily represented in a sanitised flowchart.

These documents were produced by members of the design teams to represent

technical process information relevant to a small number of personnel. As can

be seen in Figure 3.3, there is little agreement on notation or format between

the process maps. The diagrams are informal and proved difficult for the author

to interpret without prior domain knowledge. Most were considered outdated

to some degree; one designer suggested that the effort required to maintain and

update documentation was prohibitive due to continuous improvements in design

technology. The limited audience and specialist function of these descriptions,

combined with constant time pressures, appeared to provide little incentive for

co-ordinating documentation activities at this level. A more integrated picture

was provided by the company’s intranet site, which provided a higher-level, more

prescriptive view of the development process.
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Figure 3.3 Some examples of process documentation examined during the case study
(some text obscured to protect commercial sensitivity).
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Two models of the whole engine design process were examined in addition to

these component-level process descriptions. They were based on Excel spread-

sheets tabulating tasks, deliverables and deadlines. They did not represent design

iterations or the low-level detail of component design. A company specialist in-

volved in the development of one such model indicated that overcoming differences

in perspective and terminology was a key challenge during modelling:

“We tried to subdivide the [process modelling] problem... but when the

pieces came back we couldn’t fit them together.” — Process improve-

ment specialist.

In general, process models and documentation appeared to provide limited guid-

ance for the planning, execution and management of daily design activities. Co-

ordination at this level was based upon informal communication and the assump-

tion of shared understanding.

3.3 Planning and monitoring practice

This section summarises the design planning and monitoring practice observed

during the study and highlights the shortcomings of existing support technology.

3.3.1 Programme management in Rolls-Royce

Programme management in Rolls-Royce is carried out on several levels. Each

manager is responsible for delivery of components or sub-systems according to

specified time and budget constraints, and constructs their own plans to support

this. Plans at lower levels, such as the blisk design plan, are usually more closely

tied to technical activities than those at a higher level. There is no single docu-

ment which describes the entire engine design process in full detail. Due to the

frequent need to re-plan and the difficulty of composing a coherent picture, a

fully-detailed master schedule would not be possible using current technology:

“We did top-down planning which didn’t work... High-level plans are

very unstable.” — Programme management specialist.
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In common with most other companies, Rolls-Royce make extensive use of Gantt

charts to support planning and monitoring. Gantt charts assume that the tasks in

a process and their precedence relationships may be described in advance and that

each task is only attempted once. Although there is no explicit representation of

uncertainty in many Gantt-based scheduling packages, it is usually straightfor-

ward to account for changes in task duration or resourcing levels. Such changes

are automatically propagated through the schedule by analysing the connectivity

between tasks.

3.3.2 Limitations of Gantt charts

With respect to the blisk design process, a key limitation of the Gantt chart is

its inability to represent iteration. The design process cannot easily be described

as a detailed sequence of tasks suitable to construct a Gantt chart:

“I can’t make [the Gantt chart] represent iterations. So all I’ve done

is put loads and loads of rows in parallel.” — Stress engineer.

Gantt charts are useful despite their limited representation of process behaviour,

since they may be updated when the actual process diverges from the document.

However, since any Gantt chart is still an external representation of a mental

model its utility is limited by the planner’s perspective and overview of the pro-

cess. To minimise omissions arising from limited overview, Gantt charts from

previous projects are commonly used as the basis for constructing new schedules.

Gantt charts require experts’ process knowledge and substantial time to produce.

However, they do not capture the reasoning and assumptions behind their con-

struction and thus communicate only the tasks which need to be completed. In

practice, detailed schedules often become little more than checklists due to the

expense of re-planning when they are invalidated by unexpected events. How-

ever, having an accurate plan against which progress could be compared was

widely recognised as important to effective monitoring and control. This obser-

vation supports the business-oriented objective of the case study by indicating

that more detailed activity planning would be beneficial to the company.
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Cost Performance Index: 

CPI = EV / AC ( >1 is good)

Earned Value (EV)

Actual Cost (AC)

Planned Value (PV)

Figure 3.4 Earned value management is a technique to monitor project progress by
comparing the total value of completed deliverables against the planned
value and the total cost accumulated.

3.3.3 Progress monitoring and control

The F136 project used an Earned Value Management System (EVMS) to support

project monitoring. This is a widespread approach whose implementation is a

contractual obligation for many U.S. Department of Defense projects. The sys-

tem is documented in the ANSI standard ANSI/EIA-748-A-1998. In overview,

it requires a project to be decomposed into a work breakdown structure of in-

dependent deliverables, each of which is assigned a monetary value. When each

deliverable is finalised its value is added to the earned value of the project. At

discrete monitoring periods, the earned value to date is compared against the

planned value and the cost accumulated. Simple metrics then indicate project

performance regarding schedule and cost (Figure 3.4).

The EVMS can indicate when an increased rate of progress is required to meet

programme milestones. However, it does not indicate how this could be achieved.

Another limitation arises from the assumption that a project can be decomposed

into discrete deliverables which cannot be invalidated by later work, and which

are distributed throughout the programme such that value is earned in small

increments. This assumption is inaccurate in the case of blisk design, which is

a lengthy process of iterative refinement that produces few finalised deliverables

prior to completion. Although useful for project-level monitoring, the EVMS

therefore provides insufficient detail for managing the iterative component de-

sign process. The F136 project team addressed this limitation by conducting

weekly meetings to monitor the progress of individual components. Technical

risk, completed tasks, and earned value were tracked in these meetings.
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3.3.4 Trade-offs between quality- and schedule-focused objectives

The need to identify trade-offs between objectives is characteristic of all design

problems. In the context of programme management both quality- and schedule-

focused objectives must be considered. To illustrate, consider that a minimum

level of design maturity is required to satisfy any product’s requirements. Once

this objective is met, further design work is concerned with mitigating technical

risk and improving secondary objectives by increasing efficiency, reducing weight

and manufacturing cost etc. In practice, balancing the potential benefits of refine-

ment against the risk of late delivery requires careful co-ordination between the

engineering personnel responsible for ensuring technical quality and the manage-

ment personnel responsible for timely delivery. For instance, since technical issues

discovered late in the process tend to require costly iteration to address, an effec-

tive strategy to minimise technical risk is to dedicate effort to ensuring the design

is as mature as possible as early as possible. However, from the scheduling per-

spective this early refinement work expends schedule slack, a resource that should

not be expended on unneccesary improvements but which should be reserved to

buffer problems which might arise later. This trade-off between improving quality

and expediting delivery is considered by many personnel throughout a project.

In the context of planning and scheduling, it may be viewed as the allocation of

limited time and resources between tasks that contribute to each objective.

3.4 Modelling iteration in the design process

The case study revealed that iteration is a major feature of the blisk design pro-

cess. Furthermore, it was found that representing iteration was a key challenge

in scheduling and programme control. Identifying an approach suitable for mod-

elling iterative behaviour in blisk design was therefore considered key to meeting

the business-oriented objective introduced in Section 3.1. This section analyses

iteration and its modelling in more general terms to achieve this.

Firstly, six perspectives of iteration are introduced to frame the discussion. Sec-

ondly it is argued that, although this framework is generally applicable, differ-

ent perspectives tend to dominate for certain process participants, phases of the

design process and complexities of the product being designed. Thirdly, key
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Rework RepetitionRefinement

Figure 3.5 Six perspectives of design iteration.

challenges in modelling iteration are highlighted. Fourthly, it is argued that no

process model can capture the full complexity of iteration, and that a key factor

for selecting an appropriate modelling approach is therefore the characteristics of

iteration in the domain to be modelled. This analysis allows the identification of

an approach suitable for modelling the blisk design process in Section 3.5.

3.4.1 Perspectives of design iteration

Iteration forms a recurring theme across much design literature. However, it is

usually discussed in the context of a particular design process model or analysis

(e.g., Smith and Eppinger 1997; Mihm et al. 2003; Yassine et al. 2003). Rela-

tively few publications discuss iteration in empirical or model-independent terms

(for rare examples see Browning 1998; Safoutin 2003; Costa and Sobek 2003;

Costa 2004). Furthermore, although a number of classification schemes have

been proposed for analysing iteration, it remains difficult to characterise due in

part to the subjectivity of most definitions. For example, a distinction may be

drawn between ‘productive’ and ‘unproductive’ iteration to motivate process re-

configuration to reduce the latter — but a manager’s definition of productive

work is likely to differ from a designer’s. Despite this difficulty of classification,

a framework is necessary to organise the analysis in forthcoming sections. Six

non-orthogonal perspectives are therefore proposed (Figure 3.5):
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• Exploration. In modern thinking about design, it is an almost univer-

sal view that the concurrent, iterative exploration of problem and solution

spaces is fundamental to the creative process. This solution-oriented per-

spective of design problem solving is the subject of many publications (Sec-

tion 2.3; p. 20). Exploration involves both divergence (during synthesis)

and convergence (during evaluation) of the solution space.

• Convergence. Many technical design problems may be viewed as the se-

lection of product parameters to meet well-defined performance objectives.

Where the relationships between parameters and objectives are complex and

a satisfactory solution cannot be identified by inspection or direct analysis,

an iterative process is used to converge upon a solution (Evans, 1959). This

convergence strategy is used in designer-driven processes as well as auto-

mated design and optimisation systems. The sequence of tasks is typically

disordered, since designers react to emerging issues when determining the

next focus for their attention.

• Refinement. Once a design meets its primary requirements, designers

often continue to improve secondary characteristics such as the elegance of

their solutions. Excessive refinement can occur if it is not obvious when

to stop working on a problem, for example if there are few milestones in a

development schedule or if evaluation criteria are subjective — as is often

the case where products have fashionable or aesthetic appeal (Eckert, 2006).

• Negotiation. Many design problems require integration of the contribu-

tions from personnel from disparate disciplines, who often have a limited

understanding of one anothers’ fields. In such cases, iteration allows trade-

offs between competing goals to be negotiated (Bucciarelli, 1996).

• Rework. Emerging problems with the product or other unexpected events

may drive rework of activities which were previously considered complete.

Unnecessary rework may be caused if the process is too complex to identify

the most efficient configuration, i.e., order of work execution (Eppinger et

al. 1994). Rework requires activities to be re-attempted because the infor-

mation on which they were based was updated. This is undesirable because

effort is expended with no increase in design performance or knowledge.
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• Repetition. Similar activities are often performed at different points in the

design cycle to apply similar operations to different information. Repetition

differs from exploration, convergence, refinement, negotiation and rework in

that it involves re-visiting similar activities to achieve a different goal, rather

than re-visiting a goal using potentially different methods.

3.4.2 Influences on iterative behaviour

Although the six perspectives of iteration introduced above may be identified in

most design processes, the emphasis of each differs according to domain-specific

factors. This section argues that certain perspectives predominate for different

participants, stages of the design process and complexities of the product and

process. The argument is presented to illustrate the complexity of iterative be-

haviour and does not form an exhaustive framework of influences.

3.4.2.1 Participant’s viewpoint

Participants in a process often have different perspectives of iteration, according

to their backgrounds, responsibilities and goals. For example:

• Component engineers. As discussed above, component design may of-

ten be viewed as the iterative application of tools for convergence/refine-

ment. Due to the complexity of many components and the need to compress

project schedules, they are designed by teams of experts working concur-

rently. Negotiation is therefore a key aspect of component design iteration.

At any time, change could occur and require rework of all activities.

• Project managers. At a higher level, project managers usually describe

processes in terms of deliverables and lead times rather than individual

tasks and information flows. As a result projects are perceived as inter-

connected concurrent workflows which continuously exchange information,

often organised around components or sub-systems. From this perspective,

rework is the primary form of iteration and is perceived as an undesirable

characteristic which increases schedule risk and lengthens cycle time. This

contrasts with the component engineer’s view of iteration as a fundamental

and necessary aspect of designing.
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• Specialists. Just as many components must be designed in parallel during

a project, several projects are conducted concurrently by most organisa-

tions. In the aerospace industry, design often involves a small number of

specialised tasks which are the responsibility of a small group of experts who

address several projects concurrently. During the case study, this repetition

was often not perceived as iteration.

3.4.2.2 Stage of the design process

Certain perspectives of iteration are characteristic of each stage of the design

process. For example, exploration plays a key role during concept design as var-

ious alternatives are proposed and evaluated. In embodiment design, work is

divided into concurrent streams and convergence/refinement dominates. Nego-

tiation between experts plays a key role throughout this stage.3 During detail

design, similar analyses are often performed upon different components. For ex-

ample, the detail design of most load-bearing components require stress analysis

and, depending on the organisational structure and division of responsibilities,

repetition may therefore occur. Finally, towards the end of a project changes

are often necessitated by the discovery of issues during systems integration and

testing. Additional negotiation and rework may thus be required in these stages.

3.4.2.3 Complexity of the product and process

Wynn et al. (2007) draw on additional case studies in a diesel engine manufac-

turer to argue that the importance of each perspective of iteration is affected

by the complexity of the product and design process. Highly complex products

such as the aero-engine are designed by large and geographically dispersed teams.

Besides a dedicated conceptual design team, these organisations often have few

generalists who possess an overview of the whole product. Aerospace design is

therefore conducted by component and sub-system teams who must co-ordinate

their work. This requires negotiation-driven design which necessitates conver-

gence and drives rework when problems occur. The individual components, such

as the fan blisk described in previous sections, are often sufficiently complex that

3As key design parameters and the interfaces between components and modules are frozen
following concept design, negotiation is mostly confined within product boundaries.
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they are designed by large teams whose members work concurrently and therefore

engage in an inner negotiation strategy.

Iteration during the development of less complex products such as the diesel

engine can also arise from the need to co-ordinate multiple projects within the

organisation. In such companies a relatively small number of experts typically

contribute to several projects, and the resulting resource limitations necessitate

that many tasks begin based on early assumptions, potentially leading to rework.

This risk is difficult to manage if it occurs at many points throughout a process.

For example, relatively simple routine change processes are used to generate cus-

tomised versions of diesel engines. In these cases a dedicated team deals with

most change requests, but experts must be re-assigned from core development

to address any specific problems which arise (Jarratt, 2004). Such bottlenecks

require that personnel must either begin work on incomplete information and

accept the risk of rework or downstream tasks must be delayed. This exam-

ple illustrates one way in which complex iterative behaviour can arise from the

interactions between processes that would be more straightforward in isolation.

3.4.3 Challenges in modelling iteration

This section identifies some key challenges in representing iteration within an

analytical process model. The discussion thereby introduces the argument that

it is impractical to comprehensively reflect iterative behaviour in such a model.

3.4.3.1 Identifying an appropriate representational basis

The discussion thus far has highlighted that alternative ways of thinking about it-

eration are available. Additionally, the modelling frameworks reviewed in Chapter

2 are based on different representations of iterative behaviour. However, unlike a

CAD rendering of a component in which a particular feature is obscured, it can be

difficult to determine whether a particular way of thinking about and modelling

iteration provides an adequate representation of the process. In common with

the CAD model, different perspectives are often appropriate to support reason-

ing about different problems. Although the perspectives may be characterised,

they remain difficult to reconcile into a coherent picture. Selecting an appropriate

representational basis is thus a key challenge in modelling iteration.
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3.4.3.2 Identifying an appropriate level of detail

Prior to constructing a formal representation of a process a mental model must

be developed. If iteration is defined as the repetition or rework of activities, its

representation depends on the chosen level of description, which is a simplifica-

tion of the mental model and in turn the observations of reality on which it is

based. Representing task-based iteration requires both perceiving a process to

be composed from discrete activities and classifying two such activities under-

taken at different times as similar, although they are performed to meet specific

objectives in each context and therefore must be distinct at some level. The

perception of similarity between tasks was found to be highly subjective during

the case study, depending upon individuals’ roles and their understanding of the

process. Furthermore, because most tasks are ill-defined and may be adequately

described at varying levels of detail, the terminology or representation used to

initiate a discussion was found to strongly influence the information elicited.

To illustrate the subjectivity of iteration, consider the following three viewpoints

of the concurrent design and manufacture of a component. From the programme

manager’s perspective, a convergent dialogue occurs between the design and man-

ufacturing groups. However, the team developing the component perceives a se-

quence of many different tasks. A researcher conducting a protocol study might

look closer still. From this perspective an iterative process would emerge again,

composed of many repetitions of a generic problem-solving process.

Due to this subjectivity, decisions made while constructing a process model can

influence its representativeness. In terms of iteration, the fidelity of a model is

influenced by the level of detail and mode of description, as well as the character-

istics of the chosen modelling framework. To illustrate, convergence/refinement

iteration that involves revisiting a number of tasks could be modelled in detail

or as a single, higher-level task. However, the possibility of unplanned rework

occurring within the cycle could be easily overlooked if tasks are aggregated.
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3.4.3.3 Modelling the occurrence of rework

Many activities during the design process have potential to reveal rework. A

dynamic model of process behaviour should include such possibilities. However,

it is difficult to fully enumerate the potential failure points and modes of failure

which drive rework. Furthermore, even a limited list is too large and the fail-

ure modes too complex to incorporate in a task-based model. In practice, the

potential failures which are considered must be selected subjectively based upon

judgement of risk or potential impact based on recent experience. Characterising

the circumstances under which rework is discovered must include experts’ judge-

ments of uncertainty; this is biased by many factors (see, e.g., Ayton and Pascoe

1995 for further discussion).

3.4.3.4 Modelling the consequences of rework

Rework of one task may invalidate assumptions and ultimately require many

downstream tasks to be re-attempted. A number of factors contribute to chal-

lenges in modelling the consequences of rework, including:

• Determining which tasks must be re-attempted. The subset of tasks

which are re-attempted following rework discovery is influenced by several

factors, including: the decisions of personnel working on the project; the

perceived criticality of the rework; and the availability of design margin

to absorb the rework. If insufficient margin is available, a change to one

aspect of the design is likely to propagate, forcing knock-on changes to other

parameters, features, components, or sub-systems to accommodate it. Such

propagations commonly follow three patterns: ripples of change which die

away quickly; blossoms which are eventually brought under control; and

avalanches which may ultimately require rework of all activities (Figure

3.6; Eckert et al. 2004). As a change to any feature may require many

other tasks to be re-attempted, a key influence upon a project’s response to

rework is the state of the design when the rework is discovered. This is not

incorporated in any of the process simulation models reviewed in Chapter 2,

and, due to the limited information available to modellers, arguably would

not be feasible to represent in most cases. In addition to this product-
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Figure 3.6 Many tasks may be re-attempted when rework is discovered. This
is difficult to predict as it may propagate explicitly via task se-
quences and implicitly, through connected components or parameters
(Adapted from Eckert et al., 2004).

related complexity, performing unexpected rework typically results in delays

to downstream tasks. The structure of information flows in a process can

cause such delays to be absorbed, propagated or amplified in a similar

fashion to design changes. This behaviour is sufficiently complex that it is

difficult to understand even when a detailed model of information flows is

available (Chalupnik et al., 2007).

• Determining how much effort is expended on each re-attempted

task. Each time a task is re-attempted it is likely that a different amount

of effort will be expended. For example, Evans (1959) describes that during

refinement the effort and resources which can be applied increase with each

iteration as the solution converges. In contrast, Cho and Eppinger (2001)

observed that task durations tend to reduce on subsequent iterations. In

general, the time expended on a task may be influenced by a number of

factors such as the fidelity of input information, the knowledge to be gained

by attempting the task and the perceived likelihood of later changes neces-

sitating rework.

• Determining how the rework will be managed. In practice, the delays

associated with rework are often absorbed by fire-fighting and re-organising

the schedule.4 In general, the management of rework is difficult to model

but forms a major influence upon project behaviour. This is elaborated in

Section 3.4.3.5 below.

4The recent Airbus A380 project is a relatively rare example in which specific design rework
was cited as the cause of major project delay.
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Figure 3.7 Iteration is not a mechanistic property of the design process, but is controlled
by project participants (Adapted from Wynn et al., 2007).

3.4.3.5 Modelling project controls

Many analytical modelling approaches are based on the mechanistic view that

uncertainty about process outcomes arises from the interactions between discrete

activities.5 One limitation of these models is that they do not incorporate the

active control of projects by actors who reason in-situ about the current state,

short- and long-term goals and their predictions about future events (Figure 3.7).

For example, if a test revealed that significant design changes were necessary,

management decisions would usually be taken to determine whether major inter-

vention was required. Such intervention might involve obtaining more resources

or negotiating relaxed milestones; in any case, it is likely that the short-term

goals of many personnel would change as they adapt their working plans to the

altered project context. In major rework scenarios the process may also be re-

planned such that delays do not accumulate but are reset to a new baseline. As

with the product-related factors which influence iterative behaviour, the roles of

actors and plans in guiding the outcome of a project are difficult to incorporate

in a process simulation model.

5In this context, a mechanistic model represents a system as a collection of constituent elements
whose interactions are governed by well-defined rules. Such models assume that uncertainty
about the system’s behaviour arises either from the difficulty of summation — if the elements
are individually uncertain and/or were poorly understood prior to modelling — or from the
complexity which emerges from interactions between elements and rules. Such a model need
not be deterministic or simplistic.
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3.4.4 Iteration as a key factor guiding framework selection

To recap, previous sections have identified that iteration is a defining characteris-

tic of the design process, argued that different perspectives of iteration dominate

according to domain-specific factors, and highlighted some challenges of repre-

senting iteration in analytical process models. This section argues that each of

the analytical process modelling approaches reviewed in Chapter 2 is best suited

to representing certain perspectives of iteration. Each approach therefore predis-

poses the modeller towards a certain way of thinking about the process. Although

this may seem obvious, it can be easily overlooked if the modeller is inexperienced

or unfamiliar with the range of modelling approaches available. Additionally, due

to the lack of objective reference points, it can be difficult to determine whether

an approach is appropriate if the modeller is unfamiliar with the process.

Of the task network approaches reviewed in Section 2.5, dynamic task models

such as Signposting are most appropriate for modelling processes characterised

by rework or exploration, since they account for the current state of the project

when determining which tasks are attempted at each point (O’Donovan, 2004).

However, they are less suited to modelling well-defined convergence/refinement

processes since the repetition of an ordered sequence of tasks cannot be easily rep-

resented. In contrast, task precedence models such as IDEF3 (Mayer et al., 1995)

are well-suited to ordered convergence/refinement but cannot easily represent re-

work since the complexity of possible failure modes cannot be incorporated. The

treatment of iteration in task dependency models such as the DSM (Steward,

1981) depends on the specific analysis algorithm and assumptions. In general,

however, they are suited to model highly concurrent processes characterised by

convergence/refinement and rework. Unlike dynamic task models they require

the process network to be modelled in advance. They also provide a less intuitive

notation than the task precedence models.

The other analytical modelling approaches reviewed in Chapter 2 are not pri-

marily activity-focused and do not provide the task-level detail required for ap-

plications such as planning support. Queueing models focus on the high-level

behaviour of an organisation’s processes and view iteration only in aggregate

terms. Multi-agent models are well-suited to represent processes involving nego-
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tiation and rework, since they incorporate aspects of distributed decision-making

and self-organisation. However, they are less intuitive than the task network mod-

els and could thus be difficult to verify by discussion with process participants.

Finally, system dynamics models could potentially encompass the influence of

project controls on iterative behaviour. However, the models of this type in the

design process modelling literature do not explicitly decompose a process into

individual tasks. While they can provide useful insights into project behaviour,

they are thus poorly suited to provide direct support.

The predisposition of each modelling basis towards certain perspectives of process

behaviour is summarised in Figure 3.8. This analysis highlights that none of

the process modelling approaches reviewed in Chapter 2 is suitable to capture

every aspect of iteration nor to reflect the full complexity of iterative dynamics.

The discussion in this chapter could provide a starting point to develop a more

comprehensive modelling approach — for instance, by extending a task network

simulation to incorporate the role of project controls. However, such a model

would need to incorporate additional assumptions about project behaviour and/or

require additional input data. The case study revealed that the data available in

practice is of insufficient fidelity to justify this approach in the context of blisk

design.

Due to the complexity of iterative behaviour, it is therefore impractical to model

the blisk design process with sufficient fidelity that simulation can predict the pro-

file of project outcomes in task-level detail. Furthermore, the ubiquity of iteration

indicates that this finding is applicable to a broader range of engineering design

processes. Any support method based upon design process simulation should

therefore account for the limited predictive utility of the underlying model. The

modelling framework underlying such an approach should be carefully selected

by considering the characteristics of iteration in the domain to be modelled and

the suitability of each framework to represent this behaviour, in addition to any

specific requirements of the modelling application.
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Framework basis Examples   Strengths and weaknesses for modelling iteration

Task network Task precedence,  Good for convergence/refinement

Section 2.5.1 e.g.,   - If order of attempting tasks is well-defined 

  IDEF3 (Mayer et al.,1995) - Intuitive graphical notations ease interpretation

  PERT/GERT (PMI, 2004) Poor for negotiation

  Petri net (Peterson, 1981) - Cumbersome to model concurrent activities exchanging information

  ProModeller (Vajna, 2005) Poor for rework

     - Many failure points/modes complicate network

     - Cannot easily represent revisiting different tasks on each iteration

     Poor for exploration

     - Cannot represent in-situ task selection 

     Can be difficult to manipulate/restructure models

  Task dependency,  As above, except:

  e.g.,   Good for negotiation

  IDEF0 (NIST, 1993)  - Explicit model of workflow not required

  Activity DSM (Eppinger, 1991) - Heavily concurrent processes easily represented

  DMM (Danilovic and   Can be difficult for non-experts to interpret models

   Browning, 2007)

  Dynamic task,  Good for exploration

  e.g.,   - Implicitly incorporates in-situ task selection

  Signposting (Clarkson and Good for negotiation

   Hamilton 2000) - Explicit model of workflow not required

  MIDAS (Chung et al. 2002) - Heavily concurrent processes easily represented

  ATP (Levardy et al. 2004) Good for rework

     - Implicitly incorporates revisiting different tasks 

     Poor for convergence/refinement

     - Difficult to represent well-defined repetition and sequencing 

     Difficult to visualise and hence to interpret and validate models

     Difficult to validate assumptions underlying task selection rules

Queueing  e.g.,   Focus on high-level process behaviour

Section 2.5.2 Adler et al. (1995)  Iteration is modelled in the same way across projects

  Q-GERT (Pritsker 1979)

  Narahari et al. (1999)

Multi-agent e.g.,   Good for negotiation and rework

Section 2.5.3 Olsen et al.  (2006)  - Represents distributed decision-making and self-organisation

  Mihm et al. (2003)  Modelling is complex and may require programming expertise

  Levitt et al. (1999)  Difficult to understand assumptions and their consequences

System dynamics e.g.,   Represent feedback which governs process behaviour

Section 2.5.4 Cooper (1993)  Abstract approach may be unintuitive to non-experts

  Ford and Sterman (1998) Simplifying assumptions do not represent details of individual tasks

     Cannot offer advice regarding task-level improvements

Figure 3.8 Each of the process modelling approaches reviewed in Chapter 2 is better
suited to representing certain perspectives of design iteration.
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3.5 A basis for process modelling to support

project management in blisk design

To recap, the business-oriented objective introduced in Section 3.1.2.3 (p. 65)

required the development of a model-based approach to support planning and re-

planning of activities in the component design process, with a particular focus on

the mechanical design of fan blisks. Observations during the case study revealed

three framework requirements for a process modelling approach on which this

support could be based:

• FR1 Decompose the design process into individual tasks to support more

detailed scheduling. Existing documentation indicated this could be achieved

by describing the process in terms of the computer tools used to design the

blisk (Section 3.2.4; p. 70).

• FR2 Represent the iterations which are undertaken to meet the mechanical

design objectives. These are characterised by the repetition of certain task

sequences governed by the well-defined interactions between computer tools,

as well as by disordered convergence/refinement which is governed by in-situ

design decisions (Section 3.2.2; p. 68).

• FR3 Provide an intuitive notation to allow process participants who have

limited overview to engage with the approach (Section 3.2.3; p. 69).

The analysis of design iteration in Section 3.4 allowed each analytical modelling

approach to be reviewed in terms of these framework requirements. Firstly, only

task network models can meet Requirement FR1, since other approaches do not

provide the task-level detail required for scheduling. Secondly, Requirement FR2

does not further distinguish between the types of task network model available,

since each is best suited to modelling either ordered- or disordered task sequences.

Finally, consideration of Requirement FR3 indicates that a graphical task prece-

dence representation would provide the most appropriate basis for modelling blisk

design, since the graphical notation of such approaches is similar to the existing

process documentation. The development of such a model and its application to

meet the business-oriented objective is discussed in Chapter 4.
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3.6 Summary

The objective of this chapter was to explore the utility of analytical process models

to support industry practice. This was achieved by conducting an empirical study

of aero-engine component design, complemented by a more general analysis of

modelling iteration in the design process. To summarise:

• The design processes for components such as the fan blisk are similar across

product generations and can be modelled. However, although all personnel

were expert in their area, no individual could provide a description of the

entire design process in sufficient detail for modelling. This arose in large

part from the difficulty of describing design iterations.

• Iteration is ubiquitous in design and critical in determining the dynamic be-

haviour of design processes. Although this is widely recognised, relatively

few publications discuss iteration in empirical or model-independent terms.

This chapter contributes to the discussion by proposing six perspectives of

iteration and arguing that no single modelling framework can capture the

full complexity of process behaviour. It was therefore proposed that itera-

tion should be considered a key factor in identifying the most appropriate

analytical framework for modelling a given process for a given objective.

• The analysis of iteration was used to identify the task precedence modelling

approach as the most appropriate basis for modelling the design of fan blisks

to support project management. This forms the basis of the modelling and

simulation framework which is developed in forthcoming chapters.

In addition to these specific contributions, the extended period of industry in-

teraction formed a significant influence on the direction of the research project.

In particular, the case study led to insights regarding the design process and its

behaviour; the stakeholders in process modelling approaches and their require-

ments; and the practical challenges faced in introducing new approaches to an

industry environment. These insights focused the subsequent research upon issues

pertinent to practical application.
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Chapter 4

Support for project management

This chapter discusses the context in which the research questions were addressed.

A model-based approach to support project management in aerospace component

design was developed during the case study described in Chapter 3. This research

allowed a prototype modelling approach and software tool to be proposed and

evaluated. These prototypes formed the basis for the more sophisticated ap-

proaches discussed in Chapters 5 and 6.

Discussion proceeds in six sections. Firstly, the research objectives and methods

are introduced. Secondly, other approaches which address similar requirements

are briefly reviewed. Thirdly, the support method is discussed in detail. Fourthly,

the process modelling framework and software tool developed to implement the

approach are discussed, together with the construction of a detailed model of

the blisk design process to illustrate its feasibility. Fifthly, the research objec-

tives are revisited and opportunities for further research to enhance the support

method are highlighted. Finally, the contributions of the chapter to the thesis

are summarised.
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4.1 Overview

This section introduces the chapter by discussing the research objectives and

methods used to develop the management support approach.

4.1.1 Research objectives

This chapter begins to address the main research questions outlined in Chapter 1.

The context for exploring these questions was provided by the business-oriented

research objective stated in Section 3.1.2.3 (p. 65):

Develop a model-based approach to support the planning and re-

planning of activities in the component design process, thereby im-

proving progress monitoring and programme control.

This objective is addressed in the forthcoming sections. Four support require-

ments for the method arose from the research reported in Chapter 3:

• SR1 Synthesise a coherent perspective of activities and their interactions

from the process participants’ localised understanding (Sections 3.2.3 and

3.2.4, pp. 69–72).

• SR2 Identify a schedule which provides an appropriate trade-off between

objectives (Section 3.3.4, p. 75).

• SR3 Support monitoring and re-planning using metrics which are not ex-

pressed in terms of independent deliverables (Section 3.3.3, p. 74).

• SR4 Function effectively given uncertainty about the process. In other

words, application of the methodology should require neither an exhaustive

understanding nor a fully comprehensive model of the process. These are

unlikely to be available in practice (Section 3.4.3, p. 80).

These requirements were further qualified by two pragmatic considerations. Firstly,

the design process was viewed not only as the subject of the support method but

also as the context into which it would ultimately be delivered. It was thus con-

sidered important that direct benefit was provided to the technical design teams

who would support the modelling activity. This led to the following requirement:
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• SR1.1 Engage with technical design teams by basing the method on a

graphical modelling formalism allowing improvement and integration of the

existing process documentation.

Secondly, to obtain buy-in from company personnel it was necessary that the

importance of the problem and the proposed solution can be quickly outlined.

It should thus be possible to engage with the approach at different levels of

resolution; a limited application to provide modest benefit could then be expanded

to provide a more sophisticated solution if necessary. This led to the following

qualification to Requirement SR4:

• SR4.1 Complement existing tools and practice by reducing the cost and

frequency of re-planning rather than eliminating it entirely.

4.1.2 Research methods

A method to address these requirements was developed during an eight-month

on-site case study at Rolls-Royce Bristol (Chapter 3). Throughout this time, the

author observed meetings, conducted interviews with management and engineer-

ing personnel and developed a detailed process model. The unusual length and

ethnographic elements of the case study allowed domain experts to strongly influ-

ence the direction of research; the issues addressed were considered relevant and

important by both engineers and managers. Weekly meetings were held between

the author and the study sponsor to ensure the practical feasibility of the emerg-

ing approach. Following conclusion of the study, the method was further refined

through laboratory research and discussions with other industry personnel.

From the outset it was acknowledged that the long lead-time of aero-engine de-

velopment projects would not present an opportunity to conduct an industry

evaluation within the timescale of this project. Although the method addresses

requirements identified through an extended case study, it is thus presented as a

primarily theoretical contribution.
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4.2 Other approaches

A number of model-based approaches to support design project management may

be found in the literature. Most focus on developing improved process configura-

tions or optimised plans using structural or simulation analysis of a task network

model. For example, Cho and Eppinger (2001) propose a framework for project

planning based on DSM simulation. Browning and Eppinger (2002b) discuss

application of a similar simulation to evaluate alternative process architectures.

Melo (2002) and O’Donovan (2004) develop plans which offer guidance from any

reachable process state. These approaches are theoretical in nature. They require

high model fidelity prior to planning and thus do not satisfy Requirement SR4.

Most do not provide monitoring support as stipulated by Requirement SR3.

Few publications address the management of design plans throughout their life-

cycles, i.e., by supporting the three stages of planning, monitoring and re-planning.

For one example, Lévárdy and Browning propose that activity plans may be mod-

ified in response to the emerging state of the project to reach cost, schedule and

technical performance targets (Lévárdy and Browning, 2005). Most such pub-

lications focus on the underlying process model and not the pragmatic aspects

of its application. A small number of commercial tools have arisen from other

academic research in this area, including ADePT Management Ltd’s PlanWeaver

(Austin et al. 1999), Acsian Ltd’s Plexus Modeller (Acsian, 2007) and ProN-

avigate GmBH’s ProNavigator (Friesleben and Vajna, 2002). These approaches

focus on planning from the high-level product development perspective and do not

address the difficulties of modelling, planning, monitoring and controlling design

iterations at the component level. Furthermore, they aim to support specific man-

agement activities and either do not provide direct benefit to the design teams

who must support modelling, or are not flexible enough to meet Requirement

SR1.1 above. Nevertheless, the commercialisation of these approaches highlights

the importance of this research area and the potential benefits to industry.

To summarise, although a number of approaches to support design project man-

agement exist in the literature, none of these publications addresses the specific

requirements outlined in Section 4.1.1 above. This motivated the development of

the support method described in forthcoming sections.
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4.3 Model-based support for project management

This section introduces the support method under seven headings which reflect

its main steps: Model the design process; Simulate the process; Select acceptable

outcomes ; Resolve any conflicts ; Identify a schedule of work ; Monitor progress;

and Re-plan. These steps are illustrated in Figure 4.1 overleaf.

4.3.1 Model the design process

The engineers who carry out the design work construct a process model to rep-

resent tasks, iterations and key deliverables. Modelling is based on a formal task

network model which allows stochastic simulation. The modelling framework is

not critical to the approach; however, as outlined above it should provide an

intuitive and accessible notation for ease of application. Development of such a

framework is discussed in Section 4.4.

The model should decompose the process to a level of detail suitable for progress

monitoring. In the case of blisk design, tasks should represent several hours’

to several days’ work. The model is parameterised by specifying the expected

duration of each task, the numbers of convergence/refinement iterations which

are planned and any resource limitations which might cause bottlenecks. Pri-

mary sources of uncertainty are identified and their characteristics estimated.

For example, tasks’ durations may be specified using probability density func-

tions. Convergence/refinement cycles may be parameterised with a probability

distribution characterising the number of iterations required, and design evalua-

tion tasks with the estimated likelihood of each failure mode occurring.

The model also includes the metrics used to determine process performance and

those used to monitor project progress. All such metrics must be expressed in

terms of contributions from individual tasks in the process model. Browning et al.

argue that many useful measures may be linked to activities in this way (Brown-

ing et al., 2002a). For example, commonly-used metrics include the total cost

expended and value of schedule milestones delivered, both of which must meet

or exceed specified profiles of accumulation. These metrics may be respectively

modelled as increasing when cost-accumulating tasks are completed or design re-
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Figure 4.1 Steps in the model-based approach to support project management.
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Figure 4.2 The approach is based on a simulation model which captures design tasks,
uncertainties and the metrics used to measure progress and determine suc-
cess.

leases are made.1 In the latter case, the earned value should be removed if those

activities are later invalidated by the discovery of rework. Another metric ob-

served in Chapter 3 is technical risk, which Lévárdy et al. argue can be modelled

as reducing when testing activities are performed (Lévárdy et al., 2004). Figure

4.2 illustrates this concept by tabulating metrics against the tasks in a simulation

model from which they are derived.

Models constructed in this way include many uncertain events distributed through-

out the schedule. They may incorporate non-linearities due to: queueing be-

haviour resulting from resource bottlenecks and concurrent tasks; test failures,

which may cause rework to propagate through many tasks in the schedule in a

manner dependent upon the tasks attempted prior to the failure; and any non-

linearities which are explicitly incorporated, such as learning effects. Inspection of

models constructed during the research project indicated that although they may

be difficult to understand due to the very large numbers of tasks and sources of

uncertainty, they are in practice structured such that combinations of the uncer-

tain events do not cause significant unexpected consequences. In other words, the

variability in simulation outcome is derived from the accumulation of many small

uncertainties rather than complex trajectories caused by non-linear dynamics.

1Modelling cost accumulation can require many contributing factors to be incorporated. For
example, projects must often purchase resource which must be paid for at a fixed rate, regard-
less of the efficiency of its use. However, additional overtime may be purchased if required.
Cost also accumulates as hardware is manufactured, testing is performed and invoices are paid.
For simplicity it may be assumed that cost accumulates at a constant rate representing hu-
man resource costs, and is further increased when ‘additional cost’ tasks such as rig tests are
completed.
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4.3.2 Simulate the process

Applying discrete-event Monte-Carlo simulation to the stochastic process model

reveals a profile of possible outcomes. Each outcome represents the effect of

a particular sequence of task-level events upon the project-level metrics. The

profile of outcomes represents the open-loop response of the project, since the

uncertainties associated with individual tasks are modelled. In other words, it

is assumed that participants do not respond to counteract accumulating delays

or other problems which emerge during the process. As it does not capture

this active guidance towards acceptable outcomes, the model may exhibit greater

variability than the project it is used to support.

As discussed in Chapter 3, any process simulation can only represent a subset of

the possible outcomes due to the large number of events affecting the process and

the requirement for parsimony. For instance, the model may only incorporate the

possibility of failure modes which are considered most likely to occur or which

cannot be easily absorbed by the project. In the blisk design process, it is not

possible to incorporate the decisions determining which sub-process is attempted

in which order and at what level of resolution, as these decisions are made in-situ

by considering the current state of the design and process (Chapter 3). Even if the

reasoning underlying these decisions could be determined with sufficient accuracy

for modelling, the information on which such a calculation might be based cannot

be cost-effectively incorporated in the task-based model. This type of iteration

must therefore be unrolled into a planned process involving distinct, increasingly

detailed (and possibly concurrent) applications of the revisited sub-processes.

As any model-based approach can only consider possibilities which are repre-

sented in the model, in the event that others occur any guidance will be invali-

dated. For example, the correctness of a model incorporating unrolled iterations

is contingent upon the planned sequence occurring in practice. The simulation

model is therefore a form of plan. In common with other plans it should be

optimistic in outlook, and it is expected that re-planning will be necessary in

response to major adverse events which occur.
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Figure 4.3 Project constraints are codified as a set of selection stages. The selector
identifies the set of acceptable processes, i.e., the intersection between the
sets which satisfy individual constraints.

4.3.3 Select acceptable outcomes

To create a plan of work the set of acceptable processes must be identified from

the profile revealed through simulation. The definition of acceptability typically

encompasses multiple criteria. For example, as discussed above it is usually neces-

sary to meet a cost accumulation profile, deliver intermediate project milestones

and complete all work by a certain date. These success criteria must be codified

as constraints on the metrics derived through simulation. In this case, meet-

ing the cost accumulation criteria would be modelled using multiple constraints,

each requiring the total cost metric to be below a certain threshold on a certain

date. Milestone constraints would be incorporated by requiring certain tasks to

be completed in advance of the milestone dates.

A process selector is used to identify the set of processes which meet or exceed

all acceptability criteria.2 A selector consists of a number of stages, each of

which represents a filter that passes only those processes which satisfy a single

constraint. The subset of processes which meet all criteria may be identified by

applying each selection stage in turn; this identifies the intersection between the

sets of outcomes which satisfy individual constraints (Figure 4.3). Configuring

and applying the selector does not require an explicit understanding of the model

or the circumstances under which criteria are met. This is a critical point; the

simulation-and-selection methodology introduced here provides an intuitive ap-

proach to identify acceptable means of reaching the desired goals, even where

models contain too many influencing factors or are too complex for inspection.

2The process selector is based on the engineering materials selector discussed by Ashby et al.
(2004).
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4.3.4 Resolve conflicts

It is often the case that no acceptable processes can be immediately identified

using the selector. This occurs when one or more constraint-satisfying sets are

empty or do not intersect, and indicates a conflict between individual project

targets or between one or more targets and the plan of work. For example, the

sum of desired durations for each task might exceed the permissible total, given

the resource constraints and possibilities for concurrency which arise from the

project structure.3

Prior to generating a schedule any conflicts must be resolved by relaxing the

constraints of the simulation model and/or the selection stages which represent

programme targets. In the above example, this could be achieved by some combi-

nation of: reducing the planned duration of individual tasks; reducing the number

of planned convergence/refinement cycles; increasing resourcing levels; or remov-

ing non-critical tasks altogether.4 Since models are not complex it is assumed

that an appropriate resolution may be identified by inspection.

4.3.5 Identify a schedule of work

The selector may reveal a number of possible processes, representing a sample

from the set which satisfies the stage constraints (Figure 4.3). A single process

is chosen from this set, rendered as a Gantt chart and used as the plan of work.

This provides a decomposition of the process into individual task durations which,

if achieved, would satisfy the project targets. The approach therefore converts

high-level targets into a detailed, incremental checklist of sub-goals described in

terms of the engineering activities. The schedule may then be used to monitor

progress and support design teams in guiding the project towards a satisfactory

outcome.

3Conflicts may be incorrectly identified if acceptable outcomes exist but were not identified by
the Monte-Carlo sampling approach. It is therefore important to perform enough simulation
runs to adequately sample the model.
4Modifying a plan to reduce project duration is known as crashing in the project management
literature. Identifying suitable tasks for crashing may be difficult in practice. For example, no
personnel encountered during the case study believed they performed completely unnecessary
activities. Risk mitigation activities are the primary candidates for removal, but this might be
expected to increase the likelihood of problems emerging later. If this did occur the delayed
discovery of rework would require more tasks to be re-attempted. In general, crashing may
therefore be viewed as a trade-off between reducing the expected duration and increasing the
range of outcomes, i.e., the risk and potential magnitude of over-run.
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Figure 4.4 A single schedule is selected to minimise the sum of square duration risks
associated with scheduled tasks, thereby evenly distributing the aggregate
duration risk and minimising schedule volatility.

A schedule is selected from the set of acceptable outcomes by distributing the

total scheduled duration risk amongst its constituent tasks. This heuristic aims

to minimise the volatility of the schedule (i.e., the likelihood that re-planning

will be required) by identifying the single simulation outcome for which the sum

of squared task duration risks χ2

TOTAL
is minimised (Figure 4.4):

χ2

TOTAL =
N∑

n=0

χ2

n (4.1)

In this context, the nth task’s duration risk χn is defined as the likelihood that

the task’s actual duration will exceed the scheduled duration T , which may be

calculated from the task’s duration probability density function f(t):

χn = 1 −

∫
T

t=0

f(t).dt (4.2)

Although more sophisticated approaches could be used to identify the optimal

schedule, such as weighting the duration risk of a task by the perceived likelihood

of reduced duration leading to technical problems, the approach outlined here is

sufficient to illustrate the support method.

4.3.6 Monitor progress

For simplicity it is assumed that schedules may provide continuous guidance but

that progress is monitored at discrete intervals. This reflects the practice of

regular review meetings observed in Chapter 3. At the outset of the project,
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Figure 4.5 Creating selection stages to represent the observed performance measures at
each monitoring period allows the uncertain state to be projected to indicate
the range of outcomes.

the selected schedule provides a detailed Gantt chart indicating which activities

should be complete by the end of the first monitoring period. However, it is both

an imperfect and non-contingent representation. It can therefore be expected

that reality will quickly deviate from the detail of this plan, and that when the

first monitoring interval is complete the schedule for future intervals will no longer

be valid. When this occurs, a revised schedule may be generated by constructing

additional selection stages which represent the estimated state of the project at

the current time. These stages must select those processes which are equally- or

less complete than the estimated state at the current time. After re-applying the

selector, the remaining subset contains processes which are both acceptable and

still attainable following any delays which have occurred. The size of this set

reflects the risk of not meeting all acceptability constraints, given the planned

activities and the current state of the project.

Progress monitoring should be based on indicators which may be reliably and

regularly estimated and which have a well-defined leading relationship to delivery,

i.e., can be used to identify issues in time to take remedial action. In practice,

however, estimates are based on a basket of observations whose exact values

and relationship to project completion are difficult to quantify. Monitoring is

therefore difficult because managers cannot accurately determine the current state

of completion.

In the following two sections, progress monitoring in the simulation-and-selection

approach is discussed in terms of task completion and in terms of other metrics.
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Figure 4.6 Attainable processes are still possible to meet or exceed, given the observed
status of the project.

4.3.6.1 Identifying the current state by monitoring tasks

In general, tasks which have been worked upon may be classified into four cate-

gories: tasks which have been completed; tasks which are in progress, but once

completed will not be re-attempted; tasks which have been completed but which

may be re-attempted in future; and tasks which are in progress and which may

be re-attempted following completion. Accurately categorising tasks in this way

is usually not possible due to the uncertainty surrounding design iterations. This

can lead to concealed rework and optimistic progress estimates.

Such categorisation is not necessary in the methodology proposed here, since the

schedule may be updated by incorporating a selection stage which selects only

those processes where other tasks have not been completed at the current date

(Figure 4.6).

4.3.6.2 Identifying the current state by monitoring other metrics

Task-based monitoring requires the simulation model to accurately reflect the

order of attempting tasks such that they may be ‘ticked off’ as they are performed.

This level of fidelity is often not available in practice; for example, if emerging risks

are mitigated by performing additional analyses. In this situation, it may still

be useful to support the revision of a template activity plan while acknowledging

that this template is not fully representative of the design process. Progress

monitoring in such cases must be based on metrics which are not expressed in

terms of tasks completed.
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Figure 4.7 Six limitations of metrics used to track project progress.

Examples of such metrics include aggregate performance measures such as earned

value and work completed to date, as well as more subjective measures such as

experts’ confidence in design completeness, and the inversely-related measure of

technical risk; however, these can be difficult to define and quantify in prac-

tice (Hamilton, 1998; Flanagan, 2006). Such measures typically offer lower fi-

delity than task-based monitoring and therefore provide a less certain picture of

progress. This arises from a number of inter-related factors (Figure 4.7):

• Systematic bias. Metrics may have systematic bias with respect to the

process state. For example, Cooper (1993) used a system dynamics model

to illustrate that the apparent completeness of a development project tends

to lag behind the actual completeness due to undiscovered rework (Sec-

tion 2.5.4; p. 58). Bias is misleading but can be taken into account once

recognised. In this example, project managers quickly learn that delivery

estimates are usually optimistic.

• Upstream divergence. A basket of variables may be insufficient to fully

determine the process trajectory. For example, consider a process in which

an early design decision determines the result of a subsequent test whose

failure would require rework of all intermediate activities. Although success

or failure is predetermined, if no metric is correlated to the unobserved

event it cannot be determined until the test is performed. The current
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state of a process may therefore be uncertain even if all metrics are known

with absolute accuracy. A corollary is that uncertainty in outcome may be

amplified in cases where trajectories which diverge due to upstream events

cannot be distinguished at the point of measurement.

• Downstream divergence. As time progresses the outcome of a stochastic

process becomes more predictable as uncertain events are encountered and

their outcomes become known. In contrast, the accuracy of a predictive

model tends to decrease as the horizon is extended, because uncertainties

in individual events accumulate.5 Any metric is therefore of limited utility

to predict the outcome of a stochastic process due to the divergence of

outcomes caused by uncertainty in future events. Where many events are

subject to uncorrelated uncertainties, it is usually not possible to make early

observations which significantly reduce the perceived variability in outcome.

• Inaccurate measurement. The utility of an indicator depends on the

accuracy to which it may be measured. For example, the F136 project

discussed in Chapter 3 used a three-point scale to track the perceived risk

of delayed delivery for each engine component — even if risk was directly

correlated to the ultimate project performance, measurement error would

limit the utility of this metric. Causes of measurement error may include

subjectivity (e.g., in risk estimates), time delays prior to observations be-

coming available (e.g., personnel typically enter their hours into the ERP

system at uncertain intervals, thereby reducing the accuracy of “actual work

completed” metrics) and actors “gaming the metrics” for local advantage.

• Insensitive measure. An increase in project completeness is not always

reflected by an increase in the observed value of a metric. For example,

many testing tasks have potential to reveal additional work; reduce confi-

dence in the design; and require budget increases. Work completed, confi-

dence and budget expended are therefore non-monotonic metrics for which

a single observed value implies one of many project states.

5Although uncorrelated uncertainties tend to accumulate in a favourably non-linear manner.
For example, the total duration PDF for a sequence of tasks with uncorrelated durations is
defined by the convolution integral of the individual tasks’ duration PDFs. Although the total
range in this example equals the sum of the individual ranges, the outlying values are very
unlikely to occur.
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• Conditionality. The utility of a metric may vary throughout the process

and may be conditional upon uncertain events. For example, measuring

aerodynamics confidence may be a useful indicator early in the blisk design

process. However, because many aerodynamic properties are developed

during early concept design it may be less useful in later stages.

In general, a metric may suffer from several of these limitations. Nevertheless, any

metric incorporated in the simulation model as discussed in Section 4.3.1 may be

used to monitor progress. This is achieved by creating additional selection stages

to identify those processes which the observations do not exclude. For example,

to estimate the current state given the observation that ‘technical risk’ is between

40% and 60%, a stage would be created to select those processes for which the

metric is within the specified range at the current date.

4.3.7 Re-plan

In the context of this approach, re-planning refers to the modification of the

simulation model or selection stages representing acceptability constraints. Re-

planning is necessary when the project diverges from the plan sufficiently that

no acceptable and attainable processes can be identified by the selector. This

may follow an accumulation of delays, as illustrated in Figure 4.8, or may be

caused by adverse events whose possibility was not incorporated in the simulation

model. Re-planning may also be necessary if activities were overlooked during the

planning stage. Irrespective of their origin, conflicts must be resolved as outlined

in Section 4.3.4 above.

4.4 Developing a process modelling approach

To evaluate the feasibility of the task-based simulation required by the support

method, a modelling approach was developed and used to model the blisk design

process described in Section 3.2.2 (p. 68). The task precedence representation

was identified as suitable for modelling this process (Section 3.5; p. 88) and

therefore forms the basis of the approach. Forthcoming sections describe the

approach development during the case study. A detailed technical description is

provided in subsequent chapters.
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Figure 4.8 Observations at discrete monitoring intervals are used to identify current
progress. This one-dimensional example assumes total duration is the only
success criterion. In practice, several performance measures are typically
required, such as milestones and cost. In such cases the simulation result is
characterised by a joint PDF.

The modelling framework was developed in parallel with the support method and

with the blisk design process model. This allowed refinement of the approach as

its application was explored. Experts’ process knowledge was elicited through

many informal discussions with technical and management personnel, study of

existing documentation and a small number of group workshops. Modelling was

conducted using a prototype software tool developed by the author.

4.4.1 Prototype software

Excel 2000 VBA was selected as the implementation language for the proto-

type software, since this would allow the application to be used on the company

network. Although Excel macros are usually associated with spreadsheet calcu-

lations, Excel 2000 VBA is an object-oriented language which allowed relatively

robust and user-friendly software to be developed. Screenshots from the mod-

elling application are shown in Figure 4.9 overleaf. Further detail is provided in

Appendix B.
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Figure 4.9 A summary of the Excel-based modelling software developed during the case
study. Further detail is provided in Appendix B.
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4.4.2 Task-parameter mapping matrix

The prototype software was based on a domain-mapping matrix which mapped

design tasks to the parameters which they required and produced. Each task

was represented as a set of rows in the matrix, with the first row representing the

task inputs and subsequent rows representing each of the task’s alternative output

scenarios. For example, a design evaluation task would have two output scenarios

to represent success or failure while a data conversion task would have only one.

Parameters were represented as matrix column headings. An entry in a matrix

cell indicated that the task’s scenario, in the row, included the requirement for or

modification of the parameter in the column. This matrix was initially populated

by examining process documentation collected during the study (see Figure 3.3;

p. 71 for examples). The model was then refined through discussion with the

engineers who conducted the process.

Many of these refinement exercises involved sketching process fragments in a

flowchart format. Since this indicated that the flowchart was a more intuitive

representation for knowledge elicitation, the software was subsequently extended

to generate node-link diagrams based upon information captured in the matrix.

This revealed that the visualisation used during knowledge elicitation and mod-

elling can strongly influence the form of the resulting model. The initial approach

of eliciting knowledge and constructing a model using the task/parameter ma-

trix resulted in a very strongly connected model. However, once presented with a

flowchart visualisation, engineers described their process knowledge in a sparsely-

connected form which resulted in a visually appealing diagram.

4.4.3 Automatic network layout

The dot algorithm distributed in the Bell Labs AT&T GraphViz package was

used to automatically generate flowchart-style visualisations from the mapping

matrix. These views were based on a color- and shape-coded notation, in which

blue ellipses were used to denote the parameters required or modified by tasks.

Tasks with only one outcome were represented as yellow rectangles and those

with several possible outcomes as green diamonds.
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4.4.4 Process building blocks

As a more detailed model was developed, increasing difficulties were encountered

in orienting the domain experts to allow effective critique of the representation.

This indicated that conceptualising tasks in terms of a textual description and

their input and output parameters was insufficient; to distinguish between activi-

ties in a large model it was also important to recognise the context of a task with

respect to the overall process.

The matrix used for data entry also became difficult to manipulate as the model

grew in size, and the benefit of its compact representation was lost as viewport

scrolling was required. In particular, the area of the matrix and hence the amount

of scrolling required to view it increases with the product of the number of tasks

and parameters in the model. However, the number of populated matrix cells

was found to increase in approximately linear proportion to the number of tasks

and parameters.6

The model was thus organised into hierarchical ‘building blocks’ defined in terms

of the interfaces which specified their input and output information. Conver-

gence/refinement iteration was specified explicitly using cyclic dependencies be-

tween tasks within building blocks. Iteration was also specified implicitly by

re-using building blocks in different contexts within the process.

4.4.5 Process simulation

A Petri net-based algorithm was used to model the dynamic behaviour of the

process, based on treating tasks as transitions and interactions as places. The

approach is similar to that of McMahon and Xianyi (1996; Section 2.5.1.2; p. 44)

but extended to account for resource limitations and the propagation of rework.

This algorithm formed the basis of a discrete event Monte-Carlo simulation. A

full description of the simulation approach is provided in Chapter 5.

6This reflects the organisation of the blisk design process into clusters of tasks with well-defined
interfaces; a necessary architecture to reduce its complexity such that technical personnel do
not need a detailed understanding of all activities and may therefore develop the necessary
expertise in individual specialisms.
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4.4.6 Modelling the blisk design process

Modelling proceeded by an iterative process of critique and refinement. Print-outs

from the software were used to provide the focus for discussions with company

personnel. The print-outs were annotated during each interview, then used by

the author to refine the model prior to the next interview. Most personnel were

interviewed multiple times, allowing them to critique the emerging model. This

was found helpful to communicate the level of detail and nomenclature required.

Negotiating a common perspective of the process was a key challenge during

modelling. In particular, many early discussions revealed substantial shortcom-

ings in this perspective and necessitated time-consuming reconfiguration of the

model’s structure. This was ultimately resolved as the author’s understanding of

the domain increased and conventions for its representation emerged. Combined

with an understanding of the limitations and boundaries of the model, these con-

ventions allowed incremental improvement to the representation and significantly

faster progress was subsequently made. They comprised three aspects:

• An appropriate level of detail. A consistent level of detail allowed a

library of ‘building block’ processes to be developed, several of which were

used in multiple contexts to represent activity repetition. Each building

block comprised one to seven sub-tasks.

• A nomenclature convention. Conventions for task and parameter names

supported interpretation of the model and ensured consistency. The names

of tasks conducted using software tools consisted of the purpose of the task

followed by the name of the tool. The names of parameters representing

data files were composed from the data type (i.e., file format) appended by

the content (i.e., the aspect of the design represented in the file). Qualifiers

for these parameters were sub-divided to more precisely indicate the file

content in each context. The sub-divisions were unique to each parameter.

For example, the finite-element mesh of a fan blade used for stress analysis

represents that blade in different forms according to the fidelity of the anal-

ysis. In this case, each qualifier used the pattern ‘X Y’, where X referred

to the detail of the blade core and Y to the detail of the blade exterior. X

and Y could each take one of a set of discrete values.
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Figure 4.10 Six sub-processes comprising the hollow fan blisk design process model
developed during the study. The unusual layout results from the Bell Labs
AT&T GraphViz ‘dot’ algorithm used to generate the flowchart diagram.

• An abstract perspective. Blisk design can be viewed as a repeating cycle

of Define geometry - Convert data format - Analyse model - Evaluate design.

The model was thus structured as an instantiation of this sequence, such

that each task or sub-process corresponded to one activity or an aggregation

of consecutive activities. This ensured a consistent level of description and

helped identify tasks which were previously overlooked.

This conceptual framework allowed the development of high-level building blocks

to represent each of the six design activities introduced in Section 3.2 (p. 68).

These building blocks are shown in Figure 4.10 above.
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Figure 4.11 Generic process building blocks may be developed prior to a project and
used to develop planning networks for a specific project.

4.4.7 Developing planning networks for specific projects

Taken together, the six high-level building blocks form a model of the generic

blisk design process. This model incorporates uncertainty in the duration of each

task and in the numbers of ordered convergence/refinement iterations which oc-

cur within each sub-process. These were modelled using triangular or uniform

probability density functions. The possibility of key evaluation tasks revealing

rework was also modelled using the probability of occurrence. Additionally, un-

certainty about the order of attempting the four main sub-processes according to

in-situ decisions was known to exist, but was not represented since the decision

process could not be modelled with sufficient fidelity for simulation.

This model could be used to develop planning networks for simulation of specific

blisk design projects by instantiating the six sub-processes and sequencing them

to unroll the disordered iterations. Each sub-process instance could then be

parameterised to reflect the time planned for that iteration and the perceived

likelihoods of rework (Figure 4.11). Although planning networks constructed in

this way may appear straightforward, this can be deceptive since interactions may

occur between tasks within the sub-processes. In this case, if insufficient resources

are available to fully parallelise the impact analysis and high-fidelity analysis

tasks, the process duration will increase as work queues form and tasks within

the processes are interleaved. These potentially complex interactions emerge from

the construction of sub-processes and their arrangement in the plan. They are

accounted for by the simulation and do not require explicit consideration.
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4.4.8 Discussion

In summary, the case study showed that it is possible to construct a task network

model of the blisk design process with sufficient detail for use in the simulation-

and-selection methodology. Initial development of the model was found to be

a time-consuming process, in part due to the distribution of process knowledge

among specialised engineers. However, the study indicated that generic models

could be constructed a-priori and used as the basis of specific project plans

which would require relatively little effort to configure. Although the modelling

focused on blisk design, Rolls-Royce personnel who had worked on other aspects

of the aero-engine and in other companies believed that these findings would be

applicable to other aerospace design processes.

4.5 Review of objectives and contributions

Prior to summarising this chapter in the context of the thesis, the following three

sections review the research objectives, highlight the primary contributions of the

method and discuss opportunities for further work.

4.5.1 Review of support requirements

The simulation-and-selection approach proposed in this chapter meets each of the

support requirements identified in Section 4.1.1. To summarise:

• SR1 Synthesise a coherent perspective of activities and their interactions

from the process participants’ localised understanding.

Section 4.4 (p. 106) described the development of a prototype modelling frame-

work and its application to develop a model of the blisk design process. It was

found possible to develop simulation models with sufficient detail to support

project management, using an iterative process of modelling, feedback and re-

finement.
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• SR2 Identify a schedule which provides an appropriate trade-off between

objectives.

Section 4.3.5 (p. 100) argued that this trade-off may be viewed as the identi-

fication of the most appropriate schedule from a set of acceptable alternatives

revealed through simulation. A heuristic was proposed to identify such a plan by

distributing the risk of over-run amongst all scheduled tasks.

• SR3 Support monitoring and re-planning using metrics which are not ex-

pressed in terms of independent deliverables.

This objective was addressed in Section 4.3.6 (p. 101), which discussed the lim-

itations of progress measures and illustrated how any metric expressed in terms

of contributions from individual tasks may be used to inform monitoring and

re-planning.

• SR4 Function effectively given uncertainty about the process. In other

words, application of the methodology should require neither an exhaustive

understanding nor a fully comprehensive model of the process.

The applicability of the simulation-and-selection methodology despite limited

knowledge about the process is a key feature of the approach. Firstly, Section

4.3.3 (p. 99) described how the process selector can be used to identify acceptable

plans without requiring an overview of the simulation model or of how success cri-

teria are met. Secondly, Section 4.3.6 (p. 101) discussed how schedules developed

through the approach may be updated to account for unplanned delays.7 Thirdly,

Section 4.4.7 (p. 113) illustrated how a simulation model which describes the en-

gineering process may be used to support detailed planning without requiring

consideration of the model’s full detail.

7The methodology may thus be viewed as providing guidance which adapts to new information
in a similar sense to the Signposting approach proposed by Clarkson and Hamilton (2000)
(Section 2.5.1.4; p. 52). The new modelling approach was accordingly termed the Applied
Signposting Model. However, whereas Signposting uses a computable model to identify the
next task from a designer’s estimate of the design confidence, the approach presented here uses
a simulation model to schedule the sequence of tasks required to complete the design based on
a project manager’s estimate of the process state.
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4.5.2 Research contributions

The simulation-and-selection methodology makes two primary contributions to

research in design process planning and management:

• The method provides a pragmatic approach to decompose complex process

models into the sequences of events necessary to meet multiple success cri-

teria. This does not require an explicit understanding of the model or how

the criteria are met. It may therefore be applied where the model contains

too many influencing factors or is too complex for inspection.

• The method shows one way in which the open-loop process captured in

a simulation model may be used to support the management of a project

which is controlled by its participants. It thereby illustrates that a mech-

anistic process simulation model may be used to support design practice,

despite its limited fidelity.

4.5.3 Opportunities for further research

Four opportunities for further work arise from the research discussed in this chap-

ter. These are discussed here as they are specific to the support approach and do

not influence the primary argument of this dissertation:

• Application to a project in industry. Although the simulation-and-

selection methodology is presented as a theoretical contribution, many per-

sonnel interviewed during the case study believed the approach could pro-

vide benefit to Rolls-Royce. For example:

“I think it’s good for motivation to be able to see how your work

fits into the wider process.” — Blisk design manager.

“It could be potentially quite a useful tool for getting everyone

pushing in the right direction.” — Stress engineer.

An opportunity for further work is thus to evaluate the practical utility

of the method by application in industry. Due to the mission-critical na-

ture of project management this would require a number of barriers to be
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surmounted: the software tool would need to achieve near-commercial reli-

ability; training materials would be required; and a project team identified

who could commit time for the study. Verifying the approach would thus

require extensive preparation and was considered beyond the scope of this

thesis.

• Evaluating progress metrics. An interesting opportunity exists to in-

vestigate the use of simulation models to evaluate the metrics used to track

project progress. Recognising limitations in the predictive utility of a basket

of observations could help avoid over-optimism and fixation on inappropri-

ate measures.8

• Guidance for conflict resolution. In the component design processes

for which the method was developed, conflicts identified while generating

a schedule may be resolved by direct inspection to identify, for example,

tasks on the critical path. However, additional guidance would be useful

when planning a more complex process incorporating parallel tasks, multi-

ple failure modes and/or multiple success criteria. Research is necessary to

investigate the application of statistical methods to explore the behaviour

of large, non-linear and multi-variate simulation models which is revealed

through simulation. Such methods could predict the effect of changes to

the process without requiring computationally expensive simulation-based

exploration of alternative configurations.

• Identifying robust schedules. There is a need to investigate how robust

schedules can be selected from the set of acceptable outcomes identified

through simulation. As the component design processes discussed in this

chapter have relatively simple structure, the subset of acceptable outcomes

is usually clustered such that a small deviation from one satisfactory plan

should lead to another — or not to a significantly less acceptable outcome.

However, if the set includes significantly different trajectories (i.e., alter-

native tasks or orderings) it may be important to identify a plan which is

both acceptable and robust to the uncertainties captured in the model.

8Although metrics play both motivational and predictive roles and therefore should not be
evaluated according to predictive capacity alone.
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4.6 Summary

This chapter has introduced a simulation-and-selection methodology which uses

a task network model to support design project management by increasing the

fidelity of plans and reducing the cost of re-planning. The approach allows iden-

tification of a schedule which meets both process and project constraints even

where the simulation model is too large or complex for direct inspection. It also

supports re-planning using imprecise metrics, thereby allowing application when

tasks and their connectivity cannot be fully modelled.

Although the method development resulted in the specific contributions sum-

marised above, it was primarily undertaken to provide an industry context for

exploring the research questions stated in Chapter 1. The following contributions

were made to the thesis:

• A prototype modelling approach and software tool were developed over

a period of six months through daily interaction with industry personnel

while constructing a detailed process model. This confirmed the hypothesis

that a task precedence representation is appropriate to model the adaptive

component design process and provided the foundations for answering the

research questions outlined in Chapter 1.

• Synthesising a coherent perspective of the design process proved unexpect-

edly difficult. The common language provided by the formal modelling ap-

proach was useful to support this. In particular, an intuitive flowchart-style

notation allowed the domain experts to interpret and critique the emerging

model.

• An iterative modelling approach proved useful to both develop the model

and gain the support of process stakeholders. It was identified that ap-

propriate software could facilitate this by reducing the burden of model

manipulation.
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Chapter 5

Process modelling framework

This chapter addresses the first research question by detailed discussion of the

Applied Signposting Model (ASM). This process modelling and simulation frame-

work was developed by enhancing the prototype approach discussed in Chapter

4.1

Discussion of the framework is divided into four sections. Firstly, the research

objectives and methods are discussed. Secondly, the key decisions regarding the

framework design are reviewed. Thirdly, the approach is described using a simple

example. Fourthly, design process simulation using the approach is discussed.

1The Applied Signposting Model (ASM) was developed within this research project. Since it is a
task precedence model and not a dynamic task model it is based on different principles to other
Signposting research conducted within the Cambridge EDC. This distinction was discussed in
Chapter 2.
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5.1 Overview

This section introduces the research objective and methods prior to discussing

the modelling framework.

5.1.1 Research objective

This chapter addresses the first research question outlined in Chapter 1. To recap:

• What attributes are necessary in a design process modelling framework used

for knowledge capture, management support and process analysis?

Previous chapters have laid the foundations for identifying these attributes. Chap-

ter 2 identified that, although many modelling frameworks have been proposed

in the literature, none is agreed to adequately represent all aspects of the design

and development process. Chapter 3 argued that a framework should be chosen

to represent the iteration which influences process behaviour and proposed that

a task precedence approach is appropriate to model component design processes.

Chapter 4 evaluated this hypothesis by developing and evaluating a prototype

modelling framework in the context of a model-based approach to support plan-

ning practice. The prototype framework was based on an extended Petri net

approach, in which tasks were described in terms of their input and output pa-

rameters.

This led to the following research objective:

Extend the modelling framework introduced in Chapter 4 for applica-

tion to knowledge capture and process analysis, thereby addressing the

first research question.

Following sections describe the extended framework in full.

5.1.2 Research methods

The Applied Signposting Model (ASM) was initially developed during an eight-

month case study as part of a pragmatic method to support project management

(Chapter 4). During the three months immediately following this study, the
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prototype modelling software was re-implemented by Seena Nair, a programmer

in the author’s research group.

During the subsequent 21 months the ASM was refined and extended to support

a broader range of process improvement activities. Throughout this period the

software was developed concurrently with the modelling framework, and applied

to support process representation and simulation analysis by a small number of

users in academia and industry. The rapid development approach undertaken

during the case study was thus maintained through regular feedback from these

individuals. Each feature was considered both in terms of the aspects of the design

process it was intended to represent and its implementation in the modelling

interface, thereby ensuring the usability of the emerging approach.

5.2 Main framework characteristics

The ASM is a task precedence modelling framework which represents processes in

terms of tasks and their interactions. The approach assumes that design processes

may be characterised as the estimation and refinement of parameters. An ASM

parameter may represent any aspect of the product or process which may change

during design. This may be a direct parameterisation of the design. For example,

a parameter may represent the cross-sectional area of a turbine blade internal

cooling passage. It might also refer to a data file which defined the blade mesh, a

report produced to satisfy a design review, or a course of action the design team

intended to take.

The ASM assumes that design processes may be described in terms of changes

in the availability and state of these parameters. Tasks attempted during the

process cause parameters to become available, and/or the state of parameters to

change. Likewise, a task cannot be undertaken unless required parameters are

available, perhaps at a specified state.

Prior to discussing the framework in depth its key characteristics are reviewed

under three headings: complex definition of the modelling framework; indirect

interactions between tasks; and a primarily graphical approach.
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5.2.1 Complex modelling framework

One indication of the complexity of a modelling framework is the number of classes

provided and the constraints placed on relations between elements. In this sense

some approaches are significantly more complex than others. The Activity DSM,

for example, provides only one class of element and one class of relation which

links any two elements (Steward, 1981). The IDEF3 process modelling language,

by contrast, allows many types of elements and relations (Mayer et al., 1995).

Applied Signposting was initially conceived as a simple framework to maximise

ease of application, as this was an important requirement for the management

support approach discussed in Chapter 4. However, experience gained during

modelling led to development of a significantly more sophisticated framework.

This provides three benefits:

• Model precision. Well-qualified, i.e., precise models may be developed

using complex frameworks. A larger vocabulary of modelling elements, to-

gether with conventions for their application, allows construction of models

which are less ambiguous. Furthermore, where a number of classes and

conventions are provided an experienced user can often identify a poorly

constructed model (and misunderstandings on the part of the modeller)

from the misuse of elements.

• Usability of framework and modelling tools. Learning to apply the

approach is facilitated because individual framework elements may be de-

scribed as solutions to particular modelling requirements.

• Suitability for analysis. Since many analysis techniques depend upon a

computer algorithm interpreting the structure of a model, the well-qualified

and precise models constructed in a complex framework are amenable to

sophisticated analysis. For instance, the ASM framework distinguishes be-

tween types of interaction between tasks and parameters (Section 5.3). To-

gether with the classification schemes described in Section 5.3.7 this allows

the software implementation to conceal certain interactions and thereby

focus the view on different aspects of the model.
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The increased sophistication of the modelling framework is reflected in the com-

plexity of the modelling software and, potentially, in difficulty of application for

non-expert users. These issues have been addressed by ensuring the software im-

plementation does not require a full appreciation of the framework features for

application to its simplest purpose — describing processes as flowcharts.

5.2.2 Indirect interactions between tasks

The task network models reviewed in Chapter 2 allow task elements to be con-

nected either directly, such as the Activity DSM (Steward, 1981), or indirectly,

such as Signposting which defines tasks in terms of the parameters they require

and produce (Clarkson and Hamilton, 2000). A framework could also use a hybrid

scheme, allowing modellers to define interactions as appears most appropriate in

each context. The ASM is based on an indirect interaction approach for two

reasons:

• The case study described in Chapter 4 revealed that task selection in com-

ponent design is driven primarily by the availability and state of design

parameters. The chapter also showed that these processes may be usefully

modelled in terms of tasks whose interactions are driven by the information

they require and produce.

• Modelling processes in terms of indirect task interactions requires modellers

to consider the factors underlying task selection in greater depth than is

the case for a direct or hybrid interaction scheme. This was illustrated by

the modelling of previously documented processes during the case study.

It was found that the need to develop a rigorous task-parameter model

revealed shortcomings in both existing documentation and the modellers’

understanding. These shortcomings needed to be resolved before a useful

model could be constructed. The formality of the indirect interaction ap-

proach was considered to provide benefit by highlighting assumptions and

mismatches in understanding, ultimately leading to a more rigorous model

considered to better reflect reality.
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Modelling all tasks in terms of inputs and outputs implies that the rationale

underlying task ordering is always determined by information transfers. For ex-

ample, one computer code is applied after another because the first program

generates data files which are required by the second. However, in practice pro-

cess structures can also be influenced by factors which are not known or which

are inappropriate to describe in terms of information flows. For example, a com-

ponent may be designed in a certain way because it has always been done that

way in the past, and because the benefits to be gained from a process reorganisa-

tion may be outweighed by the perceived risk. In these situations, task ordering

must be represented without capturing the underlying rationale in terms of input

and output parameters. In the ASM this leads to use of parameters to represent

signals which may have no real descriptive purpose. Despite this conceptual dif-

ficulty, extensive discussions with users of the framework have led to rejection of

a hybrid approach. The benefits of the rigorous indirect interaction framework

were agreed to outweigh the occasional need to capture direct interactions.

5.2.3 Primarily graphical approach

Modelling frameworks may be linked to a specific graphical notation, such as

IDEF3 (Mayer et al., 1995), or may aim to separate the concerns of representation

and user interaction, such as the Adaptive Test Process (Lévárdy et al., 2004).

The method development reported in Chapter 4 revealed that a modelling ap-

proach can be strongly influenced by the interfaces provided for its use. In the

case of models which must bring together previously undocumented knowledge

about the design process, an appropriate user interface is critical to support ne-

gotiation of shared understanding during the modelling process. An intuitive

visual format allows domain experts who are unfamiliar with the nuances of the

approach to become involved in modelling. The ASM was therefore designed as

a primarily graphical approach.2

2Alternative visualisations are provided by the software tool described in Chapter 6. How-
ever, the primary network view described in forthcoming sections provides the main modelling
interface.
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5.3 Process representation

Prior to discussing process simulation using the Applied Signposting Model, this

section reviews the approach from the viewpoint of knowledge representation.

The discussion is illustrated with an example model shown in Figure 5.1. Al-

though simple, this model incorporates each aspect of the ASM approach. More

sophisticated models which require up to 1300 diagram nodes to display in full

are discussed in Chapter 7.

5.3.1 Precedence and dependency relationships

To recap, the task network models discussed in Section 2.5 represent the inter-

actions between tasks in terms of either precedences or dependencies. Although

the ASM is a precedence-based modelling framework, it also supports capture

of dependencies within the same model. This is advantageous because although

attempting a design task may involve consideration of a great deal of information,

only a small number of parameters are usually considered to drive the ordering

and selection of tasks. It is useful to distinguish between these roles to capture re-

alistic process dynamics while describing tasks’ information requirements in full.

Without this distinction, the complex network of interactions typically indicates

a large number of possible process routes, many of which may be infeasible due

to constraints not captured in the model.

5.3.1.1 Modelling precedences and dependencies using interactions

The ASM framework captures dependencies and precedences between tasks in

terms of their interactions with parameters. Two classes of interaction are avail-

able and are used to distinguish the role which the interaction is considered to

play in driving process behaviour:

• Data interactions may be used to represent the requirement or production

of information by a design task in the weaker dependency form which does

not directly drive task selection. For example, in Figure 5.1 the parameter

‘Manufacturing experience’ forms part of a general backdrop of informa-

tion; it plays an important role during the ‘Conceptual design’ task. This
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Figure 5.1 An example process model which illustrates the ASM notation.

experience is also refined during the course of the process. In the exam-

ple, tasks which include consideration or modification of the manufacturing

experience are modelled to include data interactions with that parameter.

Although these data interactions imply feedback from ‘Assemble engines’

to ‘Conceptual design’, the dependency does not play a part in determining

process routes.
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Figure 5.2 Classes of interaction.

• Flow interactions may be used to represent the stronger precedence re-

quirement for a parameter to be updated prior to attempting a task. For

example, it was observed during the case study discussed in Chapter 3 that

most design activities were carried out within computer programs such as

finite element packages which transfer data using specific file formats. In

such situations, task precedences may be effectively modelled in terms of

flow interactions with parameters that represent these files.

5.3.1.2 Redundant precedences

Process models may often include redundant relationships between tasks which

can obscure the flow of information. In the ASM, redundant precedences may be

modelled using data interactions to reduce the number of arcs in the network view

and thereby effectively visualise models which incorporate many feed-forward de-

pendencies. To illustrate, consider the two data interactions with the parameter

‘Assy. instructions’ highlighted in Figure 5.2. In this case, a feed-forward de-

pendency between the tasks ‘Detailing’ and ‘Assemble engines’ may be identified

as redundant. Modelling this dependency using data interactions instead of flow

interactions simplifies the visualisation without compromising the fidelity of rep-

resentation.
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5.3.1.3 Modelling parameter state with interaction qualifiers

Interactions may optionally be qualified using a textual label. Interaction quali-

fiers are used to indicate the state of a parameter in that context.

In the ASM, state refers to an abstract description of the current value of a

parameter. Changes in state during a process indicate that a parameter may

play a different role in task selection and execution as the design progresses. The

precise definition of state is context-dependent. For example, in Figure 5.1 the

parameter ‘Components’ participates in two interactions with distinct qualifiers.

In this case, the parameter is used to represent a set of indeterminate components;

the qualifier indicates precisely which parts are represented in the context of a

particular set of interactions. The parameter ‘Scheme’, by contrast, is used to

represent specific design information. In this case, the qualifier labels are used to

indicate the three levels of confidence or maturity of the design scheme.

Although the model assumes that process state changes in discrete steps, the set

of parameters typically represents asynchronous information. In other words, the

values of parameters may not be in accord until the process is completed.

5.3.1.4 Modelling outcomes using scenarios

Interactions are related to tasks via scenarios. An ASM scenario refers to a set

of interactions which must occur simultaneously. For example, an evaluation

task may have one input scenario comprising the interactions required to begin

the task and two output scenarios, representing a successful evaluation and the

unanticipated discovery of rework respectively. As discussed in Section 5.4, the

model assumes that output scenarios are selected and their interactions updated

as work on the task is completed.

Scenarios are graphically represented by labelling the arcs linking tasks and pa-

rameters. For example, in Figure 5.1 the interaction ‘Scheme @ final’ is included

in the output scenario ‘Continue process’ of the task ‘Embodiment of schemes’.

For clarity only those cases where more than one scenario is available are labelled;

therefore, input scenarios are never labelled, and the single output scenario of

simple tasks is never labelled.
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Figure 5.3 Classes of task.

5.3.1.5 Classes of task

The ASM provides three classes of task: Simple tasks, which have one input

and one output scenario; the iteration construct, which has one input and two

output scenarios, and compound tasks, which have one input and any number of

output scenarios. The simple task is used to model tasks whose execution is not

considered to immediately affect process routes, such as data file conversion tasks.

The compound task is a general-purpose element used to represent any activity

which may include a decision or outcome affecting the choice of next task. The

iteration construct is a specialisation of the compound task, intended to represent

activities which control the exit from an iterative convergence/refinement cycle.

The distinction between these classes is provided to support interpretation of

model behaviour from the graphical notation.

5.3.2 Hierarchical structuring

The ASM supports hierarchical structuring of tasks and parameters. The hierar-

chical elements have been developed in response to requirements arising during

application of the approach, particularly to support manipulation and presenta-

tion of large models. They form the major driver of complexity in the modelling

framework and its user interfaces. As with other aspects of the framework, com-
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plex hierarchical structures may be used as required and are not necessary to

construct simple models. Multiple hierarchies are available and can inter-mesh

to allow development of more sophisticated structures than the other modelling

approaches reviewed in Chapter 2.3

Hierarchies may be incorporated in an ASM model to meet four objectives:

• Improve accuracy of knowledge elicitation and representation by

providing explicit contextual information. To illustrate, consider two similar

activities carried out at different times to achieve different goals. The task

elements representing them are typically described using similar terminol-

ogy although the underlying activities and information requirements may be

very different. In this situation it is often unclear from textual descriptions

alone what each task is intended to represent. This leads to difficulty in

eliciting knowledge such as information requirements or expected duration,

particularly where the information is subject to interpretation or is dis-

tributed amongst several process participants. In practice, hierarchies have

been found to carry more precise contextual information than purely tex-

tual descriptions, providing an intuitive representation which allows similar

elements to be easily distinguished in large models.

• Support navigation by allowing elements to be expanded and collapsed

to focus on certain aspects of the model. In practice, this is essential to

enable visualisation and manipulation without overwhelming the user.

• Support model re-configuration by encapsulating process structures

within a defined interface boundary. The case study reported in Chapter

4 revealed that it is often necessary to re-configure models in response to

insights which emerge during modelling.

• Support model re-use by providing a mechanism to develop generic sub-

processes which may be used to represent similar activities conducted in

different contexts.

3In this context, hierarchy is defined in the broad sense which encompasses all multi-level
structures such as trees and lattices. A general definition of a hierarchy, as opposed to a
more general connectivity structure is challenging, since the meaning of a structure depends
upon its interpretation. In general, however, a hierarchy implies part of and encapsulated by
relationships between an element and its ‘parent’.
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The first two of these purposes are implicit whereas the latter two require explicit

incorporation into a model.

5.3.3 Primary task hierarchies

The primary ASM task hierarchy has been developed to allow specification of

process elements for re-use in different contexts throughout a model. For example,

a process entitled ‘liaise with suppliers’ might represent a detailed, prescriptive

procedure involving the logistics department. Since many design teams may liaise

with suppliers and must follow similar steps, it would be useful to define a single

process element which could be used to represent each liaison in its local context.

To achieve this, ASM process elements are not decompositions of a higher-level

task as in most other modelling frameworks. Instead, each process is composed of

other processes. As a model is constructed its processes accumulate in a process

library from where they may be referenced multiple times if required. An impli-

cation of re-using process elements is that task hierarchies are not constrained

to a tree structure. The task hierarchy in an ASM model is typically lattice-

structured, as shown in Figure 5.4.

An ASM process element is defined as an encapsulation of a set of tasks and

parameters, together with input and output interactions exposed from within

the process. In Figure 5.1, ‘Customer need’ is exposed as an input interaction

and ‘Profits’ as an output interaction from the process ‘Engine lifecycle process’.

Process elements differ from tasks in that, where permitted by the structure of

information flows within, work on the process may begin before all input inter-

actions occur and output interactions may occur before all work is completed.

Activities which exchange information during execution may thus be represented

as aggregates of subordinate tasks.
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Figure 5.4 The example model illustrates how processes are composed from contain-
ers, which refer to other processes. Multiple containers can refer to the
same process, thereby allowing it to represent similar activities in multiple
contexts.

5.3.4 Indirect model composition

Each task in a process defines its own context in terms of input and output inter-

actions which refer to parameters within the process. Tasks in a process interact

directly because their contexts overlap by reference to the same parameters. Un-

like a task, a process in the ASM has no ‘parent’. Its context cannot therefore

be defined in terms of parameters with which other tasks may directly interact.

Each time a process from the library is inserted into a parent process appropriate

context is provided by wrapping it in a container. This is an element in the

parent process which maps the exposed interactions of the wrapped process to

interactions defined in the parent process. A process thus provides detail for

one or more container tasks and each container task provides one context for its

wrapped process.

Figure 5.5 illustrates how a container provides context for a process, showing

the mapping detail which is hidden in the primary view. In this example, the

‘Components’ ellipse depicts an interaction exposed from the process ‘Obtain

components’. The container ‘Obtain turbine components’ maps this interaction
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Figure 5.5 The mapping detail which is hidden in the primary view of Figure 5.1.

to ‘Components @ Turbine’, which is defined in the process ‘Obtain engine com-

ponents’. This interaction is in turn exposed as an output from the container

‘Obtain engine components’ and mapped to ‘Components @ Turbine’ defined

within ‘Engine lifecycle process’. An exposed interaction may only be mapped to

an interaction with the same parameter, although the qualifiers may be different

to allow a process to be used in different contexts throughout the model. This is

illustrated in Figure 5.1, where the process ‘Obtain components’ is used to rep-

resent the separate acquisition of fan and turbine components. To achieve this,

the two containers map the exposed output interactions to different interactions

within the super-process.

Although this scheme appears complex on paper, the details of container tasks

and mappings are managed transparently by the software implementation. The

benefit of the approach is that library processes remain independent of the con-

texts in which they are used. Once the interfaces are frozen, processes may thus

be modified directly from the library and all instances will be updated accord-

ingly. This facilitates incremental development and maintenance of a knowledge

base from which many models may draw.
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5.3.5 Parameter namespaces

In many processes the hierarchy of activities can be seen to parallel organisational

structures. For example, stress analysis is carried out by mechanical engineers and

its detail may not be well understood by the aerodynamics group. This structure

is reflected to some extent by the visibility of design information; intermediate

data files generated during stress analysis may have little relevance beyond this

activity and the team who carry it out. However, other information such as

component definition files or requirements documents is shared among several

teams to co-ordinate their work. A representation of design information should

therefore be sufficiently flexible to reflect the hierarchy of activities or permit

deviation from this structure.

The ASM therefore allows parameters to be specified within different namespaces :

• Model namespace allows any task in any process to interact with the

parameter. Parameters in model namespace are referred to as global pa-

rameters, and should be used to represent information which is developed

over the course of a project. Such parameters may be structured into trees

as discussed below.

• Process namespace defines the parameter as an element within a given

process. Parameters in process namespace are referred to as local parameters

and should be used to represent information which is of transient importance

and is encapsulated by a process boundary. Local parameters are thus

secondary to the task hierarchy of previous sections, such that each process

encapsulates one or more tasks and a number of parameters.

A common requirement is to specify parameters which are visible to a group

of sub-processes while remaining encapsulated from the rest of the model.

To facilitate this, a local parameter is considered exposed from its parent

process if any interactions with that parameter are exposed to the process

interface. The parameter is then visible to all processes which contain its

parent process. This maintains logical consistency of the model, since any

parameter which represents information transfer across an interface must

by definition be visible to both processes.
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Parameters with intersecting namespaces cannot have the same name. The

namespace of a global parameter intersects that of all other parameters in the

model; its name must thus be unique and should be fully-qualified. In contrast,

a local parameter may have a partially-qualified name because its context is de-

termined by its location in the activity hierarchy. For example, distinct local

parameters representing distinct bladefiles in the ‘compressor design’ and ‘tur-

bine design’ processes could simply be entitled ‘Bladefiles’. However, if either

or both of these parameters were located in model namespace they should be

entitled ‘Compressor bladefiles’ and ‘Turbine bladefiles’ respectively.

Namespaces are indicated on the primary network view by icons placed above

each interaction ellipse (Figure 5.2). A globe above an interaction ellipse indi-

cates that the associated parameter is of global scope, i.e., every interaction with

that parameter refers to the same information. An up arrow indicates that the

parameter is of local scope and that it is exposed to all super-processes. A down

arrow indicates that the parameter is exposed to one or more sub-processes.

5.3.6 Primary parameter hierarchies

The ASM framework allows global parameters to be structured into trees to allow

description of parent-child relationships (e.g., ‘engine requirements’ incorporates

‘fan requirements’) and thus to support modelling of large numbers of parameters

at different levels of detail. The precise interpretation of the parent-child relation

is dependent upon the parameter definitions. To illustrate, consider two primary

usages of ASM parameters: to represent aspects of the design; and to represent

descriptions of the design. In the former case, a sub-parameter is part of its

parent; in the latter, the sub-parameter incorporates aspects of the parent. In

the latter, several design descriptions may reflect the same conceptualisation of

the design, but are formatted appropriately for specific tasks. For example, at

one point in the blisk process introduced in Chapter 3 aerofoil definitions exist as

both splines and solid meshes. These definitions are used for aerodynamics and

FEA analyses respectively.
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In the example above, ‘fan requirements’ might be modelled as a sub-parameter

of ‘engine requirements’. In this case, a task which interacts with ‘engine re-

quirements’ is considered to also interact with ‘fan requirements’. Conversely, a

modification to ‘fan requirements’ is assumed not to drive changes in the super-

parameter ‘engine requirements’.

5.3.7 Secondary hierarchies

The method development discussed in Chapter 4 revealed that in practice models

quickly become large enough to present difficulties in navigation and manipula-

tion. In these cases it is necessary to work with subsets of a model to reduce

the computational requirements of manipulation and prevent ‘information over-

load’ for the user. Although the hierarchies described above support this to some

degree, it is often beneficial to define perspectives which cut across the primary

structure of a model. For example, to examine the role which data files play in the

process it is useful to conceal parameters representing other types of information.

Similarly, when developing a model through feedback to several process partici-

pants it can be advantageous to focus on individuals’ tasks and the contexts in

which they take place.

The primary hierarchies described in previous sections are fundamental to the

composition of a model. Since it may be necessary to develop many perspectives

of a model, perspective information should be superimposed on the primary struc-

ture so viewpoints can be easily defined and modified without requiring careful

consideration of all model elements.

To serve this need, the ASM allows definition of secondary hierarchies for both

tasks and parameters in terms of multiple user-defined classification schemes and

classification categories. Any task or parameter may be placed in a number

of schemes and categories, enabling mark-up of these elements with additional

information. The software implementation described in Chapter 6 can process

these structures to develop perspectives of the process model. Network views,

for example, can be filtered to provide simplified visualisations whose layout is

coupled to the primary view.
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Figure 5.6 An overview of the process execution algorithm.

5.4 Process simulation

A key motivation for adopting a process modelling framework is that such ap-

proaches offer benefits beyond informal graphical models. In particular, a model

may be analysed to determine ways in which the underlying process might be

improved.

The ASM supports step-wise execution of process models. Simulation techniques

based on Monte-Carlo integration may be used to explore the behaviour of ex-

ecutable models. For example, it may be valuable to calculate the criticality of

individual tasks or to examine the trade-offs between metrics such as process

duration, resource utilisation and schedule risk.

The execution algorithm used by the ASM is summarised in Figure 5.6. This is

a discrete-event algorithm governed by a representation of process state, which

is sequentially modified as events are processed. It is discussed in detail in the

following sections.

5.4.1 State representation

Process state is represented as the three aspects of information availability, re-

source availability and process variables. These aspects are discussed in turn.
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5.4.1.1 Information availability

The execution algorithm is required to operate effectively upon an ASM process

described using the intuitive graphical notation introduced in previous sections.

The model of information flow in an ASM process is thus based on the Petri net

approach. This allows execution of models structured intuitively as flowcharts;

tasks are attempted in the order implied by flow interactions in the model (Figure

5.7).

Each task in an ASM process corresponds to a Petri net transition and each input

interaction to each task is associated with a place. In contrast to standard Petri

net places, ASM interactions take one of three states: unavailable, indicating

that the information represented by the interaction’s parameter is not available

at the state represented by the interaction’s qualifier; available, indicating that

the information is available; and updated, denoting that the information has been

modified since the last attempt of the task and therefore that rework may be

required. In general, it is assumed that some subset of the input interactions

must be available prior to attempting a task and some subset must be updated.

This will be elaborated in Section 5.4.5.1.

Upon initialisation of the algorithm, all interactions are unavailable except those

which are either specified as a process input or are not specified as an output from

another task. The states of these interactions are initialised to updated, thereby

determining the first task(s) which may be attempted.

5.4.1.2 Resource availability

The ASM framework allows specification of resource requirements for each task.

Each resource requirement indicates a number of units from a given resource pool

which the task requires to execute. Each resource pool represents a set of fungible

entities and consists of a calendar which indicates the hours and days for which

the resources are available and an availability profile which describes how many

units are available between given dates.

Any required resources are removed from their pools upon starting a task, and

returned when the task is complete. Where several tasks compete for the same
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Figure 5.7 An example illustrating the steps in process execution.
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resource it is assumed that one task is selected and executed at full capacity.

Other competing tasks cannot then be attempted until the first is complete.

Subject to other aspects of model configuration, resource constraints may thus

affect simulation behaviour.

5.4.1.3 Values of process variables

Process variables may be defined to explicitly represent numeric values which

may change during a process. This is useful for three purposes:

• Instrumentation. Many metrics used to evaluate a process may be linked

to events in the process. For example, the rates of accumulating cost, in-

creasing confidence and decreasing risk in a process may all be decomposed

into contributions from individual tasks. Encoding such contributions into

the simulation allows application of a process selector to identify processes

with satisfactory performance (Chapter 4) as well as perturbation analysis

to predict the effects of changes to the model upon the performance. The

ability to include performance measures in the simulation could also support

future work to identify improvement opportunities by direct analysis.

• Modelling conditional probabilities. A task’s outcome and duration

are often conditional upon prior events. For example, the time required to

reassemble an engine module after servicing is dependent upon the degree to

which it was disassembled; and the likelihood of discovering rework following

testing may reduce with the number of iterations prior to the test. A

means to incorporate such conditionalities is necessary as they are extremely

common and can strongly influence simulation behaviour.

• Modelling process decisions. It may be useful to explicitly model de-

cisions which are made within the process. For example, as a design is

refined more time may be devoted to detailed analysis with each iteration;

the iterative refinement of a component may continue until some parallel

activity is completed; and the next design or analysis activity selected at a

point in the process may depend upon the current confidence in aspects of

the design.
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Figure 5.8 A simple example which illustrates how process variables and functions may
be used to control the simulation behaviour.

The ASM allows variable values to be modified by functions which are defined

using an intuitive C / Java -style syntax and attached to the output scenarios

of tasks.4 When a task is completed during execution, any specified functions

are evaluated to determine the new value of each process variable in the model.

Expressing task durations and scenario selection decisions as functions of process

variables then allows simulation models to be developed which exhibit dynamic

behaviour more realistic than Markov models.

A simple example illustrating the incorporation of ‘learning’ into a convergence/re-

finement cycle is shown in Figure 5.8. In this case, the duration of the ‘Conceptual

design’ task is assumed to vary in inverse proportion with the confidence in the

design when that task is attempted. Confidence is assumed to increase by a

uniformly-distributed random value between 0 and 1 following completion of the

subsequent ‘Embodiment of schemes’ task. At that point, the concept must be

re-visited unless confidence has reached a threshold value of 4. Although this

example makes use of a single variable, it is possible to construct multi-variate

functions which represent the combination of many factors in determining the

behaviour of each task.

4The Singular Systems library Java Expression Parser (JEP) is used to evaluate functions and
determines the precise syntax.
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In summary, process variables and functions provide a flexible means to incorpo-

rate many behaviours. The functionality allows users with limited programming

knowledge to develop graphical models exhibiting system-dynamic behaviour.

5.4.2 Task selection and execution

At each step, simulation proceeds by identifying recommended tasks, selecting a

task for execution, and beginning that task. When all recommended tasks have

been started, the simulation moves forward to the next date at which a task

finishes or at which a change in resource availability occurs.

5.4.2.1 Identify recommended tasks

A traffic light scheme similar to the original Signposting approach is used to rep-

resent the suitability of tasks for execution. At any point in time, the state of each

task in a model is either: not possible (red), possible (orange), or recommended

to begin (green).

The state of each task is determined by examining the information state of the

model and the required input information for that task. Due to the hierarchical

definition, only the state of information in the task’s parent process can affect its

state. Processes are thus described in terms of: 1) knowledge about individual

tasks and their input/output characteristics; and 2) assumptions regarding the

limited scope of a task’s effect upon other tasks in the model.

Once the state of each task has been determined, resource requirements are ex-

amined and any possible or recommended tasks for which insufficient resources

are available are removed from consideration.

5.4.2.2 Select task

If more than one task is possible or recommended to begin, a task selection policy

is used to identify the highest priority task for immediate execution. The choice of

policy affects simulation behaviour if information constraints allow concurrency

but resource constraints limit the number of tasks which may be attempted in

parallel. In other cases the policy plays no role. Task selection policies are

discussed in more detail below.
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5.4.2.3 Begin task

When the selected task is attempted, the process state is updated by removing

the required number of resource units from their pools and setting all input places

to available. Depending on the task’s configuration, its duration is determined

by selecting a value from a probability distribution or by evaluating a function of

the process variables. The duration is extended to account for non-working time

in the calendars of any resources used by the task.

5.4.2.4 Complete task

Upon completion of any task a single output scenario must be selected. The

states of all output places in this scenario are set to updated and any resource

units used by the task are returned to their respective pools. Scenario selection

can be modelled as a stochastic process by specifying the probability of each sce-

nario occurring. Alternatively it may be specified in greater detail using process

variables and functions, as discussed above.

5.4.3 Resource conflicts

In practice, prioritisation of tasks which compete for limited resources is difficult

to model as it is influenced by the local decisions of personnel who execute the

tasks. A variety of factors might impact upon these decisions, including: the

perceived importance of the information or criticality of the task; the designer’s

enjoyment of each task; and the impatience or seniority of any personnel who

may be waiting for output information.

The ASM simulation code allows task selection policies to be provided as plug-in

modules. Policy modules in the default implementation are: random recom-

mended task, in which a task is selected at random from the possible options;

shortest duration first ; and longest duration first. The most ‘effective’ policy

depends upon the structure of the model, where effectiveness may be defined ac-

cording to multiple criteria. For example, a policy might be chosen to minimise

expected process duration or maximise robustness of expected duration to vari-

ability in task outcomes. Whichever criteria are chosen, effectiveness is dependent

upon the model structure as well as the policy.
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Figure 5.9 The most effective task selection policy depends on the model structure. In
this example, two resource-limited configurations have minimum duration
under different policies if 1 unit of resource A and 1 unit of resource B are
available.

Figure 5.9 illustrates this using an example process in which shortest task first

results in the lowest possible duration, and another in which longest task first

results in faster completion. In general, the random recommended task should be

used as this results in a different sequence of decisions on each simulation run and

therefore introduces a source of variability which represents uncertainty in task

prioritisation. This is appropriate where the actual policy cannot be accurately

determined and incorporated in the model.

5.4.4 Complexity of resource bottlenecks

Although ASM models may appear simple in the absence of process variable-

controlled dynamics, this can be deceptive since limitations in resource availabil-

ity can cause non-linear and counter-intuitive behaviour. To illustrate, consider

the resource-limited model shown in Figure 5.10. In this case, the minimum

configuration of one unit in each resource pool ‘A’ and ‘B’ causes a bottleneck

between tasks ‘1’ and ‘2’ (Configuration 1). This may be resolved by adding

another unit to resource pool ‘A’, thereby allowing the conflicting tasks to be

performed concurrently. It might be expected that this would lead to a reduction

in total process duration.
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Figure 5.10 Resource bottlenecks can cause counter-intuitive behaviour. In this exam-
ple, additional resources intended to resolve a bottleneck reduce process
performance in terms of both process efficiency and robustness to task
selection policy.

However, closer examination reveals that resolving this bottleneck would cause

another to be introduced between tasks ‘3’ and ‘5’ (Configuration 2). By the mea-

sure of resource utilisation, this is a less efficient configuration. Furthermore, the

altered configuration would no longer be robust to task selection policy; whereas

Configuration 1 is insensitive to the ordering of attempting tasks in the bottle-

neck, a poor decision in Configuration 2 leads to an increase in overall duration.

Although continuing to add resources would resolve all bottlenecks in this exam-

ple, the process would become increasingly inefficient for no reduction in duration

(e.g., Configuration 3).
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Figure 5.11 The execution status of a task is determined by examining its execution
conditions and the states of each input interaction.

5.4.5 Determining the consequences of rework

To recap, rework is required when completion of a task affects information which

has already been incorporated into the design. In the ASM simulation this may

be detected when an interaction’s state changes from available to updated. Once

identified, the consequences of rework are determined by considering the three

factors identified in Section 3.4.3.4 (p. 82):

5.4.5.1 Determining which tasks must be re-attempted

The status of a task following updates to input information is governed by the

execution conditions for that task. The appropriate execution conditions are

dependent on the task’s context and the desired behaviour of the process model.

For example, most design activities require rework following the modification of

any input information. Tasks representing these activities should be specified

as requiring updates to any input interactions to begin. In contrast, activities

which integrate parallel work streams cannot be attempted until all streams are

complete and all input information has been updated. Integration tasks therefore

require updates to all input interactions (Figure 5.11) before rework may begin.

Note that, regardless of execution conditions, a task may never be attempted
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unless every input interaction is either available or updated. Tasks which require

rework compete for resources on an equal basis with tasks attempted for the first

time.

5.4.5.2 Determining how much rework is required on each task

A task is likely to involve different amounts of work on the first and subsequent

attempts. Furthermore, the outcome of a task may also depend upon the number

of iterations of that task. These differences are not explicitly modelled in the

ASM. They should be incorporated on a case-by-case basis using process variables

and functions, as outlined above.

5.4.5.3 Determining how the rework will be managed

In practice, tasks are often attempted based on incomplete information due to

the need to compress project schedules. Rework of one task may invalidate as-

sumptions and ultimately require many downstream tasks to be re-attempted.

For example, rig tests are usually carried out concurrently with design work in

anticipation of success. If successful, the test will meet contractual obligations

and provide information which may feed forward into later design work. How-

ever, the test may also indicate problems in design work which has already been

completed, invalidating assumptions and requiring complete or partial rework of

many tasks. In this scenario, the outputs of any directly or indirectly dependent

tasks in progress, or which have already been completed may be invalidated.

When this is detected, work on any potentially invalidated tasks should be recon-

sidered immediately. The invalidated tasks cannot be fully completed until their

input information has been regenerated by rework of invalidated predecessors.

Management decisions must be made regarding the most appropriate actions in

such cases, i.e., which tasks should be re-attempted and in what order.
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The ASM simulation represents management actions in response to rework using

plug-in modules which implement alternative rework management policies. Three

policies are provided by the current implementation (Figure 5.12):

• No action assumes that explicit management actions are never taken fol-

lowing rework discovery. This represents the policy that work on depen-

dent tasks and their successors will continue regardless of the invalidated

assumptions, although they must ultimately be attempted again.

• Optimistic assumes that evaluation tasks are the only activities which

can cause propagated rework. In anticipation that all such evaluations will

be successful, only the failure of an iteration construct forces downstream

information to be invalidated.

• Pessimistic assumes that all indirectly-dependent tasks may become in-

valid after any information update and are therefore immediately inter-

rupted to prevent unnecessary effort. Interrupted tasks will only be re-

attempted once their input information is updated following the completion

of rework upon their predecessors.

The rework management policy has no effect on a model in which no task may

be started until all input information has been finalised, unless that task is part

of an explicit iteration cycle. In other cases, the most effective policy depends

on the behaviour of each task on subsequent attempts. For example, if a task’s

duration reduces upon each attempt, and if sufficient resources are available, it

may be best to continue executing the task even when it is known that rework

will later be required. Although continuing to work would increase the total time

spent on that task, the learning factor would require less effort to be expended

on the later attempt and possibly shorten the critical path of the project.

The recommended rework management policy is optimistic because this most

closely reflects observed practice.
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Figure 5.12 An example illustrating the optimistic, pessimistic and no action rework
management policies.
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5.4.6 Applications of the ASM simulation

The discussion of simulation in this thesis focuses on support for project manage-

ment. However, the flexible infrastructure of the ASM simulation can be applied

to explore a broader range of problems. These include:

• Generating widely-applicable insights from system dynamics mod-

els. System dynamics models are useful to explore the behaviour of general

classes of process. As such analyses can be extremely sensitive to the under-

lying assumptions, it is usually important that models comprise few enough

tasks and controlling process variables to allow a review of all influencing

factors.

• Generating specific insights from detailed models. Due to the de-

pendency of a process’ behaviour on domain-specific factors such as the

structure of information flows, insights and heuristics derived from analysis

of a specific model may not be valid for all processes. Simulation of de-

tailed models is useful to investigate the behaviour of a particular process

and to pose questions at a level of detail suitable for suggesting improve-

ments. However, the large number of tasks and influencing variables in such

a model can cause difficulties in verifying that the simulation behaviour re-

flects the modeller’s intention. It is therefore important that this behaviour

is relatively straightforward.

• Developing improved configurations. Many authors have proposed

that process simulation can be used to identify improved process configu-

rations, based on perturbation analysis or other computational techniques

(e.g., O’Donovan 2004). However, such methods assume that the model’s

response to structural or parametric changes would reflect an equivalent

change to the underlying process. As discussed in Chapter 3, this level of

fidelity may be difficult to achieve in practice. The validity of these compu-

tational methods should therefore be carefully considered, especially where

processes depend on socio-technical interactions such that there are many

‘unknown unknowns’. Despite these limitations, simulation can still be a

useful tool to support process design — in the same way that limited-fidelity

analyses are useful to support decision-making in engineering design.
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5.5 Summary

This chapter has introduced the Applied Signposting Model, a computable for-

malism for modelling and simulation of engineering design processes. The discus-

sion addresses the first research question outlined in Chapter 1. To summarise,

the key attributes of the ASM are:

• Intuitive graphical notation. A diagrammatic representation allows ASM

models to be readily understood by individuals unfamiliar with the ap-

proach, thereby facilitating the elicitation of process knowledge from do-

main experts and the validation of models.

• Complex definition. The ASM provides a large number of descriptive ele-

ments to support the development of precise models and aid in their inter-

pretation.

• Multiple hierarchical structures. Product development processes in industry

are typically extremely complex. The hierarchical structures provided by

the ASM framework support representation of such processes by allowing

the development and manipulation of very large models.

• Flexible representation of dynamic behaviour. Process variables, task se-

lection policies and rework management policies allow a wide range of be-

haviours to be modelled using the ASM simulation.

The dissertation has thus far focused on process modelling in the context of

management support. Chapter 6 discusses the implementation of the ASM in

a configurable software platform, which was subsequently applied to support a

broader range of process improvement activities (Chapter 7). This ultimately

allowed validation of the approach against the original research questions and

success criterion stated in Chapter 1.
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Chapter 6

Modelling and simulation software

This chapter describes the P3 Signposting software platform. This software was

initially developed to implement the process modelling and simulation framework

described in Chapter 5. It was later extended to form a more general modelling

platform which may be used to support further research. The chapter therefore

addresses the second research question outlined in Chapter 1.1

Discussion proceeds in six sections. Firstly, the research objectives and methods

used to develop the software are outlined. Secondly, the platform architecture

is discussed and the facilities provided to extend the software are summarised.

Thirdly, the interface for constructing ASM models is briefly discussed. Fourthly,

the simulation functionality and interface for exploring simulation results are in-

troduced. Fifthly, the ability to configure the platform to develop new modelling

frameworks is outlined using a product modelling framework as an example. Fi-

nally, dissemination of the tool is discussed to indicate its relevance to academic

researchers and industry practitioners.

The chapter provides a research-oriented overview of the software. User-oriented

documentation is available in the 100-page P3 Signposting Users’ Guide (Wynn

and Clarkson, 2006). Further detail is provided in Appendix C.

1P3 Signposting was conceived and developed within this research project. It is not based on
previous ‘Signposting’ software developed in the Cambridge Engineering Design Centre.
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6.1 Overview

This section reviews the research objectives and methods prior to discussing the

software architecture and features.

6.1.1 Research objectives

The research reported in this chapter was undertaken to address two objectives.

The first arose from the second research question outlined in Chapter 1. To recap:

• What are the requirements for design process modelling and simulation

software to support academic research and industry practice?

This led to the following research objective:

Develop a software tool which allows construction and simulation of

process models based on the Applied Signposting Model.

Although this objective is stated in implementation terms, the resulting software

forms a significant contribution to research as it has allowed other researchers to

apply and extend the ASM modelling framework. This is discussed further in

Chapter 7.

The second objective was derived from a methodological observation generated

during the method development reported in Chapter 4. The study incorpo-

rated prototype software development as an important component of the research

methodology, undertaken to allow continuous evaluation of the emerging method

and thereby ensure the research direction was appropriate to industry require-

ments. Although this approach proved successful, the majority of the author’s

effort was ultimately expended in software development. It was subsequently

hypothesised that a configurable platform could have significantly reduced the

time spent programming and therefore allowed effort to be concentrated on the

research aspects of method development. This led to the following research ob-

jective:

Develop a configurable software platform to reduce the effort required

to construct linkage-based modelling tools.
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6.1.2 Research methods

Software development formed an integral part of the research reported in this

dissertation. Following development of the Excel prototype during the eight-

month case study discussed in Chapter 3, around 36 additional developer-months

were expended to design and implement the software discussed in this chapter.

Software development therefore forms a significant part of the research project,

in terms of both effort expended and influence on the research direction. Figure

6.1 summarises key features of subsequent versions of the software.

The P3 Signposting software was developed by the author in conjunction with

Seena Nair, a programmer in the author’s research group. The author was re-

sponsible for defining the major requirements and architecture of the software

and was closely involved in all aspects of the code development. The author

accounted for approximately 50% of the programming time expended, weighted

towards the end of the development period.

The following aspects were developed entirely by the author: the ASM frame-

work; the software concept and requirements; network filtering and managed

layout code; process simulation and scriptlet code; profile explorer; process selec-

tor; all linkage meta-model features; and the plug-in architecture. Other code was

developed by or in conjunction with Seena Nair, namely: the drag and drop net-

work interface; network generation, trees, dialogs, data structures, file handling

and process execution for the Applied Signposting Model.

6.2 Platform architecture

P3 Signposting is dynamically assembled at run-time from modular software com-

ponents. Each module requires a globally unique identifier, depends upon a spec-

ified set of modules and libraries and attaches to a specified plug-in point. New

modules may in turn define new plug-in points, thereby allowing extension of

the software for purposes beyond the scope of the original research. An inte-

gral versioning system is provided so that modules may be individually updated

and released with a minimum of co-ordination. New or updated modules may

be easily installed using a graphical update wizard provided as part of the core

package.
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Figure 6.1 A summary of the features in subsequent versions of the P3 Signposting
software.

6.2.1 Core modules and plug-in points

The p3-core and asm-core modules encapsulate the core functionality of P3 Sign-

posting and define a number of plug-in points. For example, it is possible to

provide modules which extend the user interface by adding items to toolbars,

menus or dialogs. Other modules — such as the executor which governs the or-

der in which tasks are attempted during simulation — provide functionality which

is more tightly integrated with the system and do not affect the user interface.

The set of plug-in points in the core modules was designed to allow implementa-
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tion of many interesting extensions with a small amount of code. For instance,

the module asm-core defines the plug-in point task-selection-policy. New task

selection policies may be developed by implementing an abstract method in a

class which is part of the asm-core module package; this method simply returns

a single Task object which is selected from the list of arguments.

Module code must be compiled and packaged in a .zip file with a module de-

scriptor which provides information required to load the module, together with

any documentation. The software distribution includes a directory containing

many such packages. A bootstrapper reads this directory when the application

is started, using the descriptors to ensure that all dependencies are satisfied and

to determine the order for loading modules. At the time of writing, the main P3

Signposting distribution consists of 74 modules and libraries (Figure 6.2).

6.3 Applied Signposting modelling interface

This section discusses the modelling interface provided to construct Applied Sign-

posting models. Modelling is primarily conducted using the network diagrams

introduced in Chapter 5. The model is manipulated using intuitive click-and-drag

operations in this view. Right-clicking an element shown in a network, tree, or

tabulation opens a context menu from which that element’s properties are con-

figured. A search facility allows elements to be located by name, connectivity or

other properties (e.g., find all tasks which use a specified parameter as output,

find all tasks with uncertain duration).

6.3.1 Multiple views

The software provides multiple views of the model to support manipulation of

large data sets. The primary network view allows ASM process elements to be

viewed individually or within the context of their parent process(es). Various tab-

ulation views are available, including a matrix tabulating tasks against resources,

a task precedence DSM in which connectivity is determined by flow interactions

alone, and a task dependency DSM which indicates possible connections between

tasks that include data or flow interactions with the same parameter. Additional

views of ASM processes may be provided as plug-in modules.
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Figure 6.2 Modules and plug-in points in the core distribution.
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Figure 6.3 The P3 Signposting software provides multiple tabulation- and network-
based views to support manipulation of large models.

6.3.2 Filtering the network view

It is often useful to filter a process network to view a subset of a large model

(Chapter 5). For example, expanding or collapsing a sub-process allows the user

to view either the detail or context of an activity; concealing all data interactions

highlights the flow of information in a process; and focusing the view to show

only those tasks and parameters in a certain category can be used to highlight

the contribution of certain participants to a process.

View filters operate by matching and replacing nodes in the default network view.

Filters are repeatedly applied until no more matches are found. For instance, a

filter to conceal parameters in a given category matches nodes which represent

interactions with those parameters. Those nodes are then replaced by edges which

link the source and sink nodes directly, thus providing a simplified visualisation

while maintaining the structure of information flows in the diagram.
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6.3.3 Managed network layout

Diagrammatic representations provide an intuitive interface for describing pro-

cesses and are informally used for this purpose in industry (Chapter 3). However,

the suitability of a general-purpose diagramming interface depends upon models

being relatively small and weakly connected such that elements may be manually

arranged to attain a pleasing layout. In practice, however, process models often

consist of a large number of elements whose connectivity must be continuously

manipulated as the model is developed. In consequence, the overhead of layout

manipulation limits the utility of many diagrammatic modelling tools.

The prototype modelling software developed during the case study automatically

generated layouts using the general-purpose AT&T GraphViz dot algorithm to

reduce the burden of manipulation (Chapter 4). Although this allowed rapid de-

velopment of the prototype software a number of shortcomings became evident.

In particular, to be effective for process modelling an automatic layout algorithm

should consider more than aesthetic factors such as minimising edge intersections

or screen area. This requirement arises from the tendency for modellers to or-

ganise their diagrams such that the layout supplements or reinforces information

represented by the elements and relationships in the model.

To illustrate, a number of engineers commented during the method development

that appropriate positioning of tasks relative to their input and output interac-

tions was more important than achieving compact or aesthetically pleasing lay-

outs. On large layouts the AT&T GraphViz dot algorithm often positioned tasks

well above some of their input interactions. In these situations the misplaced

inputs were usually overlooked when reading the diagram — suggesting that in

addition to layout, the interpretation of formal diagrams may be further influ-

enced by the semantics, or perceived semantics, of the underlying model. This

is reinforced by Crilly et al. (2005) who suggest that in diagrammatic elicitation

exercises it is necessary to consider the connotations of diagrams in addition to

their direct denotations. Despite the importance of cognitive factors in influ-

encing the effectiveness of network visualisations, few publications in the graph

layout community address these issues (Ghoniem et al., 2004).
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Double-click  ‘t1’

Figure 6.4 The GraphViz ’dot’ algorithm produced significantly different layouts fol-
lowing minor changes to the model or view configuration.

An additional shortcoming was that a minor change in the underlying model or

view configuration often resulted in a significantly different network layout (see

Figure 6.4 for one example). This did not prove a significant obstacle to the

author. However, it was later found that many individuals encountered great

difficulty using this system.

Based on these findings, the following requirements regarding network visualisa-

tion were developed:

• Allow the user to influence the diagram layout.

• Minimise the overhead of manipulating large layouts.

• Support network filtering while maintaining the spatial relationships be-

tween individual diagram elements.

The P3 Signposting software incorporates a managed layout algorithm to address

these requirements. The algorithm maintains a dimensionless grid for each pro-

cess in an ASM model, which comprises the relative positioning of all nodes in the

primary network view. When a new layout is required (e.g., after opening a new

window, opening/closing a container, applying a filter, moving a node using the

mouse, or creating a new task or interaction) the algorithm proceeds as shown in

Figure 6.5. The algorithm recurses over all open container tasks, i.e., the size of

the container is calculated by first laying out its wrapped process.
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Figure 6.5 Layouts are based on a dimensionless grid which is maintained for each
process. When a network view is required, unnecessary nodes are removed,
node sizes and co-ordinates are calculated and edges are created.

As all nodes are aligned along their centre-lines, their spatial relationships remain

constant when containers are expanded or collapsed. When a node is moved in

the user interface, it snaps to a new position on the dimensionless grid and the

entire layout is re-generated.

6.4 Process simulation interface

This section describes the process simulation interface under four headings: the

process debugger for verifying simulation behaviour; the profile explorer for graph-

ing simulation results; the process selector for identifying subsets of process out-

comes; and the scriptlet interface, which provides a flexible method to extend the

behaviour of the ASM simulation model.

6.4.1 Verifying simulation behaviour

The software provides a debugging mode to support the verification of simulation

behaviour.2 This mode allows the user to step through the process model and

examine the state of the process following the start or finish of each task. Traffic-

light symbols are used to represent the state of tasks and interactions during

debugging, as indicated in Figure 5.7. Once a model has been verified, Monte-

Carlo simulation may be used to generate a profile of process outcomes.

2Verification aims to ensure the simulation behaves as intended by the modeller. Verity does not
imply validity — the more difficult question of whether a model adequately represents reality.
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Figure 6.6 The profile explorer. Plots comprise one or more layers, where each layer
consists of one or more value providers (number and type depending on plot)
and a dataset.

6.4.2 Profile explorer

The profile explorer provides functionality for graphing simulation results. The

explorer uses value providers which analyse the log of each run in a simulation

dataset to generate a value or set of values for graphing. Value providers may

return: a single value (e.g., total-process-duration returns the total duration of

the simulation run); a time series (e.g., process-variable-value returns the value

of a process variable at each time during the simulation run); or a category list,

returning a list of categories of which the simulation run is a member. Most value

providers are configurable; for example, process-variable-value requires the user

to select the process variable of interest. A number of such value providers are

included in the core distribution, and more may be developed as plug-in modules.

A number of charts are provided to explore the variables returned by value

providers. At the time of writing these include: histograms, used to indicate
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the expected values of a variable; x-y scatter plots for identifying correlations

between two variables; time series plots which may be used to identify the times

at which certain values occur (e.g., what is the expected cost accumulated on

a given date? on what date is a certain task complete with 90% certainty?);

and category pie/bar charts, to show the occurrence of each category (e.g., how

many processes exceed the project deadline?). Multiple layers may be added to

each chart, allowing direct comparison of simulation results following changes to

a model (Figure 6.6). A plug-in point allows implementation of additional chart

types.

6.4.3 Process selector

The profile explorer incorporates a process selector. Selectors may be used to

identify processes which satisfy specified constraints, without requiring an under-

standing of how the constraints are met (Section 4.3; p. 99). They are constructed

from stages, each of which acts as a band-pass filter for a specified value provider.

When a selector is applied to a dataset, another dataset is created representing

the original set of simulation results filtered to remove those runs which are ex-

cluded by any stage. The new dataset may be plotted alongside the original and

the band-pass filters modified to explore the result in real time.

In addition to identifying subsets of processes, selectors allow multi-variate and

multi-criteria what if? analyses to be interactively performed. For example, to

explore the impacts of certain tasks’ durations on several process performance

criteria, the duration probability density functions for all tasks of interest would

be extended to encompass a wider range of values. Although x-y plots of the

duration of each task against each criterion could be constructed, a large number

of such charts would be necessary to identify the effect of each variable on each

performance criterion. The effects of combinations of variables are even more

difficult to visualise using static graphs. To explore this problem using the process

selector, a selection stage would be created to filter the duration of each modified

task. The performance criteria for the unmodified process would be plotted as

histograms or x-y plots, and the selector results overlaid upon these charts (Figure

6.7). Moving the selector bars then clearly indicates the effect of a particular

combination of the task durations. Performing a similar analysis without this
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Figure 6.7 A process selector comprising three stages. Two plots show the source data
in black and the selector results overlaid in red. When the scrollbars repre-
senting stage band-pass filters are manipulated all plots are updated in real
time.

capability requires perturbing task durations, re-simulating and re-plotting. This

is a non-interactive procedure due to the computational expense of simulation.

6.4.4 Scriptlets

Scriptlets are code fragments which may be attached to individual tasks in an

ASM model. They are written in Java and may be developed and compiled

from within the P3 Signposting environment. When a task is attempted during

simulation any associated Scriptlets are executed in turn. Scriptlets have full

access to the system and the model; they may be used to customise task behaviour

or execute programs external to the modelling environment. They may also be

used to generate the input data required by such codes and parse any output

data, thereby synchronising their configurations with the process variables used

to control execution routes. This allows external codes to describe the behaviour

of tasks in the ASM simulation. Scriptlets therefore allow the ASM simulation
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to be extended or integrated into heterogeneous simulation environments.

6.5 Linkage meta-models

The Applied Signposting Model is a general-purpose process modelling frame-

work. It is often appropriate to extend the framework to better suit a particular

modelling domain or application. For example, a modelling project might be

undertaken to identify the relationships between customer requirements and in-

dividual design tasks, with the aim of developing a requirement-centric design

process. Capturing this additional information would require extension of the

ASM modelling framework and the P3 Signposting software. Other model-based

approaches are based on frameworks significantly different to the ASM. For ex-

ample, Jarratt proposes that a model of the components in a product and their

interconnectivity may be used to support the management of engineering change

(Jarratt, 2004).

Developing a new or extended modelling approach involves several activities,

including:

• Understand the purpose(s) for modelling and the stakeholders in the mod-

elling project.

• Understand the domain to be modelled.

• Develop a modelling framework and support method.

• Develop a software (or paper) implementation allowing construction of mod-

els.

• Elicit knowledge from domain experts and develop a coherent perspective.

• Develop a model to address the stated purpose(s).

In practice these activities can involve a great deal of design iteration. For in-

stance, it is common that new requirements which emerge during method devel-

opment necessitate extensive changes to the modelling framework and software

implementation.
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Figure 6.8 Developing a model-based approach to support process improvement can
involve many iterations between framework- and model-level activities.

The most time-consuming of these activities is often software development. In

particular, while algorithm implementation is usually straightforward, the devel-

opment of user interfaces which are sufficiently robust and usable for evaluation

or distribution outside the academic environment requires specialist skills which

many researchers do not possess. As a result, many modelling tools developed

in this context never reach sufficient maturity for deployment in industry. The

linkage meta-modelling approach introduced below was developed to address this

issue by significantly reducing the time and expertise required to develop new

modelling tools.

6.5.1 Linkage meta-models in P3 Signposting

A P3 Signposting linkage meta-model is a formal, computable ‘model of a linkage

model’. Linkage meta-models express modelling frameworks such as the ASM

by constraining the elements and relations which are allowed in model instances.

They also configure the modelling environment used to manipulate this data.

The linkage meta-modelling approach is based on the observation that many

modelling frameworks may be expressed as directed graphs of elements and the

linkages between them. Furthermore, most modelling approaches use similar vi-

sual representations based on node-link diagrams, matrices, and trees (refer to

Chapter 2 for many examples). These views may also be described in digraph

form. The data structures underlying model visualisations may therefore be gen-

erated from a model instance by topological transformations. This approach

forms the basis of a software platform which uses general digraph data structures
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Figure 6.9 The P3 Signposting linkage meta-model and its relationship to formal on-
tologies.

to represent models constructed using any linkage-based modelling framework

and which presents this information in a form suitable for manipulation.

Linkage meta-models are defined using an ontology specification language similar

to the OWL (Bechhofer et al., 2004) or RDF-Schema languages used by ontology

modelling tools such as Protégé. However, whereas most ontologies are intended

for the management of textual data, P3 Signposting linkage meta-models are

designed to express linkage-based modelling frameworks in a form suitable for

manipulation using network, matrix and tree views.

Linkage meta-models consist of classes, properties, relations, perspectives and

views, all of which are developed using a graphical configurator (Figure 6.10).

These are introduced below prior to an illustrative example.

6.5.2 Classes, properties and relations

Classes, properties and relations are defined in a similar way to other approaches

which describe the elements allowed in a domain, such as UML and the ontology

specification languages discussed above. In brief:

• Classes are formal descriptions of the types of element which can be mod-

elled. For example, the Applied Signposting Model defines classes entitled

‘Task’, ‘Parameter’ and ‘Resource’ (and many more — over 26 in total).

Classes may be hierarchically defined, such that they inherit properties and

relations from their super-classes.
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Figure 6.10 The graphical configurator for linkage meta-model development.

• Properties define data fields such as ‘Name’ and ‘Description’ which qual-

ify the instances of a class. Each property has a type, e.g., single-line-

string, boolean, etc. Property types are implemented as modules which are

responsible for creating the UI components to manipulate and validate their

values.

• Relations define how instances of a class can be linked to instances of other

classes. Relations have the following attributes:

– Source and sink classes. These must be specified for every relation.

– Description. A relation may be assigned a bi-directional name and

icon. For example, if the forward description of a parent-child relation

is specified as A is child of B, then the reverse description may be

specified as B is parent of A.

– Symmetry. A relation which links instances A to instances B of the

same class may be optionally specified as symmetric. When a symmet-
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ric linkage A -> B is added or removed by the user of the modelling

software, the converse linkage B -> A is automatically updated to

maintain symmetry.

– Cardinality. The cardinality of a relation can be specified, i.e., the

minimum and maximum numbers of sink elements allowed per source

element.

– Scope. A relation may have direct or indirect scope. Direct relations

provide slots in each instance of the source class within which new

instances of the sink class may be created. Indirect relations connect

a source element to sink elements defined elsewhere in the model.

With the exception of a single root element, every element must be a

sink of exactly one direct relation and may be a sink of any number

of indirect relations. The root element represents the system being

modelled and cannot be a sink of any direct relation. A P3 Sign-

posting model is therefore structured as a tree of elements linked to

their children by direct relations. The elements in this tree may be

interconnected by a network of indirect relations.

Namespace constraints may be optionally specified for any indirect

relation. A namespace constraint determines which instances of the

source class may be connected to which instances of the sink class.

For instance, ASM task elements can only interact with parameter el-

ements which are children of the same process element, or which are

specified as global. If no namespace constraints are specified, any in-

stance of the source class may be connected to any instance of the sink

class that exists in the model. Namespace constraints are described

using linkage perspectives or tree perspectives, as described below.

6.5.3 Perspectives and views

In general, views of a model cannot be automatically generated from the class def-

initions because modelling tools usually require multiple visualisations designed

to perform specific manipulation tasks. For example, the ASM network visualisa-

tion shows only a subset of the model data; resource calendars are not represented
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Figure 6.11 Perspectives and views in P3 Signposting.

as this would detract from the clarity of the view. The linkage meta-modelling

approach is thus based on the concept that each view provides a perspective of the

model. Perspectives are implemented as algorithms which process the digraph

structure of a model to generate another digraph, usually comprising a subset of

the elements and relationships in the model. This data structure forms the basis

of a view, i.e., an interactive user interface component which is presented to the

modeller for manipulation. The relationship between linkage meta-models, mod-

els, perspectives and views is depicted in Figure 6.11. This figure also illustrates

the high-level operation of P3 Signposting.

6.5.3.1 Perspectives

The algorithms used to generate tree perspectives and linkage perspectives are

the key components of the linkage meta-modelling approach. Each algorithm is

applied to a specific element in a model — this is the context of the perspective.

For instance, either a tree- or linkage perspective may be used to define the

namespace constraint for an indirect relation. When the modeller opens a dialog

to add an element to that relation, the perspective is applied in the context of

the relation’s source element to identify the sinks which satisfy the constraint.

The perspective algorithms are implemented as a set of plug-in modules called

the default modules. The default modules are appropriate for specifying link-

age modelling frameworks with relatively simple constraints, as is the case for
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 if  (  aElement instanceof  C&CM  )

  TreeNode relationNode = new  TreeNode ( aElement.LinkageTypes ) ;

  aParent.addChild (  relationNode );

  for (  Element element   :  aElement.LinkageTypes.sinks )

   T8_LinkageTypes (  element, relationNode );

 else if  (  aElement  instanceof LinkageType )  

  aParent.addChild (  new TreeNode ( aElement )  ) ;

FUNCTION T8_LinkageTypes  (  Element aElement, TreeNode aParent  )

Figure 6.12 An example of a default tree perspective and its interpretation as pseudo-
code. In the software, perspective rules are created using a graphical con-
figurator and interpreted each time the perspective is applied.

many matrix-based modelling approaches. Both the tree- and linkage perspec-

tive algorithms operate by recursively processing the graph structure of a model

instance according to a set of rules which form part of the meta-model definition.

Each rule incorporates a pattern which is compared against the model element

being examined by the algorithm. Rules may specify an action which must be

performed when a match is found (e.g., create a node to represent the element).

They may also specify that the algorithm should recurse over any elements linked

to the current element via specified relations. The perspective for recursion may

be different from that applied to the current element. This allows the treatment

of an element to be dependent on the route by which it was reached, which is

often necessary to prevent infinite recursions. Figure 6.12 illustrates the defini-

tion of a default tree perspective and its interpretation as pseudo-code. Linkage

perspectives are defined using the same notation; however, nodes are added to a

list instead of a tree as they are created.

Although the flexibility of the default perspectives may initially appear limited,

it is in practice possible to create a broad range of useful views by carefully
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considering the order in which the model structure is traversed. Additionally,

in cases where the default modules are insufficiently expressive it is possible to

write customised extensions. The ASM implementation makes extensive use of

this approach, creating network, matrix and tree views by processing the model

using algorithms which are coded in Java rather than configured using rules.

6.5.3.2 Configurators

In addition to transforming the structure of a model, the perspective algorithms

may optionally qualify each node as it is created by modifying the node’s configu-

rator. Configurators comprise sets of fields which are subsequently parsed by the

user interface code to determine how each node should be displayed. For instance,

the configurator field FILL COLOR is used to determine the background color

of the node when displayed in a tree view. This field could be set explicitly when

the perspective creates each node (e.g., all elements of class Linkage type have a

yellow background) or bound to a property of type Color, thereby allowing the

modeller to specify individual elements’ appearances in the interface.

6.5.3.3 Tree views

Tree views are defined as a single tree perspective and a cell renderer, which

parses configurator values to determine the color and label of each node in the

tree.

6.5.3.4 Tabulation views

Tabulation views are constructed from four components: a source tree perspective

defining the column headings; a sink tree perspective defining the row headings;

a linkage perspective that is applied in turn to every source element in the tabu-

lation, returning a list comprising each connected sink element together with its

configurator that qualifies that linkage; and a linkage renderer which determines

how cells in the matrix are rendered. For example, the default linkage renderer

allows matrix cells to be filled and labelled only. It accepts configurator fields en-

titled COLOR, LABEL COLOR, and LABEL, of types Color, Color and String

respectively.
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Finally, a linkage factory may optionally be specified to determine how the model

is modified when the user clicks an unpopulated cell in the tabulation. When

applied to a specific source and sink element — i.e., the column and row headings

of the tabulation cell which was clicked — the linkage factory identifies a chain

of elements and relations which could be created to link those elements, in the

context of that tabulation. When a chain is then created the view is subsequently

updated, the new linkage is identified by the tabulation’s linkage perspective and

will become visible.

Mouse-clicks on cells which are already populated are not handled by the linkage

factory. Instead, a field entitled LINKAGE ELEMENT is consulted to identify

the elements which lie on the path between the source and sink — this is populated

by the linkage perspective when the tabulation is created. According to the

selection tool in use, the properties of these elements are either displayed for

manipulation or the listed elements are deleted to remove the linkage.

6.5.3.5 Model manipulation

Models may be modified by clicking an element in any tree or tabulation to

obtain a context pop-up menu. This allows new elements to be added to any

direct relations, existing elements to be added to any indirect linkages (subject

to constraints), and dialogs to be opened allowing the element’s properties to

be manipulated. All pop-up menus and dialogs are dynamically generated from

the linkage meta-model. When the model changes following a user action, the

perspective algorithms are used to incrementally update any open views.

6.5.4 Example configuration

This section illustrates the definition of a linkage meta-model using the Contact

and Channel Model (C&CM) proposed by Albers et al. (2003). This example was

chosen because it includes elements in multiple domains, requires consideration

of namespace constraints and of indirect linkages. It therefore illustrates key

features of the approach while remaining relatively straightforward to explain.
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Figure 6.13 Conceptualisation of a hairdryer using the Contact and Channel Model
(adapted from Alink, 2005).

6.5.4.1 System conceptualisation

The C&CM is a product modelling framework which conceptualises mechanisms

as collections of Components which have Surfaces. Each surface is linked to one or

more surfaces of the same component via a Channel and Support Structure (CSS).

For example, the bottom surface of a beam under vertical compression transfers

force to the top surface via a CSS. The framework assumes that interactions

between components may be described in terms of Working Surface Pairs (WSPs)

which transfer force, material, energy etc. between the surfaces of two adjacent

components. An example Contact and Channel Model of a hairdryer is shown in

Figure 6.13 (adapted from Alink, 2005).

6.5.4.2 Classes, properties and relations

The C&CM linkage meta-model comprises a total of ten classes. Five of these

represent the main concepts of the modelling framework: the C&CM itself; Com-

ponent ; Surface; CSS ; and WSP. Since Channel and Support Structures and

Working Surface Pairs may be directional, e.g., bulk airflow, or non-directional,

e.g., structural support, the CSS and WSP classes are defined as abstract and

each has two concrete sub-classes. When creating an instance of one of these

classes in the modelling interface, the user is prompted to select one of the two

concrete sub-classes. Finally, a Linkage type class is provided to allow further

qualification of each CSS and WSP in a model.
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Figure 6.14 A simplified representation of the C&CM framework in a UML-style class
diagram (left) and a section from the digraph of the hairdryer model as rep-
resented within P3 Signposting (right). Dotted lines in the class diagram
indicate indirect relations and solid lines indicate direct relations.

The Component class has one direct relation entitled Surfaces which may contain

1..* elements of class Surface and one direct relation entitled CSSs which con-

tains 0..* instances of class CSS. The CSS class has one direct relation entitled

CSS’s surface (1) and one entitled CSS’s surface (2), each containing exactly one

instance of the Surface class which is constrained for selection from the CSS’s

parent component’s surfaces. Similarly, the WSP class comprises two indirect

relations which each contain one surface selected from the set of all Components’

surfaces. Finally, the C&CM class has one direct relation containing 0..* in-

stances of Component, one containing 0..* instances of WSP and one containing

0..* instances of Linkage type.

This configuration allows C&CM models to be formally represented as a directed

graph. A UML-style class diagram of the framework and the corresponding di-

graph of the hairdryer model is shown in Figure 6.14.3 The complete definition

is tabulated in Figure 6.17 (p. 181).

3Note that alternative configurations may often be used to represent the same system model; as
outlined in Section 6.5, identifying the most appropriate representation is an iterative process.
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Figure 6.15 The Contact and Channel modelling application developed by configuring
a P3 Signposting Linkage Meta-model.

6.5.4.3 Perspectives and views

The C&CM linkage meta-model comprises four views: a tree view indicating the

breakdown of the mechanism into Components, their Surfaces and Channel and

Support Structures; a tree view comprising the list of Working Surface Pairs;

the tree view of linkage types, which may be created by the user and assigned

to specific CSSs and WSPs; and a Dependency Structure Matrix which shows

the linkages between components’ surfaces via CSSs (within components) and

WSPs (between components). The definitions of these views are tabulated in

Figure 6.18 (p. 181). The perspectives upon which they are based are defined in

Figures 6.19, 6.20 and 6.21 (pp. 181–182). Although these definitions are not well

suited to representation on paper, they are extremely compact in comparison to

the code which would be required to define a modelling application of equivalent

functionality using a conventional programming language.
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6.5.5 Summary and opportunities for further work

To recap, the linkage meta-modelling approach was developed to allow rapid cus-

tomisation of the P3 Signposting software to better support particular modelling

requirements and thereby reduce the effort required to develop new support ap-

proaches. The approach was illustrated by example configuration of the software

to develop a C&CM modelling tool. This tool, which is shown in Figure 6.15, was

subsequently used by C. Pfeiffer to construct the model of a robot arm mechanism

reported in Keller et al. (2007).4

Linkage meta-models may be used to develop new modelling frameworks, as illus-

trated by the C&CM example, or may be used to extend the ASM framework for

representing information not supported by the standard configuration of Chapter

5. For instance, an additional property entitled ‘Priority’ might be added to the

‘Task’ class. This could then be used as the basis of a task selection policy which

extended the simulation to account for priority in task scheduling.

At the time of writing, additional implementation work is required to fully exploit

the possibilities which arise from the approach. For example, network views are

not supported by the current implementation.5 Another interesting opportunity

for further work is to implement the ASM process simulation and other link-

age analysis algorithms in a form suitable for application to digraphs generated

through perspective algorithms. This would extend the linkage meta-modelling

approach to support rapid development of systems analysis tools as well as mod-

elling frameworks.

4C. Pfeiffer conducted research in Cambridge as part of his Diploma thesis at Universität
Karlsruhe.
5Network views could be specified using a single tree perspective to generate the node hierarchy
and a linkage perspective to generate the arcs in the network.
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Figure 6.16 72 individuals requested and received copies of the P3 Signposting soft-
ware during the three-month period between 7th September 2006 and 7th
December 2006.

6.6 Dissemination

Towards the end of this research project a limited version of P3 Signposting was

made available for academic and evaluation use. Seven researchers in the author’s

group have used or extended the approach, which is also being evaluated by

members of the healthcare group in the Cambridge Engineering Design Centre to

evaluate its applicability for improving healthcare processes in the NHS (Clarkson

et al., 2006). The software has also generated significant interest within Rolls-

Royce. In addition to its use by the control account manager following the case

study described in Chapter 3, the software has been requested by: a process

improvement expert; a knowledge management expert; an intern employed by

Rolls-Royce who applied the approach to model the company’s DfX processes;

and ten members of the turbine design team to support the development of a

new global turbine design framework which aims to more efficiently utilise the

company’s existing computational design and analysis tools.

Additionally, 48 individuals who were not associated with the research project

downloaded the software or requested a copy in person during the three month

period between 7th September 2006 and 7th December 2006. 24 (50%) of these

users were from academic or research institutions, 21 (44%) from industry, and 3

(6%) did not reveal their affiliation.

In total, 72 copies of the P3 Signposting software were disseminated during the

first three months of its availability. This is summarised in Figure 6.16.
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6.7 Summary

This chapter has discussed the P3 Signposting software platform and thereby

addressed the second research question outlined in Chapter 1. In summary, the

software:

• Implements the Applied Signposting process modelling and simulation frame-

work described in Chapter 5, thereby allowing application by other re-

searchers and industry practitioners.

• Provides multiple network- and tabulation-based views of model data and

analytical tools to support the exploration of simulation results.

• Supports the development and evaluation of new modelling approaches by

enabling rapid development of linkage-based modelling tools.

• Is based on a modular architecture allowing other researchers to extend the

software, requiring only limited knowledge of the existing code.

• Has been disseminated following requests from 72 users in industry and

academia.
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Figure 6.17 Class, property and relation definitions in the C&CM linkage meta-model.
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Figure 6.19 Linkage perspective definitions in the C&CM linkage meta-model.
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Figure 6.20 Tree perspective definitions in the C&CM linkage meta-model.
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Chapter 7

Applications and reflection

This chapter discusses application of the Applied Signposting Model and P3 Sign-

posting software tool to support a number of modelling and research projects.

This allows evaluation of the research outputs against the success criterion stated

in Chapter 1.

Discussion proceeds in three sections. Firstly, three industry-related modelling

projects are discussed to highlight application of the approach to support knowl-

edge capture and to validate its utility to industry. Secondly, two Ph.D. projects

which have included significant use of the work will be discussed, thereby high-

lighting the application to process analysis and validating the contribution to

support novel research. Thirdly, key lessons learned during these applications are

highlighted.
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Figure 7.1 The approach was applied to model Rolls-Royce aero-engine design processes
at three levels of the sub-system hierarchy.

7.1 Modelling applications

Three modelling projects are presented here as application case studies. These

projects were selected for discussion since they concern design processes at differ-

ent levels of the product hierarchy (Figure 7.1) and since the author was familiar

with each case. The work was extensively discussed with the modellers during

their projects and in two cases this was supplemented by one-hour informal in-

terviews. The applications are summarised in Figure 7.2 and discussed below.

7.1.1 Turbine cooling system design process

This modelling project was undertaken by a Ph.D. student seconded from the

Turbine Systems Engineering group within Rolls-Royce after seven years’ em-

ployment. He had previously specialised in modelling the fluid dynamics of tur-

bine blade internal cooling systems. The objective of his doctoral research was

to improve the company’s process for designing these systems.

7.1.1.1 Modelling objectives

At the outset of the Ph.D. project there was a common perception in the turbines

group that the cooling system design process was aligned to detailing. In other

words, the available tools and the framework in which they were used limited the

breadth of concepts that could be explored early in the process (Bell et al., 2007).

Bell’s Ph.D. research was intended to explore and ultimately address this issue.
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Figure 7.2 A summary of the modelling projects presented as evaluation case studies.
‘Fan blisk design 1’ refers to the model constructed by the author during
the method development reported in Chapter 4.

As part of this research, an ASM process model of the cooling system design

process was constructed to develop the overview of tasks and information flows

necessary to identify potential improvements. It was intended that simulation

could ultimately be used to support verification of this model and allow explo-

ration of alternative process configurations.

7.1.1.2 Process characteristics

The turbine operating temperature is a primary limit on the efficiency and power

output of a jet engine. At 1200 − 1300 ◦C this is significantly higher than the

melting point of the alloy from which blades are manufactured. Heat is removed

by cooler air which flows through passages within each blade prior to exiting

through small surface holes and forming protective exterior films (Figure 7.3).
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4) Exiting air forms a �lm which 
protects the external surface

2) Air passes through internal 
passages
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to enhance heat transfer

1) Cooling air enters blade inlet

Figure 7.3 A cut-away view of a turbine blade which illustrates the internal cooling
passages (Bell et al., 2007).

The aerothermal and mechanical design of turbine blades is a difficult task. Exter-

nal and internal features interact in a coupled and nonlinear fashion to determine

the performance of the cooling system and, ultimately, the turbine as a whole.

These complex physics require that most design effort is based on detailed mod-

els. Although important design decisions are made prior to this phase, relatively

few concepts are generated and evaluated due to the expense of modelling and

the limited utility of low-cost approximations.

7.1.1.3 Modelling methods

To supplement his prior experience Bell conducted interviews with 18 stakeholders

in the cooling system design process. These included cooling and aerodynamics

experts, stress engineers, manufacturing engineers and turbine blade designers.

7.1.1.4 Model structure

The detailed process model is shown in Figure 7.4. Its structure is essentially se-

quential and incorporates many possibilities for rework. Extensive use is made of

data interactions to capture the strong connectivity between tasks while maintain-

ing a readable diagram. A key sub-process entitled ‘Section design and analysis’

is used in six locations. This is visible as a repeated pattern in Figure 7.4.

Development of this model allowed Bell to identify those aspects of the design

process for which improvement would provide the greatest overall benefit. He

subsequently used this knowledge to develop a new conceptual design process.
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Figure 7.4 An overview of the cooling system design process model developed by C. P.
Bell.

7.1.2 Fan blisk design process

The P3 Signposting software was given to a design manager responsible for timely

delivery of fan blisks. This individual was familiar with the research in the context

of the support method discussed in Chapter 4. Following conclusion of that study,

he independently applied the approach to re-model the blisk design process.
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7.1.2.1 Modelling objectives

The primary modelling objective was to develop a comprehensive description

of the blisk design process to support improvements to the ‘Fan Key System’, a

suite of analysis codes used extensively throughout the design process. A detailed

model capturing the design tasks and parameters was constructed using a signifi-

cantly different structure to that reported in Chapter 4. Modelling was conducted

entirely by the design manager; apart from about 5 telephone conversations the

author was not involved.1

7.1.2.2 Model structure

The resulting model is shown in Figure 7.5. It follows a similar structure to

that used by McMahon and Xianyi to represent the design process as concurrent

work streams that are integrated in a process of iterative refinement (McMahon

and Xianyi, 1996). To illustrate, consider the top-most sub-process of Figure

7.5. Initial data preparation tasks (A1-A4) lead to four concurrent work streams,

represented as processes that are independent during execution (B1-B4). Upon

completion of these streams a compound task representing a co-ordination meet-

ing is undertaken (D). This task has four output scenarios representing the result

of a decision taken during the meeting regarding the focus of design and analysis

for the next iteration, and one to indicate process completion. The first four

scenarios lead to tasks which modify the design definition to incorporate recent

advances (E1-E4).

A similar structure is exhibited by the lower sub-process, which represents itera-

tive development of the aero-mechanical design into a more detailed scheme prior

to tooling. Processes A1, A2, A3 and B1 are re-used as part of this sub-process.

1Since the conversations were not recorded and no records were kept it is not possible to be
more specific.
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Figure 7.5 An overview of the fan blisk design process model developed by the blisk
design manager. In this visualisation, the orange container task borders are
only rendered in cases where the contained sub-process is used in multiple
contexts.
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Figure 7.6 The Rolls-Royce ‘Derwent’ product introduction and lifecycle management
process (Rolls-Royce, 2005).

7.1.3 Whole engine development process

P3 Signposting forms a core component of a Rolls-Royce/DTI funded research

project entitled Integrated Products and Services (IPAS). As part of this project,

a post-doctoral Research Associate was employed at Cambridge University to

develop an ASM model of the whole engine development process.

7.1.3.1 Modelling objectives

The modelling exercise aimed to develop a detailed description of the whole engine

design process with a particular focus on capturing the consideration of service

information. The ultimate aim of the project is to prescribe an improved process

which takes better account of serviceability goals; however, at the time of writing

it was not clear how this would be achieved. The detailed modelling exercise

focused on the early phase design work for the turbine components and on the

Trent 1000 design project.

7.1.3.2 Process characteristics

Rolls-Royce have published a stage-based model which describes their process for

product introduction and lifecycle management. This Derwent process comprises

six stages and covers a total timespan of up to 50 years (Rolls-Royce, 2005).

Modelling covered stages 0–3 with a primary focus on stages 0 and 1.
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In overview, aero-engines are developed by finalising high-level parameters such

as basic geometry and numbers of blade rows during early concept design. This

determines the requirements for the engine sub-systems and components which

are designed by Integrated Product Teams (IPTs). IPTs consist of personnel

from the functional areas which hold a stake in the component. Individuals may

be permanently assigned to an IPT or may be part of many IPTs depending on

their roles. Additional IPTs are responsible for design activities which encompass

several components, such as systems integration and air systems.

7.1.3.3 Modelling methods

The IPAS researcher conducted 32 interviews with 27 designers from the Ad-

vanced Propulsion Systems Design (responsible for conceptual design) and Tur-

bine Systems Engineering groups. Based upon these interviews, he developed an

initial process model which is currently undergoing a second phase of verification

interviews conducted by another IPAS researcher in the Cambridge Engineering

Design Centre.

7.1.3.4 Model structure

The resulting model is shown in Figure 7.7. The focus on high-level product

detail is reflected in the representation of individual tasks and parameters. For

example, the turbine cooling system design process was represented using 314

tasks in the dedicated model of Section 7.1.1, but by a single task in the whole

engine model. The model is unique among the case studies since it incorporates

many possibilities for task concurrency. These arise from the low-level network

structure as parallel work streams are not explicitly incorporated in the model.

The model was considered to be significantly less complete and less consistent

than the three component-level design process models discussed above.2 For

example, most tasks were not distinguished from the information they generated,

usually producing a single parameter of the same name.

2This conclusion was drawn from discussions between the author and other members of the
research group, all of whom were familiar with the ASM and conversant with Rolls-Royce
design processes.
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Figure 7.7 An overview of the whole engine design process model developed by various
researchers in the author’s group.

One contributing factor may have been the approach to knowledge elicitation.

At the outset of the IPAS study the modeller was unfamiliar with the domain —

having no prior knowledge of the product or company; a relatively small number

of interviews were conducted — less than 35 hours in total; in contrast to the other

applications the model was not presented to stimulate discussion and refinement

during interviews; and few personnel were interviewed more than once.
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The process to be modelled was also extremely complex. As discussed in Chapter

3, even experienced company personnel do not claim a detailed understanding of

the entire design process. In addition, certain characteristics of the process proved

difficult to model using the task precedence representation. For instance, the

IPAS researcher indicated that the opportunistic and responsive nature of many

design activities could not easily be modelled — this is a recognised limitation of

the ASM which arises from its task precedence representation. He also identified

that integrative functions such as air systems could not be easily represented in

the main workflow.

7.2 Research applications

This section describes two research-oriented applications of the ASM and of P3

Signposting. The applications apply and extend the tool to investigate how sim-

ulation analysis can be used to improve process performance. They were under-

taken by two Cambridge students as part of their Ph.D. research.

7.2.1 Optimising design strategies

Following development of the cooling system design process model discussed

above, Bell et al. (2007) proposed an approach to improve component design

processes based on the ASM framework. As discussed in Chapter 3, these pro-

cesses consist of many convergence/refinement cycles. On each cycle, decisions are

made to determine whether inexpensive low-fidelity analyses will be undertaken

or more lengthy and higher fidelity tasks will be used. One goal of the research

project was to optimise these decisions, i.e., to determine the most appropriate

strategy for task selection at each stage in the design process.

The approach is based on the assumption that process meta-data influences the

selection of tasks when designing, and that representing this meta-data can en-

hance the fidelity of simulation models. In this context, meta-data refers to data

about the process, such as the number of times a task has been attempted, the

confidence in the design, the time remaining, etc. An ASM simulation model

was constructed based on the case study of the cooling system design process

discussed above. This simplified model used process variables to represent meta-
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Figure 7.8 Bell et al. (2007) propose that the ASM simulation could be used as the
basis of a process configuration optimiser.

data and process variable functions to model the effect of each design task in

terms of the meta-data. Task selection decisions were modelled by evaluating

the meta-data against a set of process variables which encode the point at which

design moves from low- to high-fidelity analyses. Process variables were also used

to define design maturity goals (iterations must continue until a specified amount

of knowledge is generated) and measure process performance in terms of total

cost and duration.

The resulting ASM simulation model may be viewed as a ‘black box’ for predicting

the process performance of a given strategy and design maturity goal (Figure

7.8). Bell et al. propose this could be used as the basis for a numerical process

optimisation implemented as a P3 Signposting plug-in (Bell et al., 2007).

7.2.2 Identifying robust processes

Chalupnik et al. (2007) used the ASM simulation to investigate robustness in

design processes. The ultimate goal of this research is to identify process config-

urations which can deliver expected performance in an uncertain environment.

A P3 Signposting plug-in was developed to explore the process robustness con-

cept. The plug-in utilised the ASM simulation code to conduct one-factor-at-

a-time perturbation analyses. A laboratory experiment was then conducted to

explore the properties of the 12-task mechanical design process previously mod-

elled by Clarkson et al. (2000). This led to a number of general insights regarding

process robustness analysis. The research is published in Chalupnik et al. (2007).
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7.3 Reflection

This section briefly reflects upon application of the approach under four headings:

lessons learned during modelling; cost of modelling; perceived strengths; and

model re-use.

7.3.1 Lessons learned during modelling

Modelling approaches used during the case studies included recorded interviews

which were subsequently used to identify key activities and sequences, group

workshops in which the model was presented and discussed, and informal dis-

cussions with individuals or small groups in which print-outs of the model were

reviewed and annotated. Of these approaches, the small-group discussions were

found to be the most effective. Workshops were found to be less productive due to

difficulties in maintaining focus. Interviews in which the model was not reviewed

were helpful to improve the interviewer’s understanding of the domain, but did

not allow experts to critique and suggest improvements to the representation.

Each of the models described above changed substantially as its structure and

purpose was explored during development. In each case, construction followed

a highly iterative process of critique and refinement, with the modeller’s under-

standing of the process developing in parallel with their model. Although each

case had a well-defined process improvement goal to guide initial modelling, ad-

ditional uses for the models suggested themselves during construction. This led

to refinements of the structure, nomenclature and perceived fidelity of the mod-

els. It was further observed that modelling did not proceed through incremental

improvements. In each case leaps in understanding led to substantial restructur-

ing and upon some occasions to the development of a new model. This iterative

process may be as characteristic of process modelling as it is of designing, and

highlights the importance of effective user interfaces to facilitate model manipu-

lation.

The studies have highlighted that modelling processes — even those which are

considered well understood and well documented — is an effort- as well as knowledge-

intensive activity. This is the case even for an insider provided with appropriate
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tools. The difficulty of process modelling was usually underestimated, as high-

lighted by a comment from one Rolls-Royce manager:

“If you understand your process already it shouldn’t take long.” —

Design manager.

7.3.2 Perceived strengths

In each study, the approach has enabled development of models exhibiting signifi-

cantly more detail than was shown in previous process descriptions. Furthermore,

users have indicated a desire to continue adding detail in terms of both breadth

and depth. This highlights that a key strength of the approach is the hierarchical

structure and user interfaces which allow development of very large models:

“You could capture down to a very low level what was going on, and

yet package all that detail away. That was actually important, because

in order to understand the detail you had to look at the interactions

between sub-processes. How the tasks at the bottom of those loop nests

interacted was not as people perceived it to be — as you talked to

people in the chain there was no one picture of how all the bits fitted

together.” — C. P. Bell.

Another perceived strength of the approach is its intuitive, graphical notation.

Although the ASM contains many features to allow development of sophisticated

models, interpreting the graphical notation does not require a full appreciation of

the modelling framework. This allowed models to be discussed with process par-

ticipants who could easily interpret the information and thereby offer suggestions

for improvement. In addition, the formality of the notation was thought particu-

larly useful in developing a consistent representation of a complex and subjective

domain. The blisk design manager suggested this was particularly useful, not

just for describing an existing process but to support the development of new

processes:

“I actually view [P3 Signposting] as an ideal tool for doing design

process design.” — Blisk design manager.
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7.3.3 Cost of modelling

A more objective analysis of the modelling activity was undertaken by configuring

the software to log each action performed by the user, together with the time at

which they were executed. Only those actions leading to modification of model

data were logged; no record is available of the users’ navigation within the tool.

Furthermore, only those sessions which included data saved to disk were stored.

Detailed logs were captured for the construction of three models — the whole

engine design process model (Dataset 1), the turbine cooling system design pro-

cess model (Dataset 2), and a model of the decision process for accommodating

design changes at the interface between software and hardware in the control

systems group at Rolls-Royce (Dataset 3). The latter model was constructed by

M. Kilpinen, a Ph.D. student in the author’s research group. It comprises 122

tasks and 386 parameters.

7.3.3.1 Effort expended in modelling

A 54 day period of the whole-engine modelling was captured in Dataset 1, com-

prising 39 hours of continuous activity and 3912 individual modelling actions.

Dataset 2 represents a 26 day period of the cooling system modelling, comprising

3010 actions in 39 continuous hours. Dataset 3 comprises 1715 commands in 27.5

continuous hours over 31 days.3

This supports the informal observation that process modelling is a time-consuming

activity. A significant time period was spent using the software, at a mean activity

rate of one activity every 36 seconds, 47 seconds and 58 seconds for experiments

1, 2 and 3 respectively. Discussions with each user indicated that this ‘active’

modelling time represented a small proportion of the overall activity; a significant

period of time was also spent reflecting on how the model should be structured

to most effectively represent the knowledge modellers had gained during data

gathering. Users believed they had developed a much deeper understanding of

the design process and its behaviour as a result of this activity.

3The continuous activity period was calculated by subtracting all periods of inactivity greater
than 30 minutes from the total recorded time. Since only modification actions were recorded,
it is not possible to determine whether the tool was being used between logged commands.
Therefore, time spent navigating the model or running simulations cannot be distinguished
from inactivity.
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Figure 7.9 Summary of the numbers and types of commands executed during the mon-
itoring periods. Note that some commands are counted in multiple cate-
gories, e.g., the single drag-and-drop action which creates a new interaction
and connects it as output from a task is categorised as both create and
connect.

7.3.3.2 Profile of modelling activities

Figure 7.9 indicates the number of commands of each type executed by each

user. Although there are insufficient samples to draw statistically significant con-

clusions across the datasets, the large proportion of modify, rename and connect

tasks visible in all three cases highlights that a substantial portion of the mod-

elling effort was expended in modifying existing information. This supports the

informal observation that process modelling is a rework-intensive activity.

The data also show that the fractions of Create and Connect commands in

Dataset 1 differ from those in the other two datasets. Dataset 1 showed these

action types accounting for almost 80% of the total, whereas Datasets 2 and 3

indicated that only 44% and 51% of actions respectively involved these types.

One contributing factor is that the IPAS researcher chose to start again with

a new model on two occasions, whereas the other users continually refined one

model over the entire recorded period. When questioned, the IPAS researcher in-

dicated that he started again due to the difficulty of reconfiguring the hierarchical

structures he had constructed. This highlights the importance of an effective user

interface which supports the reconfiguration of models.
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7.3.4 Flexibility of models and process elements

The flexibility of any modelling framework to represent different processes may

be considered from various perspectives. From a framework perspective, many

models may be constructed using a particular approach, each of which may rep-

resent different processes for different purposes. A particular model may also

be flexible on an interpretation level – in that models mean different things to

different people – and on the level of the target system. The latter refers to the

ability of a model to be instance-independent. For example, the process models

discussed in Section 7.1 above are both specific and generic representations. They

provide a description of a specific instance of the design process, but also have

potential to represent aspects of future or similar processes.

This flexibility raises the possibility of developing a process library which can

represent not only similar aspects within one model but from which many models

may be composed. Such a library could reduce the effort required to construct

process models and thus facilitate application of the research in industry. Else-

where, this strategy has been successful in the ADePT (Austin et al., 1999) and

ProModeller (Vajna, 2005) tools applied to the construction and automotive in-

dustries respectively.

However, experience with Rolls-Royce has indicated that while high-level task

descriptions might change little from project to project, details can vary signif-

icantly. In terms of products, some components or systems are adapted and

carried across, or modified on a parametric level, while others require more inno-

vative solutions. In terms of processes, Case Studies 1–3 summarised in Figure

7.2 focused on modelling specialised technical design processes, each of which is

conducted using specific tools, analyses and solution principles. Sub-processes

are not recognisably similar across these models. Although in each case company

personnel indicated that their processes remain similar across product genera-

tions, there is insufficient evidence to determine whether a generic library would

have provided an effective starting point for developing models in these studies.
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Nevertheless, in every modelling application process elements were re-used within

the model. This experience indicated that successful re-use hinges on achieving an

appropriate form and level of abstraction. In particular, interface definitions must

be carefully considered to ensure that the exposed parameters are appropriate

to the process and to all contexts in which it is used. For example, the same

process cannot represent activities at the assess customer needs level and the

parametric optimisation level, since the abstraction of interface parameters must

be significantly different in each case. The ability to highlight such interface

mismatches was generally considered a benefit of the ASM since it encouraged

development of well-structured and self-consistent models. However, the need for

interface consistency also limits the possibilities for process re-use, since processes

are inevitably tailored to fit their original contexts. In practice, several iterations

of a process and its interface definition were found necessary before re-use was

possible.

In summary, each modeller who applied the approach believed that the reusability

of process elements was a useful feature of the modelling framework. Although

this was originally intended to reduce the cost of modelling, the greatest benefit

ultimately arose from the need to carefully consider the context and nomenclature

of revisited processes.

7.4 Summary

This chapter has described application of the Applied Signposting Model and

P3 Signposting software to a number of modelling and research projects. To

summarise:

• Application of the modelling approach and software tool to develop three

large process models was discussed. Two of these are ongoing research

projects which have included significant industry interaction; the third was

undertaken entirely by an industry user.
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• The research contribution of this thesis is validated by the acceptance of

the modelling approach in these studies. This acceptance is indicated by

the substantial effort each modeller invested in applying the approach. In

each case, the approach allowed the modeller to develop significantly more

detailed models than were previously available.

• Two research-oriented applications were discussed, in which the modelling

approach and software tool were extended by other researchers.

• It was demonstrated that the research contribution can be applied to sup-

port knowledge capture and process analysis, in addition to the management

support application introduced in Chapter 4.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions

This chapter concludes the thesis. The research questions introduced in Chapter

1 are revisited and the research contributions summarised. The contributions

are evaluated against the success criterion stated in Chapter 1. Limitations are

discussed and opportunities for further work highlighted.

8.1 Review of research contributions

This section reviews the research contributions under two headings: answers to

the research questions and additional contributions.

8.1.1 Research questions

To recap, this dissertation argues that:

The processes by which complex products are developed may be mod-

elled using a formal approach. Such models may be used to support a

range of process improvement activities.

Chapter 1 decomposed this argument into two research questions. Firstly:

• What attributes are necessary in a design process modelling approach used

for knowledge capture, management support and process analysis?
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This question was addressed by developing the Applied Signposting Model based

on an extended case study in Rolls-Royce. In summary, the key attributes of the

ASM are:

1. Task precedence representation. This was identified as an effective

approach to modelling component design processes. Distinguishing between

the role of information that drives task selection and that which drives task

execution allows representation of more complex dependency relationships

than can be easily incorporated in most task precedence models, thereby

addressing a key limitation of these approaches.

2. Rich graphical notation. Individuals do not possess both the overview

and detailed knowledge required to construct a useful process model. A

key challenge during modelling is therefore the negotiation of a common

perspective. This is supported by an intuitive, graphical notation. Further,

a rich representation which enforces logical constraints provides a ‘common

language’ for modelling, supporting communication and therefore validation

of models.

3. Hierarchical structures. The research revealed that very large models

are often required to describe processes in industry. The ASM provides

hierarchical structures to support manipulation of large volumes of process

information.

4. Flexible specification of simulation behaviour. A flexible approach

allows simple graphical simulation models to be developed using the same

notation as those exhibiting more sophisticated behaviour. This is useful

to support research in particular, as it allows investigation of a wide range

of models based on a single, familiar notation.
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The second research question was:

• What are the requirements for design process modelling and simulation

software to support academic research and industry practice?

This question was addressed by developing and validating the P3 Signposting

software described in Chapter 6. To summarise, the key requirements are:

1. Incorporating the benefits of popular descriptive tools. Familiar

and intuitive visualisations should be provided to encourage use alongside

existing tools.

2. Developing a knowledge repository. Process modelling initiatives are

often criticised in industry for their expense and lack of relevance outside

the original context. To address this concern, tools should support devel-

opment of a knowledge base which may be re-used for future modelling and

continuous improvement projects. Furthermore, since models are inevitably

refined in application tools should provide for incremental development and

maintenance of the knowledge base.

3. Querying the knowledge base. Process modelling can quickly result in

a large volume of potentially useful information. In addition to facilitating

the entry of this data, modelling frameworks should provide structures for

annotation and tools must provide functionality for effectively browsing and

searching the knowledge base. Due to the large number of variables and

potentially complex behaviour of simulation models, analysis tools should

support the identification of ‘levers’ for process improvement.

4. Configurability. Concurrent development of methods, theories and tools

with regular feedback from users is an effective approach to developing

model-based approaches for process improvement. Software development

can play a key role in guiding the research direction as well as support-

ing continuous evaluation and refinement. However, it is a time-consuming

activity requiring expertise which many researchers do not possess. A con-

figurable software platform can reduce the cost of developing research pro-

totypes (Chapter 6).
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8.1.2 Additional contributions

The following additional contributions were made by this research project:

1. A framework to organise models of product development. Mod-

elling the design and development process is a well-established research

area. Although a number of reviews thoroughly examine aspects of this

field, no recent publications frame the breadth of literature. A framework

which begins to address this was presented in Chapter 2.

2. An analysis of modelling design iteration. Iteration is a major driver

of uncertainty in the design process. The analysis of design iteration pre-

sented in Chapter 3 illustrated that task network models cannot reflect

the full complexity of iterative behaviour as observed in practice. It was

concluded that studying the characteristics of iteration in a given design

domain and the modelling objectives can guide selection of an appropriate

modelling approach.

3. A model-based approach to support project management. Chapter

4 introduced an approach to support the management of design programmes

using process modelling and simulation. This approach illustrates that de-

sign process simulation can support practice despite its limited fidelity.

4. Software to support process improvement. P3 Signposting is a ro-

bust and extensible platform which implements the Applied Signposting

approach and facilitates the rapid development of new linkage-based mod-

elling frameworks. This provides a significant contribution to research by

lowering the barrier to developing new model-based approaches.

5. A contribution to Rolls-Royce. Modelling the blisk design process

provided benefit to Rolls-Royce by integrating existing documentation into

a rigorous and significantly more detailed description (Chapter 4). The

blisk design manager who supported the study chose to continue this work

by independently applying the modelling software following its conclusion.

In addition to this direct contribution, many Rolls-Royce personnel have

encountered the research results during application of P3 Signposting by

other researchers (Chapter 7).
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8.2 Evaluation

This section shows that the research project met all objectives stated in Chapter

1 and validates the thesis against the original success criterion.

8.2.1 Applications of process modelling

Chapter 1 identified the three process improvement applications considered by

this thesis. To recap, these were: knowledge capture; management support;

and process analysis and reconfiguration. The discussion of applications in this

dissertation focused on management support as this was the original context for

the research project. Chapter 7 illustrated that the modelling framework and

software tool have been successfully applied to support knowledge capture and

process analysis, thereby indicating their utility for all three applications.

8.2.2 Stakeholders

Three main stakeholders in these applications were identified: technical engineer-

ing and management personnel; project management personnel; and academic

researchers. The project successfully engaged with the first two of these groups

in the context of the management support approach (Chapter 4) and the third

in the context of the research applications (Chapter 7).

8.2.3 Research motivation

This research was motivated by the proposal that a single modelling approach

to address all these applications and stakeholders could provide three benefits:

reducing the cost of modelling by allowing adaptation of existing models; sup-

porting communication between stakeholders; and supporting the development

of novel approaches. The latter two of these benefits were respectively illustrated

by: the management support approach which supports synthesis of a common

perspective of design plans from engineers’ and managers’ viewpoints (Chapter

4); and integration of the research into two Ph.D. projects (Chapter 7). Adapting

existing models for new purposes was discussed in the context of re-using process

elements (Chapter 7).
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8.2.4 Success criterion

Chapter 1 stated that this research would benefit those seeking to improve design

processes, both in academic research and industry practice. The success criterion

therefore required the research outputs to be validated in industry and to con-

tribute to other academic research projects. This was comprehensively achieved:

1. Application in industry. The P3 Signposting software was used by re-

searchers in Cambridge and by a design manager in Rolls-Royce to develop

descriptive process models which were significantly more detailed than pre-

vious descriptions (Chapter 7). It was shown that these users had invested

significant time in applying the research, thereby indicating its perceived

relevance and the maturity of the software implementation.

2. Contribution to research. The Applied Signposting Model forms a sub-

stantial component of two published research projects at the time of writing,

thereby validating the contribution to research (Chapter 7).

3. Dissemination of research results. In the first three months of its

release for academic and evaluation use, 72 copies of P3 Signposting were

distributed following requests from industry and academic users (Chapter

6). This further indicates the relevance of the contributions to academic

research and industry practice.

8.3 Limitations

The primary limitation of this thesis is its focus on a single company in the

aerospace industry. Generality of the research results thus cannot be proven.

However, many discussions with industry and academic experts have supported

the findings and indicated the potential for applicability outside Rolls-Royce.

Exploring the generality of the findings through additional case studies is an

opportunity for further research.
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A number of specific limitations to the ASM modelling framework arise from the

task precedence representation on which it is based. These are:

1. Modelling concurrent tasks which exchange information. Although

overlapping tasks may be decomposed into multiple interleaved tasks, this

is not appropriate for modelling many concurrent streams of work which

frequently exchange information. The approach is therefore unsuitable for

modelling systems that incorporate overlapping tasks that cannot be fur-

ther decomposed. This limitation could be addressed by enhancing the

simulation to include a time-stepping element, potentially based on func-

tions describing the rate of releasing information in a manner similar to

Carrascosa et al. (1998).

2. Modelling strongly connected networks. Process models which incor-

porate many failure points, failure modes and/or interdependencies between

tasks cannot be easily modelled using the approach. This shortcoming is

common to all modelling frameworks based on a graphical notation. Al-

though the P3 Signposting software does provide matrix views for manip-

ulating ASM models, the network view was almost exclusively used during

the application studies due to its greater accessibility. Further research re-

garding process model visualisation is necessary to address this limitation.1

3. Modelling adaptive processes. The ASM is unsuited to represent adap-

tive task selection based on the current state of design information.2 Al-

though a number of dynamic task models have been proposed to address

this issue, the difficulty of validating such approaches was highlighted in

Chapter 3. Surmounting these issues and incorporating adaptive task se-

lection into the ASM provides an interesting opportunity for further work

since adaptive behaviour is an important characteristic of many design pro-

cesses.

1Although complex information flows cannot be easily represented, this issue can be alleviated
by using data interactions to represent redundant feed-forward dependencies. Additionally,
behavioural interdependencies between tasks may be modelled using process variables.
2Although limited state-contingent selection may be incorporated using process variables to
represent state and compound tasks to represent decisions, this is inappropriate where many
alternatives are available at every step.
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8.4 Opportunities for further research

A number of research opportunities arose from this thesis. These are:

1. Customised modelling frameworks. A short-term opportunity for fur-

ther work is to refine the meta-model technology discussed in Chapter 6

and implement a range of modelling frameworks within P3 Signposting.

This would firstly comprise the task network models reviewed in Chapter 2

and would eventually include a wider range of frameworks such as compo-

nent connectivity models, design rationale models, and frameworks which

integrate multiple domains.

Access to multiple modelling frameworks within the same software tool will

allow a comparative analysis to understand the appropriateness of each

framework for particular process domains and modelling objectives, result-

ing in a ‘framework wizard’ to help modellers identify the most appropriate

approach in each case. This could also compose a modelling framework

from individual meta-model class structures. This would require theoret-

ical as well as implementation research, since some framework structures

pre-suppose alternative conceptualisations of the systems they represent.

2. Iteration. Further research is necessary to fully classify the modes of

iteration which can occur, their importance and impact on process be-

haviour, and the factors which influence this. Related opportunities for

further research include investigation of how to model the dependencies

between product, process and personnel which influence iteration and how

iteration impacts upon the outcome of process simulation. Because design

process simulation models often cannot be calibrated due to insufficient his-

torical data, it is especially important to ensure the assumptions underlying

treatment of iteration are appropriate.

3. Synthesising design automation and process simulation. Design of

high-performance products and components often relies upon specialised

computational tools. In such cases, tool integration can lead to substantial

efficiency improvements by reducing the time spent in data transfer and

conversion tasks. Task-based models can guide the designer in selecting the
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most appropriate task at each step (e.g., Clarkson and Hamilton 2000) or

can directly drive selection and execution of design codes (e.g., McMahon

and Xianyi 1996). More sophisticated automation frameworks use a model

of the emerging design space to guide activity selection (e.g., Jarrett 2000).

Since automated design can be computationally expensive, it would be use-

ful to extend these frameworks to optimise process performance alongside

design performance. An interesting opportunity therefore exists to synthe-

sise consideration of product information with process knowledge to enhance

automation tools. Two complementary research questions arise from this:

• (How) can complete or partial information about the evolving design

state be incorporated to improve the fidelity of simulation models?

• (How) can process simulation be used to inform task selection in design

automation frameworks?

The scriptlets and process variables within P3 Signposting provide suit-

able infrastructure for exploring the use of parametric design information

to influence process behaviour. Although some preliminary research was

conducted in this area it was ultimately considered beyond the scope of

this thesis.

4. Representing and reasoning about uncertainty in simulation. Due

to the uncertainty surrounding design process behaviour and its modelling,

it is important to evaluate the validity of advice derived from process sim-

ulation. Although uncertainty in estimating simulation parameters could

be estimated and treated separately from the uncertainty inherent to the

process, current design process simulation approaches do not account for

this. An opportunity for further research is therefore to explore how epis-

temic uncertainty can be identified, represented in design process simulation

models and utilised to explore the validity of analysis results.
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8.5 Conclusion

The performance of product development processes is important to the commer-

cial success of new products. This dissertation has introduced an approach to

model such processes and thereby to support their improvement. The approach

has been applied to investigate the representation, simulation and management

of design processes in a major U.K. aerospace manufacturer. It was implemented

in a configurable software platform, which is now being used by a number of

ongoing research projects in the Cambridge Engineering Design Centre.
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Appendix A

Case study background

This appendix lists the informal interviews conducted and meetings observed

during the case study reported in Chapter 3. A brief description of the Rolls-

Royce organisational structure is provided to aid interpretation of individuals’

roles.

A.1 Organisational structure

At the time of writing, Rolls-Royce is a matrix organisation structured into Op-

erational Business Units (OBUs) and Customer Facing Business Units (CFBUs).

Each OBU is responsible for designing a particular sub-system in the engine; for

example, the Turbine Systems OBU employs specialists in turbine engineering.

These personnel further specialise into functions, for example in the aerodynam-

ics or materials issues specific to turbine design. OBU personnel may be assigned

to one project or may work on several projects concurrently. In addition to

this project work, they are responsible for maintaining and improving the design

technology specific to their function.

OBUs are complemented by CFBUs, which are responsible for the delivery of

specific projects and which include many non-engineering personnel. For example,

a CFBU may include several tiers of programme managers and support personnel.
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A.2 Interviews conducted

Personnel in OBU roles included technical designers, aerodynamicists and stress

engineers as well as technical team leaders. Personnel in CFBU roles included the

Control Account Manager (CAM) responsible for timely delivery of the F136 fan

rotative components and the Programme Manager sponsoring the research, who

was responsible for delivery of the entire fan module. Specialist CFBU personnel

such as the Earned Value Management Systems (EVMS) Specialist and Project

Accountant were interviewed.

A number of discussions were also held with personnel not associated with the

F136 fan blisk, such as a Knowledge Management Specialist and members of the

Design for Process Excellence team, a Rolls-Royce initiative similar to Design

for Six Sigma. The interviews are summarised in Figure A.1, together with the

details of a number of meetings and workshops which were attended during the

case study.
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Role     Affiliation

Programme Manager    CFBU

Earned Value Management Systems Specialist CFBU

Bidding and Proposal Manager   CFBU

Transmissions IPT Lead   OBU/ CFBU

Test Engineer    OBU

Rotatives Control Account Manager  OBU/CFBU

Aerodynamics Team Leader   OBU

Fan Module IPT Lead    OBU

Project Accountant    CFBU

Technical Aerodynamicist   OBU

Manufacturing Engineer   OBU

Stress Engineer    OBU

Design Engineer    OBU

Design Engineer    OBU

Stress Engineer    OBU

Design Engineer    OBU

-- JOB DESCRIPTION UNAVAILABLE --  CFBU

Design Engineer    OBU

Programme Management Specialist  Other

Process Excellence Team Leader   Other

-- JOB DESCRIPTION UNAVAILABLE --  Other

Knowledge Management Specialist  Other

Scheduled meeting  Frequency  Purpose

Management Review  Weekly  Monitoring component-level progress and risks

Hardware Review  Weekly  Monitoring prototype manufacturing

Product Change Board Weekly  Stage-gate reviews for individual components

Business Review  Monthly  Review of major project deliverables

One-off workshop  Duration  Purpose

Cost/Weight Reduction  2 days  Identify opportunities to reduce cost and weight

Architecture Review   1 day  Senior RR technical personnel review architecture

GE Leadership Visit   2 days  GE/RR project leadership review formal processes

Figure A.1 Personnel interviewed and meetings observed during the study.
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Appendix B

Prototype software

This appendix details the process modelling and planning support tool described

in Chapter 4.

Figure B.1 The prototype software.
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Click hyperlink to 
view the detail of 
this task (See 2)

Re-order the tasks and parameters in this process

Highlight indicates that this task has multiple 
output scenarios, of which one includes an 

interaction with the parameter `Parameter K’

‘I’ indicates that the parameter 
‘Parameter A’ is an input to the 

task ‘Simple task (1)’

The overview matrix is the main 
screen of the tool. Tasks are shown 
in rows and parameters in 
columns. Entries in the matrix cells 
indicate either input or output 
interactions between tasks and 
parameters.

10. Inputs/outputs to process (interface interactions)

Figure B.2 The modelling interface is constructed from domain-mapping matrices for
each sub-process.
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2a. Task detail - input/output interactions

2d. Task duration (probability density function)

4. Resource availability profiles

2b. Iteration construct parameters

2c. Task resource requirements

List of tasks 
defined in 
this process

Scenario ‘Continue process’ contains an 
interaction with the parameter ‘Parameter K’ 
with qualifier ’1D’

Select task type

Task requires one unit of the resource ‘Resource B’

Best case, worst case and expected 
duration estimates for this task

List of resources defined in this process

Reduction of task duration on 
subsequent attempts

Number of times this task will drive 
iteration

Figure B.3 Clicking a row in the domain-mapping matrix produces screens allowing the
properties of individual tasks to be manipulated.
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6a. Task states and event calendar

9b. Generate schedule

6b. Information state

6c. Resource states

Schedule in MS Project

Figure B.4 The process simulation may be debugged by stepping through tasks and
viewing the state of information and resources at each step (left). Following
simulation, a Gantt chart of a single outcome may be selected and opened
for viewing in MS Project (right).
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7a. Network view

7b. Network view - setup rendering

16. Setup filter

3. Classification scheme setup

Figure B.5 Network layouts are automatically generated using the AT&T GraphViz
‘dot’ algorithm (left). They may be configured to conceal tasks or parame-
ters which are members of specified classification categories (right).
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Appendix C

P3 Signposting software

This appendix provides additional detail regarding the P3 Signposting software

discussed in Chapter 6. User-oriented documentation is available in the 100-page

P3 Signposting Users’ Guide document (Wynn and Clarkson, 2006).

Figure C.1 The P3 Signposting software.
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Figure C.2 Element properties are summarised using sets of interactive icons.

Figure C.3 Element properties may be modified by right-clicking that element in the
modelling interface.
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Figure C.4 Uncertainty in tasks’ durations may be modelled using triangular or uniform
probability density functions.

Figure C.5 Tasks may require units from specified resource groups to begin.
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Figure C.6 Each resource has an availability profile and a calendar which determines
its working hours.

Figure C.7 Each calendar inherits its configuration from its parent and overrides the
working hours on specified days.
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Figure C.8 Elements may be added to one or more categories in one or more classifica-
tion schemes. Categorising elements allows the display to be filtered.

Figure C.9 Configuring the network view to focus on tasks and parameters which belong
to specified categories.
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Figure C.10 The software provides a ’debug mode’ for manually stepping through the
simulation algorithm to verify its behaviour.

Figure C.11 The software is dynamically constructed from the set of modules found at
run-time. Each installation may have a unique set of modules.
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Figure C.12 All information required to implement a new module can be located by
browsing the plug-in point definitions. Any module may define new plug-in
points.

Figure C.13 A versioning system allows modules to be released, updated and installed
individually, either by distributing packages or by providing an online
update site.
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Figure C.14 The meta-model configurator allows custom modelling frameworks to be
constructed without writing additional code.

Figure C.15 Meta-models consist of classes, defining the types of element allowed in
the model, and relations which define how elements can be connected.
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Figure C.16 Perspectives are algorithms which process the graph structure of a model
to construct views. Configuration options depend upon the implementing
module.
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Errata

The following errata have been corrected since this dissertation was approved for

the Ph.D. degree on October 23, 2007:

Page v. En-dash characters (“–”) replaced by em-dash (“—”).

Page 1. “DTI (1992)” replaced by “DTI (1994)”.

Page 52. “in-situ” italicised.

Page 98. “in-situ” italicised.

Page 95. “convergence/refinement” italicised.

Page 100. “convergence/refinement” italicised.

Page 110. “convergence/refinement” italicised.

Page 113. “convergence/refinement” italicised.

Page 193. “convergence/refinement” italicised.

Page 199. “...product to product...” replaced by “...project to project...”

Page 237. DTI (1994) inserted.

DCW, November 30, 2007.
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